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Comment

Taking leave of the
20th Century
he last weeks of

T

1999,

indeed of this century,

provide us with a good
vantage to take stock of Africa’s
fortunes and future. That this has
been difficult 100 years for Africa,
there should be no doubt at all. In

decolonisation. With the dismantlement of

apartheid, and the
transition to democracy in 1994
in South Africa, the last vestiges
of colonialism

were removed.
This issue carries memorial

with
exception of Ethiopia and
Liberia,
The
impact of
colonialism was very profound on

which commemorate
profound and and illustrious
contributions of freedom fighters
and statesmen. Amongst them
Mwalimu Nyerere and Herbert
Chitepo who ensured a successful

the continent’s societies and

outcome

economies, and it will take

struggles for freedom and
independence.

1899 the entire continent
under European colonial rule

was

the

time

some

that

impact.
Following upon the rapacious
plunder of the continent through
to

erase

the slave trade in which many
millions of Africans were

continent. Of course, the present
international
economic

arrangements,especially the issues
of

various conditionalities for
investment and aid and debt,
continue to be heavily weighted

messages

against Africa

the

lecture

those

to

massive

to

as Obasanjo’s
Harvard University

argues. On matters relating to
and trade negotiations, it

become much
than

in

ever

debt
has
imperative

more

for African states

concert

to

secure

independence, which was
attained 40 years ago in much of
Africa, was only one stage in a
much
wider
struggle for

more

favourable terms.
Africa has immense

Yet

to act

potential to

harness its diverse rich natural and

human

take up

chronicles of struggles

to

freedom and

concertedly. The scourges of
poverty and disease need to be
addressed urgently. For example,

the
struggle against poverty and
marginalisation. It will need to
consolidate democracy, which still
rests on a fragile basis in weak
national-states. The pre-requisites
for growth and stability are peace
and security, and one of the great
challenges for African statesmen
in the new century will be to
resolve conflicts peacefully before
they escalate as they did in the
Sudan, Somalia, Angola and the
Democratic Republic of Congo
amongst other conflicts. As we
take leave of this century, there are
sufficient grounds for the
accomplishments made in this one
and optimism for the new African

concerted

renaissance.

forcefully shipped

across

the

Atlantic to generate wealth and

economic, social and cultural

prosperity for the

emancipation. This has proved
to be just as daunting a struggle

South

new world in
North America,

and

colonialism dislocated

existing

political and economic systems
making the task of recovery at
independence much
more

of the articles in this issue
the quest for a “second
liberation” eloquently urges.

as one
on

difficult.

As Africa prepares to enter

2U‘

That this has also been

an

epic

century for Africa, there should
also be

no

doubt at all.

The

for dignity,
independence contain
many a proud chapter for the
African peoples. Perhaps nowhere
where those struggles as intense
and prolonged as in Southern
Africa which
of

the

was

the la.st

region
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to

corner

achieve

the

the issue of
development, self-reliance and
regional integration constitute the
century,

“unfinished business” that needs
be tackled collectively and

and

innovative

need to be mounted
against the epidemic of HIV/
AIDS sweeping across the
programmes

resources to

Freedom

and

independence have been hard-won
gains and building blocks for the
long-waited ‘second liberation’^
3
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Is it
the
It

never ceases

have flooded that

democracy or addressing
issues that realiy matter?

to amaze me

how

former colonial masters of Africa and

countries always
preach democracy to Africa as if democracy will fill all the empty stomachs of the African poor. This they
do fully aware that the majority Africans suffer because they developed
extreme racially based social and economic inequalities and left their children in secure racially defined economic position built over the long
period of colonial occupation and
protected at independence through
legal instruments such as the
many western

Lancaster House Constitution im-

posed in Zimbabwe in 1979.
The post colonial period has

advantageous economic positions and
ensure

that

the racial imbalance in the distribution of the economy,

And when it is violent crime, we
have to mention demobilised soldiers

population

tected and that

were pro-

of protecting personal property were found
before the constitution expired.
Post this period, a wave of high
level gospel on human rights, democracy and good governance began.
Any African country which has a bad
record on any of these will not receive
funding for its economic reforms. The
questions that need to be asked are
whose human rights democracy and
good governance and for what? Can
a society uphold human rights, democracy and good governance without addressing imbalances in the disnew

ways

tribution of the national cake?
seen

concerted effort between those left in
their mother countries to

of the white

which favours

them, will be maintained. This has

Speaking of Southern Africa,
inequalities have continued to
sharpen. Most countries record a
skewed distribution within the range

of

gini-coefficients of 0.40 and 0.70
generally, which is even shaper between races. Can peace prevail in

manipulation of donor
funding for national economic recon-

these circumstances? Will governments not be pitted against certain

struction and reform. African Gov-

sections of

come

in the

have been

given this funding on conditions that they upheld
legal
instruments
such
as
Zimbabwe’s independence constitution concorcted by her colonial masernment

ters and made

unamendable for the

first ten years to ensure that the personal interests and private property

New

society and hence forced
clamp down on them ? Is it not time
we woke up to these realities and adto

dress the real issues?

of the entire

region, including South

Africa.
The

gun-running of apartheid
operatives rests this intro.
As

South

a

Zimbabwean I

African-born
ashamed and

am

disgusted at the xenophobic attitude
of many South Africans with regard
to

their fellow blacks and kin from

the north. Their

wooing of northern
professionals and harassment of the
blue-collar classes has traces of the
colonialist’s
is

the
is

warped paternalism that
identity if one is not on
lookout for it. An immigrant who

so

a

hard to

doctor is

next

of kin, but the

orderly takes away a job. What trash!
However, the point is, in order to
collectively address xenophobia and
crime in SADC, we people of the
region must look critically at our
history and how it has affected our
present situation and thinking. Our
common

dilemmas

have to be

contextualised to be sorted out.
Crime

has
globalised
and
regionalised faster than anything else.
Neither gloating nor the pointing of
xenophobic fingers will get rid of it.
In fact, it will fuel it.

Let

Allan

province in recent

years.

be wary

of falling into a
that is the
machination of a neo-apartheid
clique, which is still very influential
in South Africa and the region in
general. Let us set our minds free.
us

psychological

Mmhonga

Harare
Zimbabwe

rut

approach needed to combat regional crime
incomplete I mentioned without

Following the tragic death of a
Zimbabwe envoy to South Africa,
Madzorera Meki, the issue of crime in

reference to the multitude of political

South Africa’s

Africa’s northern

Gauteng Province is

and economic

refugees from South
neighbours who

Ezra Miiswere
Harare

Zimbabwe

Letters should be addressed to:

The Editor, P.O Box MP 111, Mt.

Pleasant, Harare, Zimbabwe, or write to, 4 Deary Ave., Belgravia, Harare, Zimbabwe

Letters must indicate the writers full name and address, and may

4

be edited
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Commonwealth 1999
Taking Stock at 50 and bracing
for the

new
Allan

millennium

Miishonga*

The Commonwealth held its last and 32nd Heads

of Government Meeting of this

century in Durban, South Africa, from 12-15 November 1999. Ofall its 54 members,
53 were in attendance with Nigeria readmitted and Pakistan suspended.
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Left to right: President R.G. Mugabe, CHOGM Secretary General
Anyaoku and President Thabo Mbeki at the 1999 CHOGM meeting (Durban)

his Commonwealth Heads of

Government

Meeting (CHOGM)
was special and crucial as it
place on the eve of the new mil-

lennium

against

a

mixed background,

taken in the context of

(WTO) ahead of the WTO meeting on
30 November 1999 in Seattle;

globalisation, economic development
and poverty alleviation; how the Commonwealth

can

intervene when

mem-

bers violate Human

Right and Demo-

versary and challenging social, political and economic processes world-

cratic

expressed in the

wide and

cially beefing

a

golden anni-

especially within the Com-

monwealth itself
The

agenda set for the Durban
meeting included Commonwealth position on the World Trade Organisation
.SAl’EM DECEMBER 1999

principles

as

1991 Harare Declaration and espe-

the Commonwealth
Group (CMAG)
watchdog currently chaired by
Zimbabwe’s Minister of Foreign Affairs, Stan Mudenge; debt relief and the
up

Ministerial Action

reform of the international financial in-

stitutions; and the election of a new secretary general, among other things. The
term

of office of the incumbent

tary general
March 2000.

,

secre-

Chief Anyauko ends in

The Commonwealth is a voluntary
association of mainly former British
colonies and Anglophone states. Non-

English speaking nation such as
Mozambique are also joining the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth links

developing African, Asian and Island
5

Cover Story

and friends

promised obligation to fund the land
acquisition programme is a case in
point.

President Thabo Mbeki of South

in 1979. Britain and America tailor-

states

dependent on resource export and
agriculture to the sophisticated econo-

farmer, using a sjambok, for kissing the
farmers’ daughter’s hand. The boy and

mies of industrialised countries search-

the

ing for markets. It is this interdepen-

girl were the
(Herald).

dence which has forced its members to
seek understandings on a wide range
political, economic and social issues.
50 years ago in London, the Commonwealth was reinvented to give birth
to the new

Africa

same age

At the Lancaster House conference

cautious in his response to

was

the

Queen’s words and quick to point
to the obligations of the Commonwealth
meeting:
“As

and current Commonwealth.

South

Africans,

feel

we

independence conthat white minority rights and private property were
protected and set to prevail against the
rights of the majority of the colonially
impoverished and racially segregated
black majority. For ten years, this constitution was technically made unamendable, perpetrating racial segregation, inequalities and disharmony
and hence rendering good governance
stitution in such

a

way

Following the London Declaration, at

humbled that

the Commonwealth Prime Ministers'

those kind words,

Meeting, the organisation ceased to be
only comprised of members who
shared “common allegiance to the
crown" as a basis for membership. The
phrase “British Commonwealth” was

to

also abandoned for the association to

the heads of government

will take ad-

In South Africa, and a number of

become

vantage of the happy coincidence of

other Commonwealth countries, al-

these landmarks to take

though the honeymoon regulations
were not as punitive as in Zimbabwe,

all-encompassing Commonwealth of Nations although the
membership of the body has remained
largely constituted of countries which
an

so soon

we

after you uttered
have the honour

made Zimbabwe’s

host the last Commonwealth Heads

of Government

Meeting this century

and millennium, and that
sion of the 50th

Commonwealth,... I

em

on

the

am

a

certain that

decision that

will make the Commonwealth

responsive to the

more

occa-

anniversary of the mod-

new

even

challenges

former British Colonies and

are

tion of this reinvention of the Commonwealth and

thus

befittingly offidaily opened by Her Majesty the
was

In

Boer

war.

fact, corruption

is considered

Queen of Britain.
The spirit of reconciliation and partnership characterised the official opening of the meeting by the Queen who
took an opportunity to smoothen feelings between her country and South
Africa over the century old atrocities
committed by the British in their concentration camps during the Anglo-

one

of the evils which
contributes to economic

stagnation in the
developing world.

Black and White South Af-

JJ

rican men, women and children were

tortured and

perished in British concentration camps, “...it is surely right
that we commemorate the centenary of
this

war

in

No

one

who reads of the

a

spirit of reconciliation.
distressing
...

conditions in the detention camps
which held both white and black de-

tainees, could fail to be moved

even

today, 100 years later,” said the Queen.
Nearly 30 000 people died in British concentration camps during the
Anglo-Boer war which laid the foundation for racial segregation and later,
apartheid and marginalisation of the
black majority in South Africa. Although apartheid was officially banished and a majority government
elected to power in 1994, the South
African society still suffers heavily
from racial segregation inherited from
the long period of racial hatred and disharmony. A recent example is a case
involving the laceration of the back of
a black boy by a white South African
6

result.

in form and content, the effect
same.

was

Democratic elec-

tions were recommended and conducted in a context where the un-

occasion of celebra-

was an

as a

equally the

Anglophone. The Durban meeting,
therefore

difficult

that face all

humanity,” he said.
Certainly, one of the challenges of

the

millennium is how governand indeed the Commonwealth

new

ments

will

help national governments to deal
problems of racial disharmony and
inequalities bequeathed to former colonies by their colonial masters. This
matter is particularly crucial as it relates
directly to the issues of equality, racial
harmony and governance. For how can
a state effect good governance and effectively eradicate hunger and poverty
with

and avoid

wars

in

a

context where a

changed
racial
segregation,
marginalisation and disharmony continued to undercut all efforts

by the
majority government to achieve
equality in all spheres of life. The
major question to ask is: how can any
government, in its right frame of mind,
if it is to achieve equality and economic
and social justice, avoid to adopt radiblack

cal

policies, which among other things,
compulsory acquisition of
land, for example, to resolve the unequal land distribution that currently
exists, for the land was initially compulsorily acquired by the current holdinvolve

ers or

their forefathers who

bequeathed
fairness in
government to pay for the

it to them? Or is there any

asking

a

mistakes of former colonial masters in
a context where these former masters
continue to promote, through pressure
groups,

racial domination and dishar-

mony?
In addition. CHOGM was held

a background of bitter wars,
continued violation of national sover-

against

eignty. violation of human rights, social and economic justice and democratic principles, within the Commoncontext in which the Com-

society fights to dominate
certain aspects of the national economy
at the expense of others and orchestrate support from external forces to that

wealth, in

effect? The conflict between Britain
and Zimbabwe at the moment, over,

1999/2000) that

section of

among other issues, the how of the resettlement and land redistribution

programme

and Britain’s reneging on its

a

monwealth

expressly stated in its

Harare Declaration

(and reaffirmed in

its Secretariat Action Plan 1997/98
we

-

believe that

international peace
economic

and order, global
development and the rule of
essential to the

se-

curity and prosperity of mankind.

...

international law

are

.SAPF.M nKCEMBKR 1W>)
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Stan

believe in the

Mudenge (centre)

on

his way out as head of CMAG

liberty of the indiequal rights for

which contribute to economic stagnation in the developing world. A brief

regardless of gender, race,
or political belief and in
the individual’s inalienable right to participate by means of free and democratic political process in framing the
society in which he or she lives.” (Paragraph 4 Harare Communique, 1991).

survey by Transparency International in
1999 indicates that in Southern Africa,

developed Comdeveloping counterparts, continue to widen. In
Southern Africa, for example, the dis-

Botswana is the least corrupt ranked at
24 followed by South Africa at 34,

tribution of wealth within nations continues to be skewed with average gini

Malawi at 46, Zimbabwe at 48 and
In Eastern Africa,

coefficient of between 0.40 and 0.70.

Uganda is ranked very high at 89,
Kenya 90 and Tanzania at 93. In West
Africa, Ghana is ranked 65, Nigeria and
Cameron are ranked very high at 98 and
99 respectively.
Outside Africa,
Pakistan and India are ranked high at
88, 73 and 68 respectively while

Southern Africa has been worsened

we

vidual under the law in
ail citizens

colour, creed

In Siena Leone, civilians continue
to

suffer in the

the

period of transition. In
Democratic Republic of Congo

(DRC)

some

wealth

are

members of the Common-

supporting the opposing
parties to the crisis. Uganda and
Rwanda on one side are supporting the
DRC rebels while Zimbabwe, Namibia
and other S ADC allies are propping up
the DRC government. It is these internal inconsistences within the member-

ship of the Commonwealth which undermine its effectiveness in carrying
out

its stated mission and continue to

Zambia at 57.

Britain, Canada and New Zealand
ranked low

are

13, 5 and 3

respectively.
Corruption produces negative images which inhibit the development of
cooperation among nations. Many
West African nationals especially
those from Nigeria have suffered segregation at the hands of fellow Comat

challenge to the assoeiation

monwealth member-states because of

the

millen-

corruption, both at the continental and

nium. The demise of Pakistan’s demo-

international levels. Economic aid has
been denied in some cases because of

present a

especially

as we enter

new

cratically elected government in October following a coup by General
Pervez Musharaff in

a

context

in which

the

perceived levels of corruption in

a

country and it has not been uncommon

Pakistan had

for the World Bank and the Interna-

wealth in 1989 after a

tional

sion and

rejoined the Commonprevious suspenagainst the background of

Monetary Fund to call for developing countries to curb conuption

Nawazi Sharif’s civilian government

as

being branded corrupt and unpopular,
is another challenge for the Common-

funding of economic reforms.
In addition, inequalities continue to
persist and the gap between the rich
and the poor, within the developing na¬

wealth.
In fact,

corruption is one of the evils

S.VPKM DECKMBKR 19W

pail of tbeir conditions to continued

tions and between the

monwealth members and its

Unequal distribution of wealth in
by

the World Bank and IMF dictated structural

adjustment programmes which
have left the poor poorer and the richer
continue to become fdthy rich. It is also
important to note that the big and
founding members of the Commonwealth are also key members of the
Bretton Woods institutions whose

re-

form programmes have played havoc
on Third World economies and societ-

ies, and the World Trade Organisation,
policies continue to be bi-

whose trade
ased

against the poorer and developing
members of the Commonwealth.
The Commonwealth

can

celebrate

the return to civilian rule in

Nigeria,
Mozambique
and the end of apartheid in South Africa only as a first step towards achieving democracy. Unless partieular attention is paid to internal social and
economic inequalities, ethnic and racial
disharmony, peace and stability will
the end of civil

war

in

continue

to be undermined.The
Commonwealth’s additional unfinished business is in Cyprus where
Turkish forces continue to occupy

Cyprus; in Belize where relations

are

7

Corruption Index
Following is how countries ranked in the 1999 Corruption Perception Index issued by Transparency International

(ranking begins with the least corrupt nation):
Rank

Country

Score

Rank

Country

Score

1

Denmark

10.0

51

Lithuania

3.8

2

Finland

9.8

52

South Korea

3.8

3

New Zealand

9.

53

Slovak

3.7

4

Sweden

9.4

54

Republic
Philippines

5

Canada

9.2

55

3.6

6

Iceland

9.2

56

Turkey
Mozambique

7

Singapore

9.1

57

Zambia

8

Netherlands

9.0

58

Belarus

9

Norway

8.9

59

China

3.5
3.4
3.4

10

Switzerland

8.9

60

Latvia

3.4

11

Luxembourg

8.8

61

Mexico

3.4

12

Australia

8.7

62

3.4

13

United

8.6

63

14

8.0

64

15

Germany
Hong Kong

Senegal
Bulgaria
Egypt

7.7

65

Ghana

3.3

16

Ireland

7.7

66

Macedonia

3.3

Kingdom

3.6
3.5

3.3
3.3

17

Austria

7.6

67

Romania

3.3

18

United States

7.5

68

Guatemala

3.2

19

Chile

6.9

69

Thailand

3.2

20

Israel

6.8

70

3.1

21

Portugal

6.7

71

Nicaragua
Argentina

22

France

6.6

72

Colombia

23

Spain

6.6

73

India

2.9
2.9

24

Botswana

6.1

74

Croatia

2.7

25

Japan

6.0

75

Ivory Coast

2.6

26

Slovenia

6.0

76

Moldova

2.6

27

Estonia

5.7

77

Ukraine

2.6

28

Taiwan

5.6

78

Venezuela

2.6

29

Belgium

5.3

79

Vietnam

2.6

30

Namibia

5.3

80

Armenia

2.5

31

Hungary

5.2

81

Bolivia

2.5

32

Costa Rica

5.1

82

Ecuador

2.4

33

Malaysia

5.1

Russia

2.4

3.0

34

South Africa

5.0

83
84

Albania

2.3

35

Tunisia

5.0

85

Georgia

2.3

36

Greece

4.9

86

Kazakhstan

2.3

37

Mauritius

4.9

87

Kyrgzstan

2.2

38

Italy

4.7

88

Pakistan

2.2

39

Czech

4.6

89

Uganda

2.2

40

Peru

4.5

90

2.0

41

Jordan

4.4

91

Kenya
Paraguay

42

4.4

92

Yugoslavia

2.0

43

Uruguay
Mongolia

4.3

93

Tanzania

1.9

44

Poland

4.2

94

Honduras

1.8

45

Brazil

4.1

95

Uzbekistan

1.8

46

Malawi

4.1

96

Azerbaijan

1.7

47

Morocco

4.1

97

Indonesia

1.7

Republic

2.0

48

Zimbabwe

4.1

98

Nigeria

1.6

49

El Salvador

3.9

99

Cameroon

1.5

50

Jamaica

3.8

8
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strained with Guatemala; in Guyana
where strained relations between

Basedeo Panday of Trinidad and Tobago and Tony Blair of Britain. The

Guyana and Venezuela continue to

mandate of the High Level Group is

East Timor where the

to “... review the role of the Commonwealth and advi.se on how best it could

two years

to return Parkistan to civilian

rule.
As

CHOGM in Australia in 2001."
While the composition of the group

long term measure, the Comproposed that small arms,
ammunition, and light weapons, which
were being used for terrorism, be restricted, although no precise medianisms were proposed and agreed to no
ensure this. Similarly, although the a.s-

tions; Angola where UNITA's noncompliance to the Lusaka Protocol continues to subject the country to insta-

is

sociation raised

bility and suffering of the people. The
coup in Pakistan adds another problem

between Britain and Zimbabwe and

cause

concern;

Commonwealth .send

a contingency to
quell the turmoil there, the Democratic
Republic of Congo where signatories
to the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement
accuse

to

each other of ceasefire viola-

the Commonwealth. All these

con-

tlicts raise the

question of how children,
women and civilians can be protected
in war situations for they are often the
worst affected. It is therefore important to conclude by examining how the
Commonwealth set to address

of

respond to the challenges of the new
century and report to the next

numerically and regionally bal-

anced, it .still remains to be
effective it will be given the

.seen

how

squabbles

the

superiority complex which characterizes the developed world members of the group. Some Western diplomats have already dismissed the
group as another "pointless talk-shop"
where nothing binding will be discussed. However, the Commonwealth
resolved to

ister, Don McKinnon. McKinnon will

uphold its Harare Declarights, peace and economic development. It reaffirmed its
support for Cyprus to achieve her territorial integrity and called for the
implementation of UN Security Coun-

takeover in March 2000 when the in-

cil Resolutions and the withdrawal of

cumbent secretary
of his term.

Turkey from Cyprus. It similarly reaffirmed its support for the territorial
integrity of Belize and Guyana. The

This

change in leadership was accompanied by changes within the Commonwealth Ministerial Action Group
(CMAG). CMAG will cease to be
headed by Zimbabwe's Minister of
Foreign Affairs, Stan Mudenge and

Commonwealth mandated its Secre-

Zimbabwe, Ghana and New Zealand

Congratulating its members who
helped contribute to the return to
peace in East Timor, the Commonwealth reaffirmed its position to see
peace prevail in East Timor and encouraged Canada, Kenya, Malaysia,
New Zealand. Singapore and UK to
maintain their contigency forces in
East Timor until UN peacekeepers are
in place. W'hile it welcomed the signing of the Lusaka Ceasefire Agreement on the DRC and urged the international community to support the
OAU and the Joint Military Commission so that they be able to carry out
their mission and bring peace to the
DRC, it deplored UNITA’s violation

the.se

ration

challenges.

The Commonwealth will
millennium with

new

some

begin the

a new

secretary

general. New Zealand’s Foreign Min-

general Chief
Anyauoku will leave office at the end

hitherto members have been

dropped
from the body. It now consists of Mini.sters from Australia, Bangladesh, Barbados, Botswana. Luanda, Malaysia,
Nigeria and the United Kingdom. The
term
two

of service has been reduced from

consecutive two-year terms to one

two-year term.

The question is how

effective will the group be with a
shorter term of office for its staff given
the acute crises it has to handle?

CHOGM could not agree on

expand-

powers but agreed that
it should continue to operate as before

ing the CMAG
ensure

compliance with the Harare
on Human Rights.

Declaration

on

human

tary-General to establish and convene
ministerial group meetings on these
territories to

ensure

achieved without any
ration.

that peace was

further deterio-

a

of the Lusaka Protocol and UN Secu-

member team of heads of governments. headed by South Africa’s Presi-

of India, Edward Fenech-Adami of

rity Council resolutions on Angola and
urged the international community to
support the UN Security Council imposed sanction on UNITA, and to help
provide humanitarian assistance to displaced persons. The association was
unanimous on the suspension of PakiStan and gave Musharaff six months

Malta, Goh Chok

to

The Commonwealth also created
ten

dent Thabo Mbeki.
members

are

Other constituent

President

Mugabe of Zimof Tanzania,

babwe, Benjamin Mkapa

John Howard of Australia,

Mahenda

Chadhry of Fiji, Atal Behari Vajpayee
Tong of Singapore,

SAPKM DFXKMBER 1999

a

monwealth

concerns

plight of civilians in

war

about the

and conflict

situations, in their Durban Coinmuni-

it was not clear how it proposed to
proceed on this issue.
On economic development and
globalisation, the Commonwealth reaffinned its position stated in its Fancourt

que,

Declaration

on

Globalisation and

People-centred-Development amid concerns that globalisation was being
implemented at the expense of poor
people since economic policies have left
them poorer. Commonwealth Heads request the secretariat to continue to support and contribute to multilateral trade
negotiations on behalf of its weaker
members and took the position that the
World Trade Organisation meeting to
be held in Seattle

on

30 November

should be concerned with trade
not

only and

environment and labour issues

usu-

ally used by the developed world to ereate bairiers against the developing countries. In addition. Heads of governments

pledged to take it upon themselves to
fight the AIDS pandemic within their
countries particularly in sub-Saharan
Africa, and urged donors to provide
funding for this purpose.
They reaffirmed their commitment to continue to

provide education and training which
are essential for human development.
It is clear therefore that the Com-

monwealth celebrated its

golden jubi-

lee amidst great challenges and has huge
tasks to carry over into the new milieunium.

Some preparations to deal with
challenges have been made, namef
the creation of additional operational
groups and strengthening of those that
exist, but attitude problems between the
developed and developing members
may still continue to undermine the effectiveness of the body particularly if
former colonial masters do not begin
to teach their children bequeathed to
the

their former colonies, that times have

changed and there is need for co-existence and equitable sharing of national
resources.

Allan

Mushonga is a researcher
currently based at SAFES Trust

demonstrate his intention, and up to
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The Mwalimu in

Nyerere
Issa G.

{Author’s

Shivji

Nyerere is no more with us. Thefulsome tribute paid to
universally shows the giant of a man that Nyerere was. On
his 75''' birthday ru’o years ago, I wrote a piece which
published in
the local newspaper Observer. Re-reading it today, Ifeel the best tribute
one can pay is to be able to say behind his back what we said in front of
him. / cannot do any better than reproduce it. I would not even want to
change the tense because although Nyerere is no more, the Mwalimu in
him
his ideas and the struggle for equality, humanity, justice and
dignity that he stoodfor - lives on. Mwalimu did not die. His struggle
and ideas in defence of the Oppressed live on.]
note:

him almost

m

-

W

hen Mwalimu mounted the

podium and announced The

and the torch, the vision, the

goal

The old and the

to build a better

world;

humane,

and women, workers in

rational and just

social order. In a word.

Arusha

moved the

masses.

young, men

factories and peasants in the fields, we
all marched. The nation was aflame,

Declaration

he

Flash Back: Mwalimu

a more

was

to

make

a

revolution. In the clarion call

of the Azimio we proclaimed to
world and to ourselves:

the

(Chairman) Conferring with Secretary General Rashid Kawawa (centre)
Conference, October 1987

and Zanzibar Chief Minister Seif Sharrif Hamad af a CCM National

10
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We have been

oppressed a great deal,
exploited a great deal
and we have been disregarded a great
we

have been

deal. It is

our

weakness that has led

being oppressed, exploited and
disregarded. Now we want a revoluto our

tion

simple but earth-shaking

words of the Declaration we, as a

people, were re-claiming our humanity,
the right to make a revolution. If Uhuru
was

the claim and

a

demand to have

right to think for ourselves, Azimio
was the exercise of that right. Nothing
is more precious than independence,
just as nothing is more human than the
right to think for oneself. In this
Mwalimu inspired us and provided the
leadership.
Humanity and equality are the
the

cornerstone

of the intellectual in

Mwalimu. The commitment to build a

asking ‘what is

better world without

there in it for me, my family, my clan’
is indeed the distinctive mark of an

intellectual. To be able to inspire,
persuade and convince others of the
same

made
as a

is the mark of

a

civil leader.

Mwalimu, therefore, may be described
as a leader-intellectual of civil society.
But he was also a state leader. As
the top state

leader Mwalimu sat at the

few hostile critics describe him

a

dictator. The best and

answer
none

...

In these

pinnacle of the society’s most coercive
apparatus for quarter of a century which

to such

labelling

was

complete
given by

other than Mwalimu himself. It is

said that

once in a meeting of the central committee of the party, in justification of the detention of a student, a com-

charge of the youth
portfolio said that the student had been

mittee member in

detained because he had described ‘the

(Nyerere) as a ‘dictator’.
swiftly retorted: ‘What will
when he sees a real one?’

Chairman’
Mwalimu
he say
Even

as a

commander of the state

apparatus Nyerere’s qualities as a
leader-intellectual often manifested
themselves in his persistence to

persuade, to convince and to create
consensus

than

rather

coercion. He did not

to

resort

always succeed,

though. The leader-intellectual and the
philosopher-king sat together
uncomfortably. Forced villagisation of
the early .seventies is a glaring example.
Yet Mwalimu’s

articulate

great skills as an
philosopher and an

intellectual showed their brilliance
even

at

times when he

exercise ultimate powers

Tanzania yetu ina
Watu aina aina:
lano hao

was

of coercion as

This Tanzania

has

forced to

We've these Wapemba
Their homes ’ll he burnt

Lakini ina

And there 're

Wahaya,
na Wakwaya,

Ina Waha

na

Wamwera,

Na Wakwavi, na

Wakara.

Wahaya,

Wasumbwa and Wakwaya,
She has Waha and Wamwera,
And Wakwavi, and Wakara.

Ina Anna ina Junia,

She'as Anna and Junta,

Ina Asha ina Toma,

And Asha and Thomas,

Kadhaka ina Pateli,

And

Na

And many more.

wengine mbali mbali.

so

she has Patels,

Uhasama

Should antagonism

Mkafukuza

And you

ukipamba
Wapemba,
Anojua ni Manani
Mbele kuna mwisho gani.

spread
expe/Wapemba,

Only God can tell
Where the whole thing ’ll end.

Squarely condemning the then top leadership of CCM as being the force
ambitions, Mwalimu described their argument
Humo humo behewani
Wamo

wenye udini:
Kwa hao Ali Hassani

Si rais

na

wa

.SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

Tanzani,

repelling the invading
of his most
inspiring and witty speeches which
ended with a legendary punch line:
uwezo tunao, nia tunayo na sahahu
zipo.' [We have the ability, will and reason (to hit Amin]
The combination of an intellectual and a politician in Nyerere revealed in all its sharpness, wit and
brilliance at times of worst political crisis and intrigues. The most
recent example is the G55 (1993)
resolution demanding a separate government for Tanganyika, Mwalimu
wrote a poem (shairi) of over 200
verses whose thrust was simultaneously
to argue that it was a parliamentary
resolution only in name; that the secret
‘pilots’ were the existing top leadership
of the party; the driving force,
(msukumo) tribalism (ukahila) and religious bigotry (udini) and that the
whole argument of parliamentary resolution as a demand of the people was a
thin ma.squerade for the presidential
ambitions of the then two top leaders.
This very driving force, he warned,
would not only disintegrate the Union
but Tanganyika itself.

Amin, Nyerere gave one

of ours

If this policy passes muster
Without being challenged.

Na Wasumbwa

forces. Before

variety of people:

a

Wapemba
inajumba.
Sera hii ikipita
bila ya kupigwa vita.
Watachomewa

the commander-in-chief of the armed

and motives

as perverse,

behind the resolution for their own personal

prejudicial and dangerous.

In this very wagon
There 're the religious

bigots:

For them Ali Hassan

Is not

a

Tanzanian President,

Tribute To Nyerere
Ila ni Mzanzibari.

Rather he 'is

Na kama

And

ana

dosari,

a

Zanzibari.

if he’s faults.

Ni Ali Muislamu

It’s the Muslim Ali

Ndiye wanomshutumu.

Who's condemned.

Wasilimu

wa

Tanzani

Tanzania’s Muslims

Ni themani milioni,

A dozen

Na

Maana ni kukisia.

Probably more.
Cause it j only an

Wasilimu

Zanzibari Muslims,

pengine kuzidia,

Na

wa

Unguja,
pamoja,
malaki,

wa

Pemba kwa

million,
guess.

Jumla yao
Milioni hawafiki.

Including those from Pemba,
Total only in hundred thousands,
A million they don’t make.

Mkivunja Tanzania.
Na udini kuingia,

And

Waislamu

Break Tanzania,

bara

(religious) bigotry prevails.

Wao watakuwa bora?

Do you think.
Mainland Muslims’llfare

Mumo humo behewani

In this very wagon

wa

Wamo wadini

wangini:

There ’re the other type

kwa hao Ali Hassani,

For these, Ali Hassan,

rais

the President

wa

Watanzani,

(of bigots):

of Tanzania,

kikosa kakoselewa,
Husema kaonelewa,

(on being criticised,)

Ati wanamshutumu

It’s,

Kwa kuwa ni Mwislamu.

'Cause he !s

They say.

Wamo n’akina Borisi

And, in it,

Yeltisini

Of Russia,

Urusi,

wa

a

are

Muslim.

these Boris Yeltsins,

Hawa ndio marubani

These 're the (real) pilots.

Waloshika usukani.

In the

Hizi
Za

well?

pilika pilika
kutenga Tanganyika.

driving seat.

The intrigues
secede Tanganyika,

to

Ni kutafuta nafasi

Nothin' but.

Za

to

kupata Uraisi.

a means

presidency.

The force of these arguments

(or attack), or, some would say, manipulation (7), destroyed the then Prime Minister and the Secretary General of the Party who were strong
contenders for the

presidency. Whether
manipulation or not. the art form, the
logic and the social content imbedded
in the shairi could hardly be faulted. It

gious chauvinism.
Regardless of the intellectual content and. on many occasions, principled

tains and

in-

commitment of Mwalimu. it would be
sheer sycophancy to take the position

tellectual-leader. (Remember by this
time he occupied no state or party po-

that there wasn’t the pragmatic princepolitician in Nyerere. As does happen

sition.) It

with leaders of such stature, the self-

In the same vein, Nyerere had little
regard for his ‘own’ intellectuals at the
Hill and rarely entered into a debate
with them beyond dismissive rhetoric,
let alone seeing them as potential allies.
It is interesting that as the chairman of
the South Commission, Nyerere held

showed Mwalimu

at his

best

as an

embarrassing to read
fellow intellectuals from the Hill (University of Dar
es Salaam) criticising Nyerere’s
posisome

tion

on

sonal

was

comments of my

the G55 resolution

on

petty per-

grounds such

righteous, even if humble, mortal occasionally overshadowed the .self-effacing intellectual. He had little faith in his
own people. In.stead of the ‘faith’ of a
revolutionary that ‘masses can move
mountains’, Nyerere seemed to believe,

as that Nyerere
Tanganyika because
the Union was his ‘baby’ or, worse, justifying Tanganyika on narrow chauvinistic (anti-Zanzibari = anti-Muslim!?)
lines which is not very far from what

course, was

Mwalimu condemned

ers

could not tolerate

12

as

tribal

or

reli-

or, at

the least, he acted,

as

if he be-

lieved, that state bulldozers could
down mountains. (The
don’t

mow

problem, of

that bureaucratic bulldoz-

distinguish between

moun-

masses

and.

now

that the ‘red

flag’ is down, they may even be poised
again.st the masses.)

sessions with intellectuals in many
countries of the South except Tanzania
until some one reminded him that his

country had such a caste! Nor, as
infer from piecing together events and piece-meal information, could he withstand an intellectual
own

far

as one can

challenge within his cabinet. A bright
spark on Campus once remarked that
SAPEM DECEMBER DWt
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face the kind of

the Hill, one of the

the average

to

was

students and lecturers which he

condemned the Declaration

would have liked to make himself

entific, utopian etc. As if anticipat-

but couldn't for

ing such an intervention, Mwalimu,
quoting Lenin on ‘the concrete
analysis of a concrete situation’, re-

IQ of the president's men
probably below the national average; the only way it was made respectable was by throwing in Mwalimu's!
With the benefit of hindsight and the
performance of his two successors in
this regard, maybe the comment was a
little exaggerated and harsh, but. not
altogether inaccurate. Yet. Mwalimu
had an interesting, if contradictory,
relationship with the academic
community at the Hill.
The University of Dar es Salaam
had a special place in Mwalimu's
heart. As the President. Chancellor
and party chairman he took pride
in the Hill. As an intellectual-chan-

matic

critique from

reasons

of

diplo-

propriety.

In the sixties and seventies the
Hill

was a

site of

important debates

and many prominent intellectuals
from foreign countries were based
there. On this. Mwalimu took

an

internationalist

position contrary to
some of the, then, young militant
leftists. I remember a group of University Students African Revolutionary Front (USARF) and TANU
Youth League (TYL) visiting

at

‘If

Marx

had

Mwalimu is
of

tician, and

a

intellectual remained

an

Once the academic took to activism he

came

down

decisively

him/her while, in the

same

concern

in

comrades raised a
relation to ‘expatriate
our

lecturers.'

imploring the university community to be the social critic and conscience of society. Unlike his suecessors. Nyerere often came to the
Campus. He particularly enjoyed
bringing his visiting heads of state

‘Who

was

combination

a leader, we. Tanzanians, should ask ourselves whether

living up to his vision and
capabilities. As a revolutionary
politician, like Ho Chi Minh, he was,
we

are

our

on

breath,

rare

leader-intellectual. On

a

academic freedom

couple of

a

birthday, while taking pride
having produced a giant of an in-

in

as the
academic.

in

his 75th

tellectual and

long

manner:

born

pragmatic, yet principled, poli-

a

In the

so

been

unsci-

Sumbawanga, he would have probably come out with the Arusha Declaration rather than Das Kapital.\'
We applauded!!

Mwalimu at his Msasani residence.
of the conversations,

as

torted in his usual decisive

cellor, he allowed it reasonable

course

participants

Che Guevara?', Mwalimu

asked.

‘Argentinian’,

one

of

us

replied

enthusiastically exhibiting knowledge and acquaintance.
‘Where did he fight?' Mwalimu queried.
‘In Cuba', another of

us militantly interjected even be-

fore Mwalimu had

finished his

sen-

and continues to be, steadfast in his
stand that ‘Nothing is more precious
than

Independence’. As

tested servile submission

if

Marx

had

been

born

in

Sumbawanga. he would have writthe

Mwalimu

livia'.

any

retort to “scientific socialists’’ that

'Where did he die?'

By this time the
message was sinking in as one of us
timidly said ‘In Bo-

to

dogma, however powerful the
source which propagated it. In his

ten

interrogating.

leader-in-

right to think for himself and de-

tence.

Mwalimu continued

a

tellectual, he refused to surrender his

Arusha

Declaration,

subtly manifesting his
consistent, and many a time, an instinctive disgust of ‘big power' imperialism, in this case the, then, imperialist manipulations of the Soviet
Union under the guise of ‘scientific
socialism’. Yet, as an independent
thinker, he was paying fulsome tribute to a great, independent social
was

thinker, Karl Marx.
‘You, see, an internationalist!’
the
teacher-intellectual
closed the debate

re-call the

forum.

the leader-intellectual in Mwalimu.

Mwalimu

a man

who detested

,S.4I*KM DKCKMBKK 1999
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m

dogma

forced down

our

throats,

we

need to

principled politician and

had this uncanny

‘The Mwalimu’ will not be with

genius with

for too

them

gave
able to rise to the occasion with

by being

critical

the teach-ins

our

on

the

us

long but the society which
us ‘the Mwalimu' should be

on
their left! At one of

Arusha Declaration
Mwalimu:

face the impending
independence and our
right as a people to think for ourselves as the dogmas of the free
marketeers and globalisers are being
as we

our

decisively. Never
again did we raise
the issue in a public

young
militants to disarm

servile submission to any

Today,

threat to

mass

a

of mwalimus to defend

Independence and the Right to

Think.

© Issa

Shivji, Professor of Law
University of Dar es Salaam
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Farewell Mwallmu
Horace

T

he Black Radical

over

the world in

mourning the loss
of Mwalimu Julius Kambarage Nyerere.
It is with great sadness and a profound
sense

of loss that

we

received the

news

of the

passing of Mwalimu. Julius
Nyerere was the President of Tanzania
from independence in 1961 until he voluntarily stepped down in 1985. His decision to step down demonstrated that
political leadership was not the personal
possession of any individual. In the
many capacities that he served in his
77 years he was always an inspiration
for those struggling for justice, peace
and socialist transformation. His vision
of socialism and of an original African

contribution to
in this society

humanity touched those
who are in the belly of
capitalism and suffer the indignities of
racism, police terror, exploitation and
sexism. He provided moral leadership
in a continent where many leaders
thought of filling their pockets and bank
accounts instead of serving their
people.
Mwalimu Julius Nyerere was a great
human being who demonstrated his respect for the ordinary Africa and for the
lives of all human beings. He stood out
in the continent in his opposition to
genocidal violence and he was one of
the few who raised his voice loudly
against the genocide in Rwanda. Up to
his last days, in his capacity as one of
the diplomats of the Nyerere Foundation for Peace and Development, he was
at the forefront of trying to bring peace
to

Burundi to isolate the extremists

both sides who want to
to

use

on

militaristic

solve social

problems. With
Mwalimu’s passing the struggles for
peace and stability in Burundi will have
suffered a great loss and the BRC calls
on the Organization of African
Unity
means

(OAU) and the United Nations

to

strengthen the peacekeeping mechanisms put in place by Nyerere to halt
the creeping genocide in Burundi. The
Tanzanian government should resist the
military solutions that are being suggested by the United States through
what it calls the Africa Crisis Response
Initiative.
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The Black Radical

Congress

(BRC) joins with others all

Campbell*

the

Congress salutes

against all dictators, militarists and exploiters whether black, brown or white.
As the chairperson of the Frontline
States that supported the liberation
struggles in Southern Africa, Nyerere
was steadfast in his
opposition to white
minority rule. The independence of
Mozambique, Angola, Zimbabwe,
Namibia, and the coming to power of
an African
government in South Africa
owe a great debt to the
leadership of
Nyerere and the sacrifices of the Tanzanian peoples. It was in this same spirit
that he supported Wamba Dia Wamba
and the struggle for a new mode of polltics in the Congo. His support for democracy and peace in the Congo is consistent with his life-long opposition to
African tyrants and those who seek to
use ethnic,
regional and religious divisions to weaken Africa. His support for
the peoples of Uganda against the dietatorship of Idi Amin in Uganda was
one of the most
important lessons for
Africans abroad. The military invasion
of Uganda in 1978 defied the sterile position of the OAU of “non intervention
in the internal affairs of other states.”

Nyerere demonstrated that killing of Africans in any part of Africa or any part
of the world should be of
human beings, especially

concern' to

all

African leaders. There were
many who supported
Idi Amin because he expelled the Asian
traders from Uganda, but Nyerere demonstrated that oppression must be opposed even if the leader uses nationalist rhetoric to disguise the oppression.
The opposition of Nyerere to Idi Amin
(of Uganda), Mobutu Sese Seko of Zaire
Jonas Savimbi of Angola and Laurent
Kabila of the Democratic republic of the
Congo demonstrated a principled position that was not present in the era of
consensus politics in Africa. It was most
significant that Wamba dia Wamba was
working with Mwalimu Nyerere in
seeking to end the cycle of genocidal
violence in Burundi.
The Black Radical

Congress is callthe government of Tanzania to
continue the work for peace and respect
ing

i

heritage of Nyerere in standing

on

for human life in Africa. The objectives
of promoting regional peace and secu-

rity must be carried forward with renewed vigor. The heritage of Nyerere
for regional integration and cooperation
must be built upon. Any errors in judgment that
tween

were

made in the union be-

Tanganyika and Zanzibar

be rectified

so

and become

a

must

that this does not fester
basis for eroding the sta-

bility of Tanzania. With all of the
praises of Nyerere, it should be remembered that he was also human and that
he made errors in the course of his long

political

The BRC wants to
by highlighting his
positive contributions to emancipatory
politics in Africa.
career.

honor his memory

Africans born in the USA who

were

fighting for civil rights always found a
home in Tanzania when they were persecuted in the USA. The decision of
Tanzania to be the Home of the Pan
African Skills project that welcomed

African Americans
tinent

to

the African

con-

of

solidarity that will
not be forgotten. Many members of the
BRC participated actively in the Sixth
Pan African Congress that was hosted
by Tanzania in Dar es Salaam in 1974.
Despite the relative poverty of the
people, the government of Tanzania
was making resources available for
progressive and revolutionary forces from
all

was an

over

act

the world to find

a common

meeting point in Tanzania. Nyerere was
a partisan to Pan Africanism but he was
also an internationalist who supported
the struggles of the Vietnamese, the CuSAPEM DFXEMBER 199>>

Tribute To Nyerere
bans and all those who

opposed imperiConcretely he organized the
South-South Commission to strengthen
the political and economic linkages between formerly colonized societies.
As oppressed peoples in the USA,
the BRC also salutes the cultural policies of Nyerere. The decision to make
Kiswahili the language of business,
commerce and government of Tanzania ensured that the peoples of the
country were drawn into the decisionmaking process. The stability of Tanzania is in large part due to the cohesion and unity fostered by the language
policies of Nyerere. The BRC calls on
alism.

the Tanzanian government to carry
ward this language policy to ensure

forthat

genuine bilingual traditions develop

so
that students in schools and universities
are

not

alienated in their

own

country.

The unfinished tasks of
national

making the
language of higher
ensure the rapid social

language

education will

a

and economic transformation of Tanzania.

Mwalimu

Nyerere was a revolutionleader of the twentieth century who
opposed the capitalists with fervor. His
opposition to the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund was one
of the epic struggles against global capitalism this century. The idea of ujamaa
villages and a form of .social collectivism that dug deep into the African past
is one that will inspire millions in the
next millennium. Physicists and other
scientists who are now recognizing the
ary

limitations of crude materialism

are now

turning to the ideas of leaders such as
Nyerere to warn humanity to retreat
from the crude and mechanistic ideas of
the domination

over

nature that has

brought about the ecological disaster.
Mwalimu struggled to maintain the harmony between humans and their environment. Throughout his political career
he battled against the expropriation of
the poor peasants from the land. He
wanted all of the people to own the land
and up to his last days he was opposed
to the privatization of land and the land
policies of the International Monetary
Fund. Many critics have suggested that
ujamaa was a failure but these are the
same forces who lauded
apartheid as an
economic

success.

One

cessful

cannot

be

sue-

economically when the majority of the population are without food,
clothing shelter, and health care. The
policies of ujamaa (African socialism)
enabled Tanzania to enjoy one of the
highest literacy rates in the world.
.S.VPKM DECKMBKR 1999

Tanzanian
and

men

who

women

benefited from the

literacy programs
and the health policies of

Nyerere’s
leadership shtmld

continue

the

struggle for health
care

for all. In the

midst of the Aids
the
pandemic
struggles for new
social policies are

urgent.

even more

The form of medi-

cine that is practiced in the USA
should not be the

guide or inspiration
for the health sysin Tanzania.

tern

Africans in the USA
and
are

peoples of color
the more

among
than fifty
persons
have
health

million

who do not
adequate
care

world’s

in the

richest

country. The Black
Radical Congress
appeals to the Tanzanian government
and people to con-

tinue

to uphold
Nyerere’s ideals of
placing the resources

of the

na-

Nyerere;

tion in the service of

the ordinary toilers and common people.
Nyerere had taken the lead in actively
supporting all struggles and he never fell
prey to the homophobic utterances of
certain leaders who espoused so-called
“traditional” African values

to

support

di.scriminatory practices.
Mwalimu Nyerere was a humble
person who was incorruptible in a
world of

corruption. He continues to
be an inspiration to the Black Radical
Congress and his internationalism will
be a guide to the work to free this
country of racism, militarism, exploitation and destruction of the environment.

The Black Radical

Congress
using the teachings and life of
Nyerere to inspire the youth who are
at the forefront of the
fight against
marginalization, police terror and imprisonment in this country. Nyerere’s
principled opposition to US milita-

a

that the billions that

guide

derstand that

our

youth who will

un-

might is not right and

are

used in

building

weapons should be mobilized
to solve the pressing problems of

humanity.
At this hour of
a

pain and the loss of

great person, the Black Radical Con-

gress wishes to express our sympathy
with Mwalimu’s family, especially his

wife, Mama Maria, their children, all
Tanzanians, Africans at home and
abroad and all of those struggling to
transform this social system to one
that serves the interests of human

beings.
*

Horace

*

This is the text of

will be

rism will

partisan to Pan Africanism

Campbell leaches
University, USA.
a

at

Syracuse

condolence

mes-

sage of the International Committee of
the Black Radical Congre.ss (BRC) sent
to

the

family. Government and people

of Tanzania

Julius

on

the

passing of Mwalimu

Nyerere.
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The Murder
How
of

Lumumba:

of

Belgium Orchestrated the Killing
the Congolese Prime Minister
Paul F.

Vanlerbergne*

For decades there has been mystery

about who actually killed Patrice

Lumumba, the first Congolese prime minister, and the only democratically
elected prime
attributed

A

to

minister of the Congo. So far,the murder

publication by the
Belgian sociologist and

them 220 kilometre to the east, to

researcher Ludo De Witte

border with the then Rhodesia.

recent

-

testimonies the detailed chronicle of
the months and hours

on

preceding the
dead of Lumumba, the re.sponsibility
of high level Belgian government
officials
and
ultimately
the
involvement of key Belgian military
and police advisors in the killing. It was
a Belgian deputy police commissar and
to

Moise Tshombe, ruler of the

secessionist
dead

Katanga, who ordered the

on January the 17"’ 1961.
Research reveals that the Belgian

squad

Ministry of African Affairs in Brussels
Belgian military advisers and
police officers in the then Secessionist
state
of
Katanga have been
and

instrumental

in

the

all to easily

rebury them in Kasenga right at the
According to new revelations,
Lumumba, Okito and Mpolo had only
a few days rest in their grave. Indeed,

THE MURDER OF LUMUMBA (1) has established from archives and life

advisor

was

CIA.

murder

of

Congolese Prime Minister Patrice

the 21 *' of January

‘61, police officer

Gerard Soete (still alive and making
new revelations in Belgium) and a few
others

secretly went to exhume the
men equipped themselves
with metal saws, hatchets and jars of
sulphuric acid.
They worked the following night
and morning, to destroy the bodies and
remains of the three Congolese
bodies. The

nationalists. The bodies

were

hatched

were treated with
the acid and solid remains were burnt
to

Patrice Lumumba

pieces, the pieces

and shattered around.
This is .the horrible revelation

by

Ludo De Witte in his recent book
‘THE

MURDER'OF LUMUMBA”.

the macabre destruction of the corpses,
commissar Soete took out the two

golden teeth of Prime Minister
Lumumba only to keep them as a souvenir. And only two weeks ago, when
Congolese claims were made for a sol-

Lumumba, and also the murder of vice-

These revelations have been confirmed

president of the Senate Okito and
minister Mpolo.

in newspaper and television interviews
by surviving actors of that period.
It is police commissar Gerard

emn

THE TEETH OE LUMUMBA

Soete, at the time commander and

ocean to

Lumumba

eventually killed during
night of 17'" January 1961 in

the

was

advisor

of

the

Katanga police

apparatus, who adds most to the new

reburial of Lumumba in the

same Soete claimed to have
threwn the teeth of Lumumba in the

Congo, the

others

kept secret until the following month. When the outside world
was

Tsilatembo, 50 kilometres from

revelations.

Lubumbashi (then called Elisabeth-

According to the commissar, his
deputy orchestrated the whole scenario

came to

of the execution of Lumumba and the

ent states

others. ‘The

tian

ville). The dead squad was commanded
by the Belgian captain Julien Gat. The
corpses of Lumumba, Okito and Mpolo
were hastily buried at the site of the
execution.

day after, 18'" of January ’61,
Belgian police officers went to

The
two

exhume the bodies and transferred

16

day after, I was ordered
to make the corpses disappear”,
declares the now 80-year old Soete to
a Belgian magazine.
But there is

more

sinister in the

revelations about those

days. During

get rid of them.

The murder of Lumumba and the

know about it, there

was an

outrage of anger in the newly independof Africa an Asia. In the Egypcapital Cairo the Belgian embassy
was ransacked by the people. The popu-

lation of Acera in Ghana attacked the

embassy of the United States and the
UN mission there.

RECOLONISATION
S.VI’KM nrX'KMBER I*»*)*)

Congo
The murder of Lumumba
mate act

in

a

was

the ulti-

Since the

independence of
Congo, a USA envoy was
permanently present in
Leopoldville (now Kinsjasa).
the

stroy Congolese nationalism and the
emergence

of

a

newly independent

state.

the

And few months after inde-

Only seven months earlier, during
independence ceremonies in July

1960, Patrice Lumumba,

as

independent
Congo, had the honesty and courage
to pay tribute in his inaugurial speech
to the humiliation and suffering his
people
went
through
under
colonisation. This act of emancipation
was never forgiven by the Belgian
authorities and especially by the king,
who was present as a guest of
“Honour” (???) at the independence
ceremony.
This was

king Boudewijn, who’s
grand-grand father Leopold II had
colonised the Congo seventy years
earlier in his personal name, using
equally horrible an coercive methods
(2).
At the time of the

Congolese
independence in 1960, the Congolese
nationalist forces

were

pendence,

a United Nations
intervention force arrived in

the elected

Prime Minister of the

operate in a vacuum.

not

scenario intended to de-

i

the

Congo, at the demand of
prime minister Patrice
Lumumba who sought a
countervailing power to the
Belgian influence.
The US envoy constantly
briefed the Belgian secret
forces about the desirability
of ‘’removing Lumumba
from the political scene, and
ensuring stability...”.
CIA director Allan Dulles
is

on

record

on

the 21“ of

September 1960 in an address to the US Security
Council, in the presence of
Eisenhower:
US
president
”Lumumba remains

a

main treat

until he will be removed.”

Dulles

days later, CIA boss
personally signed a telegram
US embassy in Lepoldville

young. The structures were weak and
Patrice Lumumba personified and sym-

to

bolised the

(now Kinshasa): ‘’We do support

the

of elimination of

voice in the mobilisation for national-

whatever

ist

politics. It was in order to kill that
African nationalism that some quarters
had decided that Lumumba ”had to be

Lumumba in order to prevent his
return to central government of

removed from

installation in

society”.

city.

porate establishment, the state, the security forces and the monarchy, to as-

forces

that the

newly independent Congo

would be

a vassal state, obedient to the
interests of the mineral companies, es-

means

by default his return and
Stanleyville (now
Kisangani) or any other Congolese

Congo,

This became part of the seven
months long effort by the Belgian cor-

sure

The initial influence of the UN
was

positive, mainly due to

the presence of Ghanaian troops
under UN flag, who supported the

ment were orchestrated. At the same

time settlers and

and others.

Union Miniere.
When

it

became

clear

that

Lumumba wanted real

independence,
putsches of Kasa Vubu and
Mobutu (both in September 1960)
against the elected legitimate govern-

the

security forces organised the secession of Katanga under the

formal rule of Moise Tshombe. The
bulk of the mineral wealth of the

Congo
was and is concentrated in Katanga.
The illegal secession of Katanga
proved to be rewarding for Union
Miniere: during the year after independence copper production even increased compared to the year before
independence.
Belgian secret forces obviously did
SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

by his previous colonisers.
As

The

Belgian establishment, in
their secret telegrams and the choice
of their military envoys to Kinshasa

same

objective. One

African Affairs in Brussels.
When it became clear that the

of Lumumba in central
in prison, increased the
possibility of a revival of nationalist
forces, the Belgian authorities
prepared his removal to Katanga. On
the 16"' of January 1961, one day

presence

Congo,

be eliminated, and that was Patrice
Lumumba.
He
elected

even

before the murder of Lumumba, the

Belgian minister of African Affairs
a telegram to the Katanga
government to accept the immediate
ordered in

transfer of Lumumba.
*Paul F.
the FOS,

Vanlerbergiie is based at
Belgium Office in Zimbabwe

End Notes

(1)

See: De Witte, Ludo. The MURDER
of LUMUMBA.

Publishing house
Halewyck.
LOUVAIN.
BELGIUM.
1999. (in Dutch;
translation in French is forthcoming
in January 2000)
Van

point to the

person was to

made clear before, the

Katanga constantly
operated under complete surveillance
of the Belgian military and security
assistance. And those were ultimately
directed by the Belgian Ministry of

and Lubumbashi, as well as the US
in its veiled instructions to the UN

intervention force all

was

authorities in

or

newly independent state. But UN
secretary-general
Dag
Hammarskjöld was heavily lobbied
and influenced by the US State
Department to interfere against the
elected government of Lumumba,
and in favour of the military men
(paid by the Belgians) and rival pollticians such as Kasa Vubu, Tsjombe,

pecially of the copper mining company

the government of the Congo. He had
the sad privilege of being murdered

Three

frail and very

only clear and consistent

Mobutu Sese Seko

(2)

See:

King Leopold's Ghost. Adam
Houghton Misslin
Company. New York. 1998.
Hochschild.

was the democratically
prime minister and head of
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South Africa In Transition

Rape: Just Another
Statistic
Nyasha Masiwa
South

African police have admitted that they are responsible for the
inflated rape statistics w’hich have given that country the reputation of
being the rape capital of the world.

S

outh African

Safety and Security

Minister, Steve Tshwete

re-

cently said the often-quoted staonly one in every 36 South
African women who are raped report

tistics that

the* crime

was

figure but

was

released

as an

official

factually incorrect.
reacting to President Thabo
Mbeki’s angry address to the National
Assembly in which he denied that
South Africa’s rape epidemic was out
He

was

of control.

determining the number of

cases

Tshwete said “it
eluded that

raped

rape

in South Africa.
a

every

was

therefore

South African

con-

woman

is

17 seconds, which is

a

gross exaggeration.”
The latest monthly

bulletin indicate
police are slowly winning their
battle against crime.
that

The number of murders committed

in South Africa

are

declining. Eleven

types of crime, including rape, vehicle

Mbeki said the

commonly-accepted

view that 1.8 million

women

were

raped in South Africa every year was
based on an extrapolation of figures
released by the South African Police
Service in 1997.
The

police said 52,000 rapes were
reported in that year, but estimated only
one in 36 rapes was reported.
Mbeki said the world has taken
these

for

purely speculative figures

as

facts.
“The SA Police Service

concurs

theft and commercial crime have
stabilised while six crime trends have
increased.
Those on the upward swing include
aggravated robbery, serious assault,
house-breaking and theft.
With the problem reaching horrifying proportions in some areas, the
Johannesburg Southern Metropolitan
Local Council commissioned

a

survey
to find the facts behind sexual violence.
Within the survey area lies the central business district, 48 informal settle-

of the township of Soweto,

with the

ments, most

ment of

as

vealed that the information

Following months of consultations
community leaders CIETafrica,
the organisation conducting the survey,

president that there is no eleauthenticity in the statistics attributed to the police,” Tshwete said.
He said an investigation had rewas ex-

trapolated from an incorrect statement
given by a Johannesburg police official in 1994.
The

were released as offitime when the police had

fig.ures

cial data at

a

official

policy on the release of statistics, and comparisons and deductions
given out at that time were often inno

correct.

The inflated

figure published in a
article was included in a
study by the Human Rights Watch in
newspaper

New York and became the benchmark

18

well

as

better-off suburbs.

with

fieldworkers entered

some

of the

country’s most violent areas to seek a
better understanding of rape.
The four-month research funded by
the Canadian International Development

Research Centre, included interwomen, 2 100 men,

project. Those interviewed are regularly informed of the survey’s findings.
The study represents the most detailed body of evidence of sexual violence in the country. Fieldworkers
have been told horrific stories:

a priest
raped every girl on his street; the
14-year-old who was jack-rolled un-

who

til shoe lost consciousness; women so
used to being violated that they cease
to think of themselves as victims.
Firm

findings have emerged that
help communities, police and
social workers deal with the problem.
“It surprised me how common rape
actually is - three out of 10 women
reported being victims of sexual violence,” says Neil Anderson, executive
could

director of CIETafrica. “Also, that it
doesn’t only happen in the poorer suburbs

that two out of three rape

vieactually did inform the police.
Poverty and the legacy of apartheid
are two key reasons cited by CIeY
fieldworkers for the pervasiveness of
-

tims

rape.
“Over years of constant humiliation under apartheid, male residents of
these

townships built up a series of
violent responses that could not find
release under the previous police
state,” says Andersson.
Stiffer

p^'nalties and tightening up
well-recognised corruption could
reduce the violence. But convincing

on

men

of the

positive value of not being

views with 3 700

abusive is the root to

1 200

cess,

high-school pupils, 90 members
of the police, and 90 others, including
social workers, public prosecutors,
magistrates and district surgeons.
Every six months the field workers
return to monitor the impact of the

long-term

he suggests: “It

sue-

needs to be
started at a very young age. We found
young boys not yet in their teens thinking rape is a game, declaring themselves openly in favour of sexual violence”.
SAfEM DECEMBER

News in
Africa

/kdt tAree

-
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Brief
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Dkief

IN

refugees will, however, be repatriated
only when peace is restored in their

Malawi

country.
Firm Claims DrugCocktail
14

Clears HIV In Victims

September 1999

Mozambique

Zambia:

BLANTYRE

The commitment of African leaders

fight against AIDS is being
quesitoned after none of the 1 1
to

invited

heads

of

state

including

dgovernment,

an

host

Frederick Chiluba,
attended the eleventh international
President

conference

on

AIDS and

sexually

transmitted diseases in Africa.
15

Zimbabwe:
The

Attorney-General's Office is
and outraged by the
effective six-month jail term
imposed on the three Americans,
convicted for illegal possession of
weapons and attempting to take
shocked

on

board

an

representative of
Wellcome, a pharmaceutical

firm in Malawi, has claimed that some

HIV-positive individuals have tested
negative after undergoing its anti-

Company representative HenderNamalima told journalists in
Blantyre the cocktail, which include

son

aircraft.

proved effective when taken properly.
“Almost all the patients taking the
drug daily for a period of six months
have tested HIV negative,” he said.
Namalima, however, said it is
ommended that

rec-

after

testing negative, patients should continue taking the
cocktail for

a

even

Great Lakes Reiiion Refugees
Flow Into Mozambique
LICHINGA

Refugees from Burundi
Republic of Congo
are flowing into Mozambique fleeing
from political instability in the Great
Lakes region.
The police commander in the northern
province of Niassa, Zacarias Cossa,
told the Mozambican news agency that
the known number of refugees from
those two countries in Niassa is

15

September 1999

now

150, but the possibility is that there are
many more, who have not been re-

ported.

life-time.

This is becau.se sometimes the virus

-

and the Democratic

retroviral treatment.

3TC, AZT and Protease Inhibitor, has

September 1999

them

Glaxo

A

-

hides in brain tissues

or

Angola

lymph notes

where blood circulation is low and may

SavimbiLs Son Surreni)er.s To

recur.

Ghana:
At least 48
an

people have died from

outbreak of cholera in northern

dollars

a

month.

LUANDA

Ghana

following torrential rains
and flooding which made some 9
000 people homeless. Unusually
heavy rainfall in neighbouring

Tanzania

Burkina Faso whose swollen Red

Burundian Refigees

and

White

Volta

rivers

White
22

Volta River

Terrorise Ho.sts
DAR ES SALAAM

Africa took centre stage on

the first
day of the 54"’ General Assembly
debate on Monday, but speakers
disagreed about the organization’s
right to intervene in the massacres
that have occurred

on

SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

the continent.

Thousands of

Tanzanian

on

A

son

of UNITA leader

Angolan authorities.
Domingos Sakaita, 22, who was
a student in Lome, Togo, decided to
abandon the ideals of his

father, say-

ing there could be peace in Angola
by the physical elimination of
Savimbi and the destruction of his
war

locals in the west-

region of Kigoma.
The locals have appealed to the authorities to either repatriate the refugees immediately or beef up security
in the region.
Unconfirmed reports say scores of
villagers have either been killed or hurt
in the past but the cases went unreported.
According to the government, the
em

United Nations:

-

refugees from Burundi, some of whom
are armed, are unleashing a spate of
violent attacks

September, 1999

-

Jonas Savimbi has surrendered to

has

aggravated the situation after
Burkina Faso had to open the
spillways of the Bagre Dam in the

Angolan Aiithorities

The cocktail costs about 570 US

arsenal.

Araujo, holder of

an

Ivorian

passport, was said to have left Lome

secretly without the knowledge of
his brothers, who are still in the

Togolese capital.
He

accused

South

Africa,

Burkina Faso, Cote d’Ivoire,
and Zambia of supporting his

Togo
father
and violating sanctions imposed by
the United Nations Security Council

against UNITA.
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Liberia

15 October 1999

Sierra Leone Refugees Want

Malawi

Quick Disarmament

He told the closing session that the
meeting had highlighted the need to
involve women in the political process
as voters, elected persons and policy
makers.

Malawi’s

Foreign Minister Brown
Mpinganjira has hit out at the extravagant lifestyles of Malawi’s diplomats
posted abroad. Mpinganjirs said some
diplomats leased houses at US$8 000
per month, when average monthly incomes

back home

US$50 for or-

were

dinary Malawian workers.

To

MONROVIA

Sierra Leonean refu-

-

gees residing in Liberia have called on
the international community to effect

disarmament
and
in their
country for their speedy return home.
The refugees, in a statement presented to the UNHCR deputy high
urgent

an

demobilisation programme

South Africa

also called for “attention for all refu-

Former

gees around the world.”
The refugees’ statement,

president Nelson Mandela is
expected to arrive in Israel on Monday (18th October) morning for a twoday visit on the invitation of that
country’s President Ezer Weizman,
South African Jewish Board of Deputies said on Saturday. During the visit,

spokesman George Mansary, appealed
the international community to provide adequate funding to post conflict

to

Sierra Leone to enable them rebuild
their lives.
UNHCR’s activities in Liberia

repatriation of Liberian refugees
re-integration into their communities of origin, as well as providing protection and material assistance
to 96,000 Sierra Leonean refugees in

Mandela is scheduled to meet senior

cover

Israeli

and their

politicians.

18 October 1999

read by

Tanzania

Liberia.

Tanzanian businessmen of Asian ori-

Since 1997, more than 300,000
Liberians have returned home, of

gin should not worry about widespread racial discrimination following

whom 120,000 came back under the
direct assistance of UNHCR, as

the death of Mwalimu

spokesman for the

Nyerere beis committed
to uphold peace and unity. The MP
for Morogoro North (eastern Tanzania) and a member of the ruling
Chama ChaMapinduzi, Revolutionary
National
Executive
Party
Committee.Mr Saddiq Murad, said
cause

agency

Benin; Cotonou

Nigeria
Nigeria Troubled
By Sharia Controversy
LAGOS

the southwest of the country, near
border with

Nigeria.

(Couffo and Mano) has

seen a

in crime of all kinds
past six months.
upsurge

the

The region
serious

over

the

-

The introduction of contro-

versial Islamic Sharia law in

Nigeria’s

Zamfara state has continued to elicit

a

sharp reaction from non-Muslims with
legislators in one state in the south
threatening to adopt Christianity as its
own religion.
The legislators claimed that national stability would be threatened if
proceeds from southern states were to
fund what they called “Islamic fundamentalism.”
Political observers said the poten-

tially divisive Sharia issue posed the
severest test yet for Nigeria’s sixmonth democracy.

Ethiopia
Djibouti Proposes
Sub-Regional

Global Coalition Urges
Inclusive Democracy

Parli.amentary Union
DAKAR

A

two-day conference of the
Washington-based World Global Coa-

catering for majorities and minorities.
The GCA is

an

international

non-

governmental organisation which
holds forums to
remain

ensure

African issues

the world

agenda.
This was among recommendations
read by the former president of
on

Botswana, Ketumile Masire, who said
the

concerns

of minorities have

to

be

taken into account for the smooth-run-

ning of societies.
20

suits.

Senegal

Benin’s government

has set up a highpowered ministerial team to end
action by vigilantes who have burnt
alive dozens of suspected thieves in

step further, he said,

said.

lition for Africa (GCA) in Dakar called
for “inclusive” democracy in Africa

r

a

the electoral processes to be free and
fair and for the acceptance of poll re-

the government

20 October 1999

move

mechanisms need to be instituted for

commissioner, Frederic Barton, at their
camp some 75 km west of Monrovia,

16 October 1999

O^RIEF

IN

ADDIS ABABA

The

president of
Djibouti, Ismail Omar Guelleh, has
proposed the creation of a sub-regional
parliamentary union, under the auspices of the Inter-Governmental Authority for Development, to promote
peace and stability in the sub-region.
He said the parliamentary union’s
task would be to bring about “peace
and stability and expediting development

-

endeavours.”

The Inter-Governmental

Authority
Development groups Djibouti,
Eritrea, Ethiopia, Kenya, Somalia,
Sudan and Uganda.
for
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Somalia

Conflict

Southern Somalia faces another
an

IN

upsurge

Yugoslavia

ing between rival clans the UN
Agriculture Organisation
said. Nearly 1.6 million people are
cut off from humanitarian help as
armed gans roam the country, while
persistent drought and crop failures
add to the grim prospect for food.

-

Politics

Middle East:

Breakthrough

Early Elections

OSLO
tween

-

The Middle East summit be-

the leaders of Israel, Palestine

and the United States ended here without

any

ments

of the hoped-for announcein the regional

of a breakthrough

peace process.
President Clinton and Yasser

Arafat, of the Palestinian National

DRC

Authority, as well as Lsraeli Prime Minister Ehud Barak agreed that the summit had been fruitful after a long stand-

yesterday they had taken up arms
again to fight the government of
President Laurent Kabila after aton

their

position by Kabila’s

Zambia
The murder of Kenneth Kaunda’s
son

16 November 1999
DRC
Democratic

Republic of COngo

rebel leader Jean-Pierre Bemba has
denied claims

by Kinshasa that
Angolan rebels were backing his
forces in the north of the former

Zaire.
16 November 1999

of President Slobodan Milosevic.
The demands include elections be-

fore the end of the year, a new system
of proportional representation, national
and international
to

favour the

East
process gathered in the Norwegian
capital for what was announced as the
final stages of the peace marathon for
the turbulent region.

China
Economy

-

Cuba: Living

Conditions Improve-Oeficially

Living conditions for
Cubans, battling a nine-year-long economic crisis, at last are showing signs
of improvement, according to Vice
President Carlos Lage.
His latest report, shows that in SepHAVANA

EgyptAir Crash Likely

tember there

was

decrease in power

improvements in food stocks and
certain services like water, gas and
telephone, and increases in the averaged banking activity of the popula-

probe of the Egypt Air Flight 990 crash
to

the FBI because of a comment made

pilot before the final fateful mothat may have been a prayer.
ABC News reported that during
one portion of the tape the pilot left
the cockpit and the co-pilot was over
heard saying something of a religious
nature in Arabic about going into

by

press

SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

a

ments

death.
A Senior law enforcement official

said he believed that the tape showed
that after one of the twq pilots left

cockpit, another crew member made
the suspicious utterance, believed to
have been a prayer, the New York
Times said.

The

autopilot was then di.sengaged

and, seconds later, the aircraft went
into

a

steep dive, the

law enforcement

official told the Times.
The aircraft crashed

analysts

on

October 31,

the Massachusetts coast. All 217

while the worst of the recession ap-

on

board died.

agree

after a crisis that saw
domestic product (GDP)
slump nearly 35 percent in a threeyear period — it will take more than
10 years for Cuba to regain its prethe gross

Nigeria,
terday.

-

on

pears over

east

Accident investigaconsidering surrendering the

WASHINGTON
tors are

that,

newed ethnic clashes betwen two

region of southreports said yes-

to

Become Criminal Probe

cuts,

Eighteen people have died in re-

Warri in the delta

ruling party.

—

Economic

communities in the oil-rich town of

re-

America

tion.

Nigeria

monitoring, and

peal of information laws which are .said

or

has forced the former Zambian

president to abandon ambitions to
become Africa’s peacemaker and
concentrate on grooming a new domestic political heir

-

Serbian

ings will take place.
They also agreed to refrain from issuing public statements that might slow
halt the peace process.
The main players in the Middle

9 November 1999

In a rare show of unity,
opposition parties have joined
ranks by signing an agreement demanding new elections rules which
they hope will finally topple the regime
BELGRADE

still in the peace process, and that regular Israeli-Palestinian top-level meet-

down

troops.

Yugoslavia:

Oslo Summit Ends Without

8 November 1999

Leaders of two rebel groups in the
Democratic Republic of Congo said

-

Opposition Dkmands Free,

in fight-

Food and

tacks

*Br1EF

Palestine

6 November 1999

food crisis after

n(bRLD

THE

—

crisis economic level.

Federal officials said the FBI

was

looking into whether to take the lead
role, but the FBI
firm

was

unable to

con-

meeting with Jim Hall, Chairman of the National Transportation
Safety Board.
a
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Botswana: BDP sails

through in the 1999 Elections
Chris Ntau & David Sebudiibudu*

B

the polls on the
16th October, 1999 to elect

otswana went to

political representatives that

will take the country into the next
millennium. Six political parties

contested and two independent
candidates contested Botswana’s

eighth general election. Political
formations involved in the political
tussle included the Botswana Alliance
Movement
(BAM),
Botswana

Congress Party (BCP), Botswana
Democratic Party (BDP), Botswana
National Front (BNF), MELS
Movement of Botswana (MELS) and
the Social Democratic Party (SDP).
The Botswana Progressive Union

(BPU) withdrew from the BAM
alliance few days before the election.
The BAM partnership, BCP, BDP BNF
and MELS fielded candidates both at

parliamentary level and council level.
Independent candidates chose to
contest elections at parliamentary level.
The SDP fielded candidates at council
level in selected constituencies. The

elections which were observed by the
Southern African Community (SADC)
Observer Mission, Independent
Electoral Commission (lEC), political

parties. Catholic Mission and the
University of Botswana Democracy
Research Project (DRP) were generally
described as peaceful and free. No
incidents of violence, intimidation and
other acts at variance with democratic

reported. The BDP scored
a landslide
victory much to the
predietions of the DRP March 1999
Opinion Poll and the late Zambian
prophet N’gombe. The DRP poll had
norms were

indicated that the BDP would have won
11 of the 15 sampled constituencies
had the election been held

of

22nd

29th

on

the week

March

1999

(Sebudubudu and Ntau, 1999). Some
of the constituencies that the DRP

Opinion Poll indicated would fall to the
BDP such

as

Gaborone West and

Gaborone South did not.
the

22

Contrary to

poll results, the BNF retained these

Mogae’s ruling party (BDP)
constituencies and lost the
Gaborone Central constituency to the
two

BDP. Few

discrepancies between poll

scores a

landslide victory

Table I attached shows the number
of contested constituencies and the

performance of political parties that

results and the final outcome of
election are understandable in that
between the March 1999 Opinion poll
and the 16"' October election date a lot
of political developments took place.

contested. At parliamentary level the
BDP won 33 of the 40 contested seats

A

translate into 15% of the contested
seats and the BCP managed to win

in the National Assembly constituting
82.5% of the contested seats. The
BNF followed with 6 seats that

significant number of the undecided
during the poll most probably
went to the polls and made a decision

one

somehow.

seats.

Several lessons can be learnt from
the October 16th 1999 elections. First,

first-past-the-post or ‘winner takes
air system currently in use in

voters

that the
went to

majority of Batswana who
the polls overwhelmingly

showed confidence in the Botswana
Democratic Party (BDP). Second, the
Botswana National Front (BNF)
remains the main opposition in the

country. Third, other political
formations in the country found
themselves squeezed out of the

political equation. It is very difficult
for them to find a space within
Botswana’s political matrix. Fourth,
the
Electoral
Independent
Commission (lEC), established in
1998 for the first time, conducted the
elections which were marred by
numerous

spoilt votes and sloppiness

of the eleetoral process.

or 2.5% of the contested
The above figures (ba.sed on the

seat

Botswana) tend

to exaggerate the
popularity of the ruling party whereas
its popularity share stands at 57%. At
the same time the above figures
depicts the opposition as having less
support, whereas the BNF polled 26%
and BCP 12% of the popular vote.

With the

proportional representation

system, the opposition could have
added

more seats in the House of
Parliament to correspond with their
share of the popular vote.

The

ruling party increased its
percentage share of the popular vote
from 54% in 1994 elections to 57%
in 1999. The BDP not only inereased
its percentage

share but also

won

back two constituencies it had lost to
SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

Botswana
Political Parties Pertormance by Constituency -1999

Table 1;

Constituency

BAM

Boteti

General Elections
Winner

BCP

BDP

BNF

’Majority

TOTAL

797

6053

2354

9204

3699

BDP

2551

6120

261**

BNF

6031

994**

BDP

OTHERS

Gaborone North

55

1224

2290

Gaborone Centrai

293

983

2868

1874

Serowe North

225

6392

329

6946

6063

BDP

Seiibe Phikwe

134

4295

6713

2775

13917

2418

BDP

Sebina/Gweta

964

551

4249

401

6165

3285

BDP

Paiapye
Okavango

171

1675

5164

796

7806

3489

BDP

933

4308

4226

321

9788

82**

BCP

Tsw/apong South

468

5891

1867

8226

4024

BDP

Tswapong North

330

4973

531

5834

4442

BDP

561

4724

1035

6754

3689

BDP

Thamaga

305

5793

2497

8595

3296

BDP

South East

1688

5609

7297

3921

BDP

Shoshong

260

4589

1703

6552

2886

BDP

Serowe South

248

6538

966

7752

5572

BDP

434

Tonota

13

North East

3523

230

6063

910

10726

2540

BDP

Nkange

1061

1523

3925

877

7386

2402

BDP

Ngwaketse West

428

4615

4602

9645

13"

BDP

Ngwaketse South
Ngami
Moshupa

638

3771

3935

8344

164"

BNF

2489

356

5127

326

8298

2638

BDP

178

345

4157

2434

8023

1723

BDP

6939

3018

9957

3921

BDP

4587

3177

8911

1410

BDP

4398

567

4965

3831

BDP

2158

7990

1828

14663

5303

BDP

Mahaiapye

706

6024

2736

9466

3288

BDP

Lobatse

560

3226

3976

7802

750”

BNF

Letihakeng

124

5465

4926

10515

539”

BDP

Lentsweiatau

708

4187

1652

6547

2535

BDP

Kgatleng West
Kgatieng East

1676

4569

3616

9861

953"

BDP

2333

2968

2138

7439

635"

BDP

958

5928

4661

11541

1267

BDP

452

3927

5331

10141

1404

BNF

920

4044

2848

7812

1196

BDP

10812

836”

BNF

Moiepoioie
1147

Mogoditshane
Mmadinare

Maun/Chobe

Kgaiagadi
Kanye

2687

336

Ghanzi

909

95

9

Gaborone West

157

2011

3837

4673

Gaborone South

30

266

2517

3742

6555

1225

BNF

Francistown West

1142

1623

4018

1604

8387

2395

BDP

Francistown East

1178

1416

4310

1525

8429

2785

BDP

Bobirwa

1244

4913

6157

3669

BDP

Boroiong

356

5021

2355

7732

2666

BDP

40096

192598

87457

1026

12%(N/A)

57%

26%

15805

TOTALS
%Share

(1994tigures) 5% (BPP&BiP -7)

Other refers to MELS and
Source:
*

**

(54)

336982

(37)

0(2)

100%

independent candidates

Adapted from Mmegi/The Reporter 22 - 28 October 1999

Majority here refers to the difference between the winner and the
nearest party
Marginal constituency, i.e. constituencies with 1000 and iess of
majorities

opposition the BNF in the 1994
and
Kgatleng West, the latter previously

the votes,

Mochudi before the 1992
Delimitation Commission. However,
both constituencies remain marginal.
The combined votes of the opposition

BDP

mainly the BNF and BCP in both

the
winning
constituency
parliamentary seat and five of six coun¬

the

elections, namely Seiibe Phikwe
known

as

constituencies exceed the BDP share of
SAPKM DEt'KMBKR 199*»

by 357 in Seiibe Phikwe and
by 723 votes in Kgatleng West.
The 1999 elections also

saw

the

making significant inroads in
urban constituencies, traditionally the
preserve of the opposition. The BDP
won

the

Gaborone

Central

cil seats.

Generally, residents of this
constituency are believed to be of middie class background and a section of
the intelligentsia - a class known for its
vacillatory tendencies. In 1994 the
Gaborone Central constituency was
won by the BNF and fell to BCP by
default in 1998 owing to the party split.
The Gaborone Central constituency too
23

Botswana
remains very

much a marginal constitu-

ency. Despite a healthy majority of 994
votes, the BDP candidate leading her
nearest rival BNF candidate, the com-

bined

votes

of the BNF (1874), BCP

(983) and BAM (293) again exceed the
BDP's (2868) electoral fortune. The

remain

firmly in control of the
having registered a landslide
victory of 104 seats, losing only two
seats

BDP

council .seats to BAM and BCP in the

Nkange constituency. The BDP is still
unshaken in the Kweneng district
where it

won

42 of the 50 council seats

gles in the BDP. Ian Khama contesting
in Serowe North beat his nearest rival

by 6063 votes, the only BDP winner to
have a majority exceeding 6000 votes.
None of his opponents scored more
than 500 votes. In all other constituencies within the Central district, the
BDP’s performance was splendid. The

BDP also added to its urban electoral

(Kebotsamang, 1999). As mentioned

fortunes, both the Francistown constitu-

above

Khama factor

under control of the BDP. The BDP

encies like veld fires. Fourteen of the
40 parliamentary seats and 106 coun-

continued its dominance in other
districts as well.

cil seats out of 406
the Central district.

encies

-

East and West. Before the 1999

elections, Francistown East was controlled by the BDP whereas the
Francistown West was won by the BNF
in the 1994 election and also fell to BCP

following

the

split.

Both

both Selibe Phikwe and
Francistown City councils are firmly

spread to other constitu-

are

located within

Another

impor-

tant factor was the resource endowment

Why

the

Francistown constituencies remain

did the

PERFORM so

BDP

of the BDP. Unlike other

WELL?

parties, the
community and secret donors
more than generous with their

business

marginal. The BDP won them through
split votes of the opposition. The combined figures of BAM, BNF and BCP

The BDP electoral fortune could be

were

attributed to a number of factors.
Unlike other political formations in the

donations destined for the BDP coffers.
The BDP received a massive cash in-

in both Francistown constituencies

are

country, the BDP administrative

higher than that of the BDP. At the lo-

machinery did its homework. Immediately after the 1995 elections, the BDP
took a sober reflections on its perform-

jection amounting to P3.4 million from
a secret
foreign donor it flatly refused

cal level, the BDP made

a

home

run,

especially in Francistown East by winning all the contested seats and losing
only two to BAM in Francistown West.
Another

town

that fell to the BDP

through the split vote of opposition is
Selibe Phikwe. Again the combined fig-

ance.

At the 1995 BDP National Con-

gress, the party’s Secretary General
Daniel Kwelagobe frankly admitted
that factionalism within the party
the BDP

a

“cost
large number of votes. The

ures

of the BCP (4295) and BNF (2775)
far exceed BDP’s (6713) electoral

truth of the matter is that the factions

gains. Another BDP clean

sweep was
recorded at the local election. BDP won
11 of the 13 council seats and the re-

candidates. But any candidate who was
fielded as a result of factionalism suffered the disadvantage that he/she did

maining two seats went to the BCP.
Selibe Phikwe was under the control
of BNF after the 1994 election and

whole,

temporarily fell to BCP in 1998 after
the split. Before the 1994 election,
Selibe Phikwe

was

under the BDP. The

BDP’s

were

not

fighting to field their respective

enjoy the support of the party
let

alone

the

as a

electorate

(Kwekagobe, 1995). Following this
congress other measures to improve the
image of the party were embarked
upon. A political con.sultant from South

to
at

disclose. With such amount of cash
its disposal the BDP managed to

stage spectacular campaigns, posted
billboards advertisements,

fleet of 40 vehicles distributed to all the
40 con.stituencies. The BDP was able

reach every corner of the country.
its National Congress in Gaborone

to

1999).
The

disorganisation of the opposi-

tion also gave the BDP a vintage point.
To many voters, the opposition resembled

house

a

Africa, Professor Lawrence Schlemmer

supreme.

brought in to do a comprehensive
study of how the BDP could avoid an

chaos,

Even in urban constituencies (Lobatse,
Gaborone and Jwaneng at local level)
where it lost, it came second as the

embarrassment in the 1999 election and

popular party.
The BDP’s dominance of the

political scene continued at the local
authority level. Its win was emphatic.
It

won

11 of 14 district councils

(Kebotsamang,1999). Out of a total of
406 councillors, the BDP has 303

followed by the BNF with 80, the BCP
has 13 and BAM managed only 9

At
in

July 1999 the BDP declared that they
intended to annihilate the opposition by
winning all the constituencies (Mbuya,

impressive performance in
urban areas has helped to shed its
image of being a rural based party.

was

bought

space in IcKal commercial radio stations
and private newspapers and bought a

on

fire, where chaos reigns

The BNF

one

was

engulfed in

after another.

The BNF

bounce back

improve its fortune. He recommended
among other things that the old guard
give way to the vibrant youth, and a

The BNF recorded

recruitment of someone who is young,
not associated with any factions in the

gains. In the 1994 election the BNF
percentage share of the popular vote
was 37% and dropped significantly to
26% in the 1999 election. The split that

party but enjoying popular support.

Following this recommendation, the
BDP brought into its fold the first son
of Botswana’s first President, and Paramount Chief of Bangwato tribe, then

a decline of 11 %
of the overall percentage vote cast in
its favour from the 1994 electoral

saw

the formation of the BCP in 1998

partly contributed to this downward
trend. In

helped to bury

a number of constituencies a
fair argument could be made that the
BNF could have won them had the
BCP not caused a split vote. For

BAM at 239 votes each. The BDP

factions within the party. The well-oiled
BDP machinery was ready to confront
with renewed vigour and determination

example, in the Selibe Phikwe,
Kgatleng East, Kgatleng West and
Ngwaketse West the combined BNF

regained the Kgatleng District Council.

obstacles that

and BCP votes exceed what the BDP

factor

polled.

councillors. Matshelagabedi
in the North East will go to

residents
the polls

again to determine the winner
following a tie between the BDP and

The BDP

won

12 of the 21 council

leaving BNF with 6 and 3 for the
BCP. The Central District, the largest
district in the country with 106 council
seats,

24

the army commander. Lieutenant General Ian Khama Seretse Khama. The
arrival of Ian Khama

lay ahead. The Khama
played a significant role in bringing back even supporters who had left
the party for the opposition as a form
of disgruntlement of the internal wran¬

However, despite its overall
debilitating performance, the BNF won
back its four parliamentary seats
SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

Botswana
(Lobatse. Kanye. Gaborone West and
Gaborone North) it temporarily lost to
the BCP. It retained its seat in Gaborone

Ngwaketse South. By winning 6 seats in parliament, the BNF regained its position as the main or official opposition in the National Assentbly - a position it held prior to the split
in 1998. The BNF 1999 performance
should be interpreted and understood
South and

from the context within which the party
found itself following the major setback
of 1998. After the split, the BNF found

racing against time in its attempt
forge ahead as a united force. The
BNF spent the better part of 1999 trying hard to find peace with itself. Two
days before the nomination of candidates deadline, an enraged party memher Patrick Kgoadi took the BNF to the
High Court seeking the court to nullify
the primary election results for
Gaborone North constituency. The
court ruled in Kgoadi's favour. This
case was one among many primary
election petitions that the BNF office
found itself having to dispose off beitself

to

fore the elections. In short, the BNF
went to the 16th October 1999 election

limping. Despite its problems. BNF
managed to send 80 councillors to various council chambers in the country. In
the process, it retained the control of
the Gaborone City council, which they
lost to the BCP after the .split. They afso
retained Jwaneng and regained Lobatse
Town Councils. In Jwaneng the BNF
swept the boards by winning all the 7
while in Lobatse it won 9 seats,
and the remaining two went to the BDP.
The election results point to a two party
seats,

the BDP and the BNF and that
BDP is the dominant party. The

system
the

-

results should be

a

lesson to the

opposition that they need to put their
houses in order. It should be clear to

assuming state power and
winning some of the marginal
constituencies would for long be a
the BNF that

even

provide excellent lesson on the way
forward. Once again. Batswana clearly
ignored splinter parties as nothing
more

than irritants not worth

their votes

projects pursued by

parties (BAM. BCP. BPU. SDP
certainly not viable.
Predictably, the BCP did not make an
impact, having being formed under a
cloud of controversy, bitterness and a
sense of betrayal. The March 1999
Opinion poll by the Democracy
Research Project predicted that the
BNF split will be a windfall to the then
ailing BDP. Further it predicted that
the BCP would perform badly, by
failing to retain the seats founding

small

and MELS) are

members crossed the Boor with. The

only managed to retain the
Okavango constituency w ith a narrow
BCP

margin of 82 votes. The BCP emerged
from the poll as the third popular party
with a 12% popularity vote. For
Raphael Dingalo (1999) "the BCP
stands out as one of the parties that
has made much progress in the past
elections,

whilst

the

BNF has

slipped." The BNF electoral gains
dropped from 37% in 1994 to 26% in
1999. BAM's share of the popularity
5% and the BDP made a

vote was

modest

increase

of 3%

of the

popularity vote.
where each

opposition parties,

one

partners does not

of the alliance

lo.se its identity, use

symbol and banner could
possibly bear fruit. An opposition
party thought to be enjoying a
measure of support
in a given
constituency (based on past electoral
figures) could be allowed to contest
that particular constituency without
opposition from other alliance
partners. A comradely spirit of
compromi.se - ‘give and take’ could
be encouraged, especially after the
its

own

opposition continue to preoccupy
themselves with disjointed efforts of
unseating the BDP.

to come true

BAM, BCP - Which Wav?
The disastrous performance of smaller
and splinter parties should provide
excellent les.son

on

the way forward.

again. Batswana clearly ignored
splinter parties as nothing more than
irritants not worth wasting their votes

Once

on.

performance of
splinter parties should

The disastrous

smaller and
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The 1999

general elections were the
auspices
of
the
Independent Electoral
Commission (lEC). Also, for the first
first to be conducted under the

time the ballot papers were used in
Botswana's elections. Out of the 459

registered voters. 336 982
constituting about 77.3% actually
turned up on the Election Day. If the
number of spoilt votes are added then,
000

the number ranges between 346 000
and 350 000. The number of eligible
voters

who

registered for the 1999
significant

election stood at 51%. A

number of Batswana. about 49% of the

eligible voters stayed away from the
electoral process altogether. Possible
explanations could be that the level of
disorder and disorganisation in the

opposition did not inspire confidence.
They see no alternative to the present
ruling party. Another school of thought
could be that they are content with the
ruling party, the BDP. as such see no
reason
to go to the polls. The
imposition of candidates on the
electorates could also possibly explain
a

An alliance of

parties.
Indkpkndknt EiTX'TORAI.
Commission and thk 1999
Ei.kction

on.

The individual

results have knocked sense. Instead

never

tion

wasting

if the

dream

gained in the elections in negotiations
to get a better deal with other opposi-

level of disinterest in the

political

process in the country. Bitterness and
acrimonious exchanges that surfaced

primary elections conducted by
testimony
this fact. Few problems pertaining

after

the BDP. BNF and BCP bear
to

to the

conduct and administration of

elections were observed and deserve
attention. There were high reported

of spoilt votes. In terms of the
Electoral Act. for a vote to be
considered valid, the voter has to put
an ‘X’ in an empty box besides the
cases

symbol of the party he or she wishes
for. Any other mark is not

to vote

considered valid. As mentioned earlier,

of

spreading their thin resources,
opposition parties could concentrate

this

in those constituencies where

previous elections, party discs were

they
yield a reasonable harvest, good
enough to send a member to
parliament or council chamber. Such
could

an

alliance should not lose of the

material conditions

obtaining on the
ground. The BNF is an important
player. Without its participation, an
alliance of the opposition will be a
sham, not likely to shake up the BDP
in anyway. The BCP could also make
use of its 12% of the popular share it

system of voting was first
introduced in the 1999 election. In
used. Cases of senior citizens their

shaking or trembling when
trying to put the mark on the required
box ended up making marks extending
to the nearest boxes were reported.
This may have increased the number
of spoilt votes. Assi.stance was availed
by the election officers when required.
The ballot paper used was standard in

hands

all constituencies. Even where

particular party

was not

contesting

a

an
25

Botswana
election in

a given
constituency, its
symbol appeared on the ballot paper. Some voters out of ignorance,
and some wilfully decided to put cross
beside the party of their choice irrespective whether it was contesting in that
constituency or not. Accordingly, these
were considered invalid or
spoilt votes.
In at least two constituencies namely
the South East and Ngwaketse West
constituencies the number of spoilt
name

process is done to ensure that the numbers of voters in the voter’s roll, ballot

and

3.

Kebotsainang,

500 km

to

to

be announced.

Generally, training of
expedite the

the

use

of

a new

Botswana
no.

4.

reconciliation process and an intensive
education need to be embarked

National
Congress"
held
at
Mogoditshane from the l.'ith -18th July

be done away

1999
5.

with.
6.

verification process, which caused a
considerable delay. The verification

200

Kwelagobe, D. K “Secretary General's
Report to the Botswana Democratic Party

system of voting.
Other problems noted included the
tedious and cumbersome process of

as

election officers to try to

upon in preparation for the 2004
election. The system of counting of
ballot papers at a central location could

on

M (1999) “BDP
opposition lose grip"
Daily News October 26, 1999

Dominates

reach the central locatime for the results

the stipulated time. In
Ngwaket.se West and other constituencies the problem could have been lack
education

1999

some

voter

voter

28

tion officers

candidate did not contest the election
due to his failure to submit nomination

of

-

Dingalo, R “BCP Perforniance encouraging” The Botswana Guardian October 29.

tion. It took

papers on

Mmegi/The Reporter 22

October 1999
2.

over

constituency, the BNF parliamentary

in BDP"

counting of ballot papers was done at a
central location in each of the 40 con.stituencies. In .some situations, the elec-

accompanying ballot boxes
under heavy police escort had to travel

2000. In the South East

votes was over

Chili.sa, E. “Voter.s express confidence

papers issued tallied correctly and preceded the counting of ballot papers. The

Mbuya. T “BDP Congress celebrates
victory ahead of elections” Mmegi/The
Reporter 23 - 29 July 1999
Sebudubudu. D and Ntau, C “Botswana’s

*Chris Ntau and David Sebudubudu
dire
based at the University of

General Election: The

Botswana

1999.

Eighth Multiparty

Elections since 1963” SAPEM October,
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Main Feature

The

for a Second
Liberation in Africa*

Quest

Benjamin William Mkapa*

President

Mkapa:

is

truly a great honour and privilege to me and my country to be
invited to give the third Herbert
Chitepo Memorial Lecture. Upon receiving your invitation, I agoni.sed on

I

t

what 1 should say on an occasion like
this. Those who had the privilege to
meet

and know

even a

Chitepo was a multi-talented
man who distinguished himself as a
lawyer, a poet, a revolutionary leader
renown, a

fervent nationalist and

a

freedom

fighter. There was Herbert
Chitepo the legend, and Herbert
Chitepo the man - a friend to us, a husband to his dear wife, a father to his
children.
Here

was a man

about whom tomes

should be written, not

just lectures
given. So I decided to pick one component of the large whole and speak
about it. And I chose Herbert Chitepo
S.XI’EM DECEMBER ItlW

have become

the freedom
The

more

selfish and self centred

fighter, and speak about
a Second Liberation in

Quest for

For 1 believe that

Africa.

one

way to

honour the late Comrade

Chitepo is to
with the second chapter in the

cany on
chronicle of Africa's liberation, which
he

part of the late

Herbert

of

we

began to write with his own blood.
The first chapter was about politi-

cal liberation, the re.storation of our political independence and inherent right
govern ourselves and enjoy equal
rights, duties and privileges, in the land
of our forefathers. But political freeto

dom

can never

be

an

end in itself; it

in itself

bring food to the table,
jobs for the
unemployed, education and health for
all people, and a better life for every-

cannot

shelter to the homeless,

one.

Soon the

euphoria of political freepeople, rightly so,

dom ebbs, and the

begin to

express

dissatisfaction with

formal freedom.

They begin to agiindependence. Independence must be seen to
translate into a better life, not only in
the abstract, but also in objective conditions in which our people live.
Clearly, we need to wage a
for substance in their

tate

ond liberation that will address tlie*

issues.

But

prepare well for
phase of the liberation
struggle was relatively easier to
conceptualise and organise. The enemy was clearly visible and identifiit.

we must

The first

able.

In most

cases

the actions and

attitudes of colonial administrators,

police and other racist authorities were
experienced directly by the African
people. For that reason, it was possible to mobilise them in pursuit of the
shared desire to rid ourselves of colonial or racist minority rule, however
powerful those forces were.
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Today, as we work for a second liberation of Africa, the enemy is not
starkly in front of

us. We do not
discern and define the challenges in

all
the
same way. Depending on the status of
power relations - political and economic

-

within and between countries,

have become

we

more

selfish and self-

centered and the wealth gap

is increas-

ing.
Within

nations, personal inprecedence over national
thereby obstructing the evolution
some

terests take
ones

of

a

national vision for the second lib-

eration. Between nations,

even

among

developing

ones, the relentless pursuit
of national rather than collective interests is the

The

exploitative
North-South relations we sought to
change in the 1970s are not only entrenching
themselves
under
globalisation, but they may now, like
some cancerous cells, replicate themnorm.

selves in South-South relations.

rican in character and

spirit, but also
embracing universally accepted norms
and values of a democratic system and
the observance of universally acknowledged human rights.
The last

two

nessed fundamental shifts in

tinent. Africa has been tossed from

emies whose character and parameters
we do
not envision in the same way.
Africa needs to revisit and embrace

unity of

purpose and strategy, the strong commitment and dedication to a common

the leadership,

discipline and
integrity for which Comrade Chitepo
was so renowned.
Only then can we

cause,

deserve to lead this continent

one

system to another and it is not always
clear where each country is going or
what they want to be politically.
History shows that most pre-colonial African societies had

some

form

of

democracy-mostly of the direct and
participatory sort. From the selection
of Chiefs and Kings, to issues of peace
and security, decisions were made on
the basis of

consensus,

and conciliation. The

consultation

on to

its

second liberation.

administrator.

Some resisted
became

.struggle to retain our freedom. But ultimately colonial powers imposed a
political and administrative system that
was completely alien, and which alienated the African people, putting a
wedge between them and their lead¬
ers.

Then
was

Westminister model of Government

the critical
cated

tions of

our

leadership at all levels of govYet we were expected to run
political institutions and systems tailored to those in

metropolitan countries
experience,
knowledge and skills.
with their centuries of

modified

of the
liberation struggle was
relatively easier to
conceptualise and
organise. The enemy
was clearly visible and
identifiable.

for

In the context of the

Wh.\t?

or even

of

some

before

Chiefs and

politi-

abandoned the West-

and the attendant

new

scramble for

Africa.
Then
I99()s.

the late 1980.s and

came

The Soviet Union
war

early
imploded,

ended. China

conceit-

internal economic reforms

on

with Chine.se characteristics. Eastern

our

ranks I have just

suitable

African countries

model of

trated

55

disarray in

a more

some

politics and ideology inherited at independence in favour of
the Eastern one. One-party states
emerged in some countries out of the
need to foster national unity, sometimes fuelled in part by the cold war
ern

and the cold

Liberation

grasp the full implicanew situation and provide

cal framework,

The first phase

of educated and dedi-

mass

people to

In search for

u

do what, and with

Many of our countries, especially tho.se who got independence in
the late 50s and early 60s, did not have

ernment.

Kings often had powers beyond
by the Cabinet in a

to

what?

Village Assent-

or

independence. Africa

came

free. But free

was an important democratic institution. Advisory Councils to the Chiefs

bly

heroically; others

martyrs of the early

even

effective

those exercised

Under these circumstances it is be-

the shared vision, the

political

systems and organisation on our con-

coming increasingly difficult to develop common positions against en-

anew

centuries have wit-

people, but accountable to the colonial

inherited at

evolving world regime are best
secured if we stand and fight together,
than if we dissipate our resources and

powers did two terrible things to the
traditional African political dispensa-

Europe scrambled to find acceptance
in the councils of Western Europe.
Stuck with an unipolar world. Africa
had to review again the place of its political frameworks and disposition in
the new reality in the world. Today,
most African states are multi-party democracies having moved again towards political institutions designed in
the metropolitan states, the so-called

tion.

older democracies.

adopt shorter term views.

administration that

outlined, the fir.st task
conceptualise, and then
concretise, the parameters of the second liberation, its purposes and goals;
and for each one of us to identify with
them. I am sure if we all adopt a longterm perspective we will realise that
our

us

is to

individual and national interests

in the

I have determined three main

com-

ponents of the second liberation of Africa: Political Liberation, Economic

Liberation and Cultural Liberation.

Yes,

we

do need

a

second political

liberation in Africa, the evolution of a

political dispensation that is at once Af¬
28

us

independence.
Kings could sometimes be

removed after
if

a

vote of

they failed to live

ethos,

mores

ments

of the

no

confidence

the societal
and the integrity requireposition of authority enthem.
up to

trusted upon
Then came colonialism.

First, they installed a system of

consensus,

tion.

Colonial

was

the

As

opposite of

consultation and concilia-

They ruled by suppression and
oppression, with not much room for
consensus. They also destroyed the
foundation of authority in African society. Now, Chiefs and Kings were no
longer fully accountable to their

remember

we

Comrade

Chitepo,

we must ask where we go
from here. To me the choice is very
clear. We mu.st stop being swayed like

this, like
has

come

a

leaf in the wind. The time

for

second political liberawhereby we will deterown political dispensation
a

tion in Africa
mine

our
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and

destiny that embraces universally
accepted democratic norms, but with

up for our interests has diminished and
become unfashionable. We need to in-

African characteristics, anchored in

its membership of the international
community.
There is much to be recouped from
our pre-colonial political systems and
processes, but not everything. There

spire ourselves to fight a .second liberation struggle.
And here 1 am not dismissing the
economic rationale for globalisation.
I am not disputing the value of competition in terms of improving efficiency and quality of products and .services, and lowering costs. My concern is how Africa can build, develop
and sustain the capacity to be a meaningful player in this new ball game.

is likewise much that is useful from the

How

metropolitan states and fro the former
Eastern European countries and The
Peoples’ Republic of China. Let us deliberately and conscientiously identify

ning, especially if those who preach

what is useful and relevant from

der manifold

African heritage. Each country
must look within itself, and in the con-

our

of

text

a

globalising world, detemiine

national democratic system that
best reflects its heritage, and stands out
its

own

our

legacy, and build new political dispenWe cannot, and should not,

sations.

construct our new

age

nations in the im-

of our colonisers!
Then we have to conceptualise

and

enhance our dignity

people. We may be free, yes. but
economic backwardness and dependency are gradually eroding our independence. We need a liberation that
will make us meaningful participants
in a globalising world. We all agree
we cannot escape from globalisation.
And we should not try to. But we must
stand up for our interests and ask.
“globali.sation under what terms and to
as a

what ends?” How and in what circumstances can we

those of

our

interests and
children will be safebe

sure our

guarded?
In the 7()s, what was then called the

Third World put up a united and
ited fight for a New International
nomic Order. Forums such

as

spirEco-

the Non-

Aligned Movement and the G77 were
instrumental in pursuit of that just demand. For once we promoted an economic agenda for the South on a global scale.

The Western industrialised

countries had to work extra hard to
scuttle that

agenda.
Today, since we are so divided and
weak, nobody pays much attention to
what we think. We have jumped on
the globalisation bandwagon without

agenda on how and under
arrangements we too can be ben-

pushing
what

our

eficiaries in this

new

stand

a

world trade and

chance of win-

gospel of free trade and competi-

the
tion

are

themselves often

tectionism

on

guilty of proand un-

various pretexts

guises?
generations in Africa
cannot forgive us if we do not do our
utmost now to promote and protect
The future

continental interests

concretise the .second liberation from

poverty that will

can we

tional economic
inertia

on

arena.

the internaFor with our

will

only be acquiescing to
the globalisation of poverty, rather
than the globalisation of prosperity.
we

Another battlefront is that of

quicker and broader debt relief, ineluding debt cancellation. There are,
indeed.
non-governmental
organisations such as Oxfam, Jubilee 2 000, Netaid, Christian Aid, and

agitate more eloquently
stridently for debt relief than Af-

spend twice as much
money to service a part of our debt than
we spend on health and education

much

combined. We cannot win the

tion of which Comrade

Tanzania

we

war on

incomes we get
after reforming our economies are
spent to service debt rather than being
ploughed back to poverty eradication
poverty if whatever

and

rican Governments. We too must do
more

in

unity and in pursuit of

all collective African
that

was

the

cau.ses.

For,

spirit of the first libera-

Chitepo was
militant proponent.
Then we need a second liberation

such

on

a

culture.

of National

The August 1999 issue
Geographic Magazine is

activities and

improving the climate
private investment. We welcome

devoted to the theme of Global Cul-

for

ture.

the outcome of the recent Annual

ishing cultures and the destruction of
unique cultural perspective on life; it

Meeting of the World Bank and the
International Monetary Fund in Washington. We also welcome the clear
policy statement on debt by President
Clinton.

The

sooner

substantial debt

actually given, the better for
of us waging the war on pov-

relief is
those

erty.

According to the UNDP, if in 1997
indebted African countries had used

savings from annual debt repayments

It draws

our

attention to

van-

talks of loss of valuable cultural-

based

knowledge, including insights
defy modern sci-

into nature that still

It says:
“Human societies have

ence.

always
changed, but goods,
people, and ideas move faster and
faster today, spreading an urban-oriented. technology-based culture
around the globe ia just a few genmixed and

reduction,

erations. Thanks to radio, television,

they could save the lives of 21 million
children by the year 2 000, and provide 90 million girls and women with

and videos, this new world culture

basic education. And

people Many changes, such as the
growing demand for democracy and
human rights, are positive. Others

for investment in poverty

according to the

Exploitation is no longer a dirty word
and competition is promoted without
rules. The courage to protest and stand

den of 20 of the world’s poorest countries could be lifted for the cost of one

3/12/99. 3:27 PM

it appears as if Africans
unite to demand deeper,

And yet
cannot

churches that

newly launched Netaid. the debt bur-

SAPKM l)K( KMHKR 1999

for the freedom and

Most of our
countries in Africa have on our shoulders an unbearable debt burden. In
Africa’s indebtedness.

regime.

investment and investment

Chitepo: a gallant fighter
dignity of Africa

The late Herbert

stealth bomber!

reaches
world’s

virtually everyone, even the
nearly one billion illiterate

...

seem

less desi.'able. Chine.se culture

prides itself or family loyalty, yet mi29

Feature
gration to cities and changing priorities are blunting age-old traditions like
”2
caring for one’s parents
That could also describe the African cultural front. We are fast
losing
our

Africanness,

cultures,

on

our various African
the altar of modernisation

and

duce the

knowledge gap between developing countries and industrialised

And this is not

even too

much to

ask.

differences between rich and poor

According to the 1998 Human
Development Report, an additional expenditure of USD 40 billion worldwide each year would be enough to
achieve and maintain universal primary education, basic health care for
all, reproductive health care for all
women, and adequate food or all, as

countries. This is

well

On my recent

ones.

visit to Sweden I

went to a

company that spends 4 times
Tanzania’s GDP on Research and De-

velopment only! Yet science and technology, and knowledge based activities, pose the best hope for narrowing

globalisation.
our history of colonialism, and
before it slavery, we begin the second
liberation on culture from a weak point.
Following on the steps of missionäries, colonial powers tried to project a
charitable image of themselves rather
than an imperialist one a paternalistic

knowledge and research findings from one corner of the earth to

and external support, in a world where
225 people only have a combined net

another at the twinkle of

worth of

mission to civilise the natives of Af-

Distant education

With

rica,

not naked

colonialism, imperial-

ism and

exploitation. Such an image
depended on Africans
being made to feel, and acknowledge,
that they were backward societies waiting to be civilised. They were made to
believe that to develop is to negate their
of themselves

Africanness, and
from their
cans were

to

made it much easier to transmit and
receive

an

eye.

through satellite
computer-based systems, and the
Internet, provides new opportunities to
teach large numbers of students across
and

the continent, on the basis of shared
How long shall we wait before

costs.

U

detach themselves

sociological context. Afriprodded to commit histori-

Therefore, I shall

cal and cultural suicide.

Cecil Rhodes believed that God had
race to be the Divine
instrument of future evolution. In his

life to God’s
purpose, and help
my

Final Confession he wrote:

Him

Whites have

dearly come out top...
in the struggle for existence and
achieved the highest standard of human perfection.
Within the while
race, English-speaking man, whelher

to

world

make the

English

-

likely instrument of the

Rhodes

Therefore, 1 .shall devote the

rest

of my

eration
narrow

We must
people,
modernise, by all means, and be active
players in a globalising world. But we
must not
our

as

a

sacrifice

culture,

our

African

heritage,
prism through which
our

look at, and understand, the outside
world.
to

Capacity

for

Liberation

Having acknowledged and shaped the
need and vision for

a

second liberation

in Africa, we must

develop the capacity to prosecute it. There are two particularly powerful weapors we must
forge to wage this struggle
The first is

our

science and techno-

logical capacity. Africa needs to
30

re¬

We must remember that

the piper calls the tune.

CONCIAISION
We

here

to remember Herbert
Wiltshire Pfumaindini Chitepo, a
fallen hero of the liberation struggle
in Zimbabwe, and the whole of Southern

are

Africa,

gallant fighter for the
dignity of Africa, a true
Faced with the imperative
a

a

second liberation of Africa we
him by picking up his gun

and

The second liberation of Africa must,

therefore, help us recapture our self-

livelihood.
he who pays

must honour

life to God's purpo.se. and help
Him to make the world English.”

esteem

capacity of self-reliance and self-development. Each generation of Africans must be able to reduce its
dependency on external aid. For, the freedom that the likes of Comrade Chitepo
worked and died for will be meaningless if we depend on others for our

nationalist.

grab these opportunities to rapidly
increase the stock of high level skilled
manpower in our individual countries?
Globalisation is upon us, and we have
no time to waste. We must
wage a lib-

spread Justice, Liberty and Peace... over widest possible
area of the planet.

USD 1 trillion.

a

of

we

Divine Plan to

over

We need external help, but it must
be used to alleviate poverty and build

freedom and

British, American, Australian or
South African, has proved himself to
be the most

as universal sanitation and
potable water. It is not too much to ask
for this level of domestic mobilisation

devote the rest of

chosen the white

“

especially so as adtechnology have

in information

vances

knowledge, ensure we
knowledge gap in the

war on

the

keep fighting - fighting for a new
political, economic and cultural era in
Africa.
We cannot sit on the laurels of political independence and let Africa
drift unguided into unknown and un-

charted waters. We want democracy
and human rights yes, but with an

world. Asian countries have done so,
we should learn from them.
We need investments in social ser-

bility of globalisation; but

vices that will

children

sion and courage we must prosecute a

get a good basic education, to make

new
Chimurenga that will put strong
foundations for a better Africa for our
children. To that end, Africa must
unite.

and

ensure

all

our

them trainable for various levels of
skilled jobs. The quality of human resources in Africa still leaves much to
be desired, though with large variations
between countries. Our children must
be taught by well-trained teachers, in

classrooms with a roof and desks and
with books to go around. They must
receive sufficient nutrition to enable
their brains to develop to their full potential and be able to follow their studies like their fellow children in richer
countries.

African face. We accept
to come

with

a

the inevita-

we want it
human face. With vi-

^Benjamin Mkapa is the President of
Republic of Tanzania.

the United

Notes
This is

an abridged version of President
Mkapas’ Third Herbert Chitepo Memorial Lecture pre.sented at the University

of Zimbabwe

on

2 October 1999.
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Main Feature

Lessons from

the Zimbabwe’s

Constitutional Debate
Tafataona Mahoso*

R

ightuptothetime it completed
drafting the constitution, the

role, where it must wait for the commission to make a small mistake and

sonal attacks

National Constitutional As-

then pounce on

sor

sembly continued to call the Constitu-

it all.
So, throughout the entire duration

tional Commission “a fraud”, while

of the commission, the NCA’s main

Kempton Makamure of the

preoccupation has been to look for

Professor

Transparency Front admitted that the
Constitutional Commission had been

a

resounding success far beyond his initial expectations because the commission had been able to attract and help
an overwhelming number of individuals and groups to

speak openly and
freely about how they should be gov-

erned

in

future.

the

Indeed, both Professor Makamure

Zvobgo agreed that
those, such as the NCA, who had foreclosed and prejudged the process by
and Dr Eddison

boycotting the commission had made
a serious strategic mistake which they
must now

regret.

by running a purely negative
campaign against the commission, the
NCA gave up the opportunity to demonstrate what it can contribute positively to the future development of
First,

Zimbabwe.
A

negative campaign shows partisanship and prejudice, and yet the NCA
itself accuses the commission of being
partisan.
A negative campaign forces the
NCA to look down upon the people
who made

presentations to the commission, to treat such people as if they
were all ignorant.
Second, a negative campaign gives

mistakes.

Third, the NCA puts

itself in the
contradictory position of attempting to
have things both ways: Boycotting the
process before it even starts and yet,
at the very same time at the end of that
process, claiming the right to be the
best interpreter of the evidence which
the masses of the people presented at
the very same sessions of the commission where the NCA
sent

was

in fact ab-

by choice!

In other words, how does the NCA
know that the commission’s

interpretestimony from the people is
wrong when the NCA itself was not
involved in the process?

tation of

How does the NCA know that the

“a fraud” and that what
the people said means a complete
“vote of no confidence” in the ruling
party, when the NCA was in fact never
part of that part process?
process was

Would it not be

more

ethical and

reasonable, would it not be more honest, to leave these interpretations to

Moyo.
as a body
spared. The attacks
questions of personal

has also not been
have focused

on

suspicion and trust, questions of preSlimed

guilt by associations, and quessincerity.

tions of

The unfortunate effect of this line

of attack from the

point of view of the

citizens of Zimbabwe is that the NCA
could

never

adequately explain why it

and its associations

should be trusted and
cere

or

personalities
as sin-

regarded

while the commission and its

con-

nections should be

prejudged as fraudulent and unworthy of trust.
What really made Mr David Coltart
more trustworthy than Professor Walter
Kamba, for instance?
What difference did such perceptions of personal suspicion, trust or sincerity make as long as the citizens of
Zimbabwe
say what
stitution?

to

by-and-large came forward
should go into our next con-

The terms of reference of the
mission

were not

about

com-

erecting saintly

characters for everyone to trust.

They were about enabling the nation to say what it wants and that was
achieved.
Given the terms of reference of the
commission and in view of the limits

a process they
did not witness and those interpreting

Those

trying to interpret

reactionary

commission has ten the form of per¬

.S.VPKM l)El KMBKR 1999

Jonathan

The entire commission

part in the process?
Who, then is engaged in fraud?

the initiative to the commission while

a

against the key leaders

Dr Ihbo Mandaza and Profes-

as

only those who cared enough to take

process of which they were a part?
Fourth, and even more serious, the
NCA’s negative campaign against the

restricting the NCA to

such

a

constitution making in small states
the peripheries of global capitalism
the executive of the Constitutional
Commission deserve sterling praise for
to

on
-

difficult

Joh well done.
virtually no prior planning when the commission was ap-

a

There

was

31

Zimbabwe
pointed. Much of the planning had to
be done

as

the commissioners

were

operating already.
And there

inadequate funding.
ground running and showed a shrewd understanding of the task involved and the society they served.
In fact, as far as political competence and professional calibre were
was

But the commission hit the

concerned, the executive did

so

well

that

they attracted jealous attacks, most
them bordering on slander and li-

of

bel.

The

for such attacks are the
which Professor Edward
Said cited in his book. Culture and Imreason

same reasons

Dr. Mandaza and Prof. Jonathan

perialism, where he explained why

victims of NCA’s

there

were such vicious attacks on Professor Ali Mazrui on the occasion of

the

release of his

documentary series

The Africans. Said said there
eral inter-linked reasons.

Western establishment to explain Africa and the Africans to large Western
used to

having
white liberal professors, missionaries
and expatriates play the role of expert

on

were

honour hitherto reserved mostly for
white male intellectual giants such as
Bertrand Russel and John Kenneth

would have done

anything to be given

was

that he dared to research, represent and
explain Africa as an African to the
West and to Africa itself a role tradi-

also

a

black

man

whose

re-

ligion was Islam. But he did not come
across as the expected
stereotype of a
Moslem in Western eyes.
Therefore he infuriated his critics

becau.se he

was

difficult to slot

or cat-

egorize according to white racist stereotypes of Moslems and Africans.
Nevertheless, he elicited the double
prejudices of anti-Africanism and antiIslamism.

Finally, Professor Mazrui’s intervention in the struggle for the intellectual integrity and dignity of the Afri-

The result of the attacks on ProfesMazrui was that the documentary

sor

lost

some

The

same

sponsorship money.
reasons apply even more

in Zimbabwe than in New York

now

and

of its

Washington DC in 1986.
expatriate

It is the donor-funded

and consultant who has taken over the
role of explaining Africa to the Afriand

cans

to

the

imperialist West.

had

African
saw

in the

men

and

women

are an

going to be avail-

able in book form, on radio and televi-

32

must

in all

ist. The Constitutional Commission,
with all its faults, is a clear demonstrato

capacity to think,
organize and to mobilize for the naThat

racist

performed their duties in ways
proud

which Zimbabweans should be
of.

In the same way, there were aspects
of Professor Mazrui’s documentary I

did not agree with. But I would have
been a hypocrite not to recognize the
series’ great

contribution to the under-

standing of Africa by Africans.
The problem was not Professor
Nazrui’s film but the absence of many
similar and different films on the same

subject. Similarly, the problem of conmaking in Zimbabwe today
is the negative approach and absence
stitution

of the NCA. The commission is not the

problem.

do not die of HIV/Aids they
are lured
away, with foreign currency,
to institutions where they
produce
made-to-order monographs for pay.
To many African elites have become pimps of imperialism, daily
churning out the propaganda used to
recolonize their own people.
Edward Said’s analysis serves too
explain why Muckraker is to anti-intellectual in addition to being so rac-

tional interest without
was

of the

I have many personal doubts about
the thrust of the whole project, but I

If they

swallow.
The material

endangered

species.

tion of the African

penetrated too

of the in-

professional calibre we
leadership of the Constitu-

many media
classes and vehicles for the racists to
can

as one

citizens.

mission

tourists.

tion Commission

was

the Native Commissioner of

lectuals, consultants, missionaries and
even

their

He

as

Knowledge and skills.
He is welcome only

honesty conclude that the
leadership of the Constitutional Com-

-

tellectual and

backyard.

needed

tionally reserved for white male Intel-

such and honour themselves.
Professor Mazrui was an African
who had beaten white intellectuals in
own

cassettes.

prestigious lecture.
But, ultimately, Mazrui’s sin

an

Galbraith.
Therefore many of the whites who
attacked him felt envious of him and

film and in audio

as ;a

African affairs.

Professor Mazrui had earlier been
invited to give the BBC Reith Lecture,

as a

It had also been delivered live

were sev-

Professor Mazrui was an African
who had been invited by some in the

audiences who

sion,

Moyo,
campaign against the commission

a

The NCA should have
rest

joined the
people in celebrating the

of the

success

of the Constitution Commis-

sion.
This is becau.se it was the NCA’s
idea in the first place to have a constitutional debate involving the majority.
The fact that Government

braced that idea

means

em-

that the NCA

accomplished its goal and should take
credit for it.
To

now

denounce that

“fraud” is to suggest

making maybe

success as a

that constitution
the real agenda.

was not

middleman.

capacity terrifies the white
because it suggests that he is

Tafataona Mahoso teaches Journalat the Harare Polytechnic

ism
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J^RICAN
tSoCCER

iSaPEM tSPORT

tScHEDULE
The 22nd African

Cup OfNations 2000;
January 22-February 13
Hosts:

Ghana/Nigeria
Egypt
Egypt

Holders:

Central Africa Club

Competition In December

The 12th edition of the Central Africa club basketball cup will be played from
7 to 16 December in Pointe Noire, Congo- Brazzaville, a source close to the

Congolese Basketball Federation (FEBACO) said. The competition will involve
men

and women's teams from Bururidi, Cameroon, Gabon, the Central African

Republic, Congo- Brazzaville, Chad and Rwanda, the FEBACO deputy secretary
general said. He added that the DRC will be represented in the men's event by
ON ATRA and Lubumbashi Sports, while Vita Club of Kiirshasa will represent the
DRC in the women's event.

Women

soccer

1998

Champions:

The tournament will be held in Ghana

(Accra & Kumasi) and Nigeria (Kano &

Lagos)
Group Rounixs

-

J

vni:ar\

2000

Group A
Jan 22:

Ghana

Jan 24:

Cole d’Ivoire

strengthens

Canieroon(Accra)

vs

vs

Togo (Accra)

"Playing soccer is a platform for me to preach through football and make
people kjiow about Jesus," said Nelly Kundhlande the University of
Zimbabwe Queens star.

Jan 27:

Ghana

Jan 28:

Cameroon

Togo (Accra)

vs

vs

Cole d’Ivoire (Accra)

Jan 31:

Ghana

Will Flower and Johnson

motivate cricket lads?
So Andy

Flower is back in the hot
seat, three years after stepping

vs

Cole d’Ivoire

(Accra)
Jan 31: Cameroon

Togo (Kumasi)

vs

Group B
Jan 23:

South Africa

down and handing over tlae

vs

Gabon (Kumasi)

captaincy to Alistair Campbell.
Campbell, however, handed iir his
resignatioia recently, prompting

Jan 24: DR Congo vs Algeria (Kumasi)

Flower's return. There had been calls
for Campbell to step down, followiirg

(Kumasi)

his calamitous loss of form as well
as that of his team.

Jan 27: South Africa ^s

RD Congo

Jan 29: Algeria vs Gabon(Kumasi)

Group C
Alistair

WANTED:

Campbell

Jan 23:

Egypt

vs

Zambia (Kano)

Jan 25: Burkina Faso

a Successor to Haile Gebrselassie
Jan 28:

Egypt

vs

Addis Ababa - With a permanent smile on his face, the indefatigable Haile
Gebrselassie has revolutionised middle distance running, locking out the fancied

Jan 29: Zambia

Kenyans and the Moroccans. Appropriately enough, the athlete wants another
Ethiopian to succeed him when his days are over.

Group D

vs

Senegal (Kano)

Senegal (Kano)

vs

Burkina Faso (Kano)

Jan 23: Nigeria vs Tunisia (Lagos)

Our Mission In Athens
Jan 25: Morocco

The

Nigerian national weightlifting coach, Ivan Canev declared that his main
objective at the world championship in Athens, Greece, was to ensure that the
country secures enough spots in next year's Sydney 2000 Olympics.
SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

vs

Congo (Lagos)

Jan 28: Nigeria vs Congo (Lagos)
Jan 29: Tunisia

vs

Morocco

(Lagos)
33
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n

the

and

Culture

Sub-region of

Southern

technology and becoming
part of the global culture.

Africa

people have painted

The

their caves, the walls of
their houses, their faces

and bodies, and the walls
of their tombs in ancient
cultures to

place their beliefs in

con-

text.

At the

Tengenenge Art Community
painting is
the background for the expression of
beliefs and their spiritual variables determined by the changing face and
broadening bases of the cultures of the
artists. The paintings serve to homogenize the cultural life at Tengenenge,
and represent shared preoccupations
and spiritual concerns of the community. These paintings may be unframed,
hanging by clothes pegs to the
walls of a pole and dagga house
at Tengenenge, or framed and under glass, a blast of colour against
a wall in a pristine gallery in Hoiland. But where ever they are
seen they comment that whatever
way Tengenenge “moves forward, people’s lives are not short
of spirit, and spiritual endowment
is plentiful’’.
The earliest Tengenenge artGuruve in Zimbabwe,

near

ists

Nyau of the Chewa

which ritualized beliefs

was

wide-

spread

over farms in the area and cemented social ties among the male

Chewa within their wider community.
Some early sculptors and painters
at

Tengenenge

some

dancers,

mask makers,

were

some

potters and some

So the

spirit moved with
vigour and considerable energy in the
carvers.

masked dancers and

silently
through the Eastern Bantu's beliefs in
the spirits of their ancestors. And when
the Tengenenge Art Community was
more

of their folk lore and the colour and

ers

stagecraft of their dance societies.
Hence Josia Manzi (of Nyayo descent)
and the late Baranyika Gotsa (a Chewa
from Mozambique) painted. But today
given an brush and PVA paint, a
painter will place tradition in modern
dress. There are baboons, traditionally
host of the spirit, in designer jeans,
their hair slicked down with gel,
masked dancers who

■

■-

wrist

their loves.

■

^

ear

watches, and mfitis, the Chewa
spirits, surfing the web to find

it»

^

creative

imagination responds to these
crossings in their sculptures
and more evocatively in their
painting. Originally Tom
Blomefield, himself a painter, felt that
painting would allow Western Bantu
artists to realize the descriptive pow-

But tradition in finite terms and

-u

represented in the Tengenenge
paintings is more than masked
dancing and beer drinks. It is the
fear of spiritual disturbances when
a
person dies with explanation,
as

and of witchcraft when flowers
are

from ethnic entities dis-

came

tributed

cial institution of

artists’

left at the door of the house

at

night, benefactor unknown. It is

the Zambezi Basin

the visit to the traditional healer

region of Southern Africa. Historically these entities crossed the
national and political borders defining countries in the region today. Chewas spread across

rather than the local doctor, the

over

Zambia

Malawi,

wailing of

a woman on the
of her child, and the entire

and

Mozambique, Mbundas across
Angola and North Western Zambia, Yaos

across

Malawi and

Tanzania.

A

Tengenenge piece

.

.

.

These

people's cultures had a
long history of adaptation, assimilation
and borrowing, and they shared similar patterns of migration and social and
religious experience.
The early Western Bantu artist at
Tengenenge were part of the 1960s
labour migration movement of people
from countries in the sub-region to find
work

on

tobacco farms in the Guruve

including Tengenenge farm,
owned by Tengenenge’s founder direcarea

tor, Tom

Blomefield.

The visual culture of these
was

people

rich and bounteous. Artistic

deavour had been part of
their countries of origin.

their lives in
The masked

dance, the Gule Wamkulu, of the
34

en-

so¬

formed in 1966 the
became the

com-

munity attending the funeral of a
child forty kilometers away. As
much as the paintings at
Tengenenge depict the chickens
scrubbing in the dust and the
women carrying the buckets to the
‘head’, by Josiah Manzi well on their heads, they depict the
darker side of things which cause
life's fears and tremblings and never
maker of the mask

carver on

stone

and the

on canvas.
Cultural life at

Tengenenge has alcertain purity. The

ways retained a
dancers dance, not for the camera but
appease minds troubled in
the spirit. The beer drink for

let the soul alone.
In

painter

to

death

things of
the spirit

of the last Chief Chimburere each year
is more than a token of gesture. But at

Tengenenge cultures have always
adapted and assimilated, and crossed
boundaries and borders in different
ways, through intermarriage, participation in rites of passage, new move-

a

world

today defined by interglo-

national cartels and consortiums,

bal banks and financial institutions,

and their carnage,

and video
warfare, Tengenenge paintings
play no part. In a world teeming with
spiritual inhabitants who ride hyenas
and smoke coronas, prophets wearing
white who preach old words in new
ways, and Nyau dancers whose feet
bite the dust, Tengenenge paintings
wars

game

rest

well.

ments of the spirit, and more recently
travel abroad, access to information
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HIPC: The limitations of
an
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The Limitations
of an Initiative

initiative

Adebayo Olukoshi

Obasanjo insists debt
rescheduling is not a solution

Adehayo Olukoshi*

39

I

t

is

(HIPC) Initiative

amidst
would
Whither

Mozambique’s Economic 41

about three years

since the
Heavily Indebted Poor Countries
now

was

introduced

widespread expectations that it
result in a significant reduction

in the debt burden of

some

of the

poorest countries in the world. What

reforms?

(lodfrey Chikowore

was

particularly exciting for

commentators was

many
the fact that the

Initiative marked the first time that

concerted effort

Anti-corruption efforts

45

in the SADC

John Makunibe

a

being made to
include multilateral agencies in the
search
for
a
programme
of
comprehensive debt relief for
developing countries'. Prior to 1996
was

when the Initiative

was

launched, the

main focus of efforts at

offering debt
developing countries was
exclusively on their arrears to official
and commercial creditors organized,
respectively, into the Paris and London
relief to

Economic Indicators

48

clubs. Now, under the Initiative, in
addition to the debts owed to the two

49

their

own

governments have also had cause to
undertake an evaluation of the
Initiative. There is, across the world, a

seemingly genuine attempt to explore
the full depth of the opportunity which
the Initiative offers to lift the debt yoke
which is

strangulating the efforts of

of the poorest countries in the
world to reform their economies and
increase the per capita income of their
some

brought into consideration and

Initiative that exist, this article is

designed primarily to serve as a
synthesis of the on-going discussions
on debt relief for
developing countries
in general and the poorest among them
in particular- .It suggests that there is
still a continuing need to go beyond
cosmetic approaches to the debt crisis
to achieve deeper debt relief for the

The Initiative

outstanding in favour

covers a

potential 44

out of which 33

in Africa.
In the

period since 1996 when the
was

announced,

deal has been written
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undertaken

under the umbrella of one programme.

arrears

HIPC Initiative
50

also

periodic reviews both to take stock of
the progress that has been made with
the implementation of the programme
and to chart the way forward.
Similarly, a number of United Nations
agencies and some developing country

been

are

Directory

have

of the multilateral institutions have also

developing countries,

SADC

of the world. The
Monetary Fund (IMF)
and the World Bank which are the key
institutional sponsors of the Initiative
International

peoples to a level that can sustain
meaningful economic development.
Against the background of the
wealth of published assessments of the

clubs, the

Currency Checklist

different parts

its

a

great

promise
and limitations by an assortment of
non-governmental, inter-governmental
and multilateral organizations in
on

poorest countries. The article
advocates the case that what the
35

SADC
developing countries covered by the

treatment

HIPC Initiative and several others not

under

included in the programme

need at this
stage is outright debt cancellation and
this ought to be the focus of policy
attention

once

countries

are

necessary
direction.

the

leading creditor

able to

summon

the

political will to move in that

objective of the HIPC
Initiative is to assist eligible countries
to achieve overall debt sustainability
and, in so doing, escape the endless
cycle of the debt rescheduling process
to which they are presently subjected.
In determining the countries that are
qualified to participate in the
programme, it was decided by the IMF
and the World Bank to limit it to the

poorest countries that are eligible to
draw from the Fund’s Extended

Structural

Adjustment Facility (ESAF)
which qualify for assistance only
the

Bank’s

International

Development Association (IDA).
Target countries that are still faced with
an

countries. Also, bilateral and

multilateral donor agencies/institutions
continue

unsustainable debt situation

even

after all

existing debt relief measures
have been applied to them are also
eligible to participate in the Initiative.
All potentially eligible countries are
expected to demonstrate a track record
of successful structural adjustment
implementation and a sustained
commitment to poverty eradication.

a

der the

service-to-export ratio.

could be shortened.

are

the

a) The

eligibility criteria for
participation by poor countries are
too

stiff, not least the 200 to 250

which
being
high. Precisely because the

per cent debt-to-export ratios
are considered by many as
too

eligibility threshold has been set so
high, many poor countries which
have

clear need for debt relief

a

completely excluded

and the attainment

By September 1997, the boards of
the IMF and the World Bank had

for

eligibility of seven
support under the

Initiative. Three of those countries

-

Bolivia. Burkina Faso, and
were

Uganda subsequently declared qualified

for debt relief to the tune of US$900
million in net present value terms.
Three

more

countries

-

Cote d’ Ivoire,
-

assessed towards the end of 1997.

were

Only

Mozambique was subsequently
eligible for support under the

declared

was

reviewed but

was

identified as eligible
to participate in the HIPC Initiative, the
poorest debtor countries are required
to submit themselves to monitoring
over a possible six-year period divided
into two stages. The first stage consists
of three years and corresponds,
roughly, to the duration of an ESAF
agreement with the IMF. During this
stage, the debtor countries are required
to establish a track record of "good”

declared

policy performance in return for the

the World Bank. Furthermore, the debt

ineligible because its debt was
thought to be at a sustainable level. In
April 1998, Guinea Bissau was
declared eligible for participation in the
Initiative and its decision point was
fixed for later in that year subject to its
acceptance of a new three-year IMF
ESAF programme’'. Also during that
year, the case for the eligibility of Mali
was tabled at an informal meeting of
the executive directors of the IMF and

by such

a

country of the

completion point is
too long. The implication of such a
long time frame is that eligible
debtor countries must adhere to
IMF

to

six

adjustment programmes for up
It is only after these
years that actual debt relief

six years.

occurs;

after eligible countries have

reached

completion point, they are
experience delays in
getting debt relief because of the
concern among the most powerful
still liable to

creditor nations and institutions to
limit their

own costs as

much

as

possible,

This

is

which

due in 1996/1997 to

amply
demonstrated by the experiences of
Bolivia and Uganda, two countries
were

benefit from the relief offered under
the Initiative but which

were

unnecessarily made to experience
a one-year delay
before concrete
action was taken. The Ugandan
government estimated that the oneyear delay to which it was subjected
SAI'EM DECEMBER ItW
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Sapem imposed

poorest countries in a
comprehensive way, critics of the
eligibility
requirements
and
implementation record of the HIPC
Initiative have pointed to several
limitations which add up to rob the
programme of its promise as a source
of "... very good news for the poor of

have been

55

Initiative. Benin
are

c)Even

world's

b) The time frame between the
declaration of a country’s eligibility

balance.

they

Although initially hailed by many as
representing a serious attempt at
tackling the debt problems of the

from consideration;

eligible countries
and such factors of vulnerability as the
diversity of their export base, their
reserve
coverage, and resource
Once

of the

HIPC Initi.vtive

following:

Initiative, it

Guyana and Mozambique

debt burden of the

Llmitations

criticism of the Initiative

required to
undergo a second phase
of monitoring which
could last up to three
years, although, exceptionally, this time frame

programme are defined as falling
within the range of 200 to 250 per cent
of the debt-to-export ratio of the

Within these ranges, account would
also be taken of fiscal indicators of the

Senegal and

reviewed.

Among the most common
points which have been raised in

would be

countries

per cent

was

the world”"^.

If a country is deemed
eligible for support un-

reviewed the

of their debt

more

programmes.

Sustainable debt levels under the

eligible countries and 20 to 25

offer

to

supported structural adjustment

HIPC Initiative

The stated

under

expected to provide a similar treatment
to the

situation of Mauritania,

Togo

are

“traditional" forms of support within
the framework of IMFAVorld Bank-

Main Elements

and

bilateral and commercial creditors

will

OF THE

of their bilateral official debt

Naples terms, i.e., a 67 per cent
reduction of their eligible Paris Club
debt on a net present-value basis. Other

29

d)The

SADC

would cost it
in the

case

some

US$ 193 million;

of Bolivia, the

delay and

the decision made to set its debt

sustainability threshold at a very
high level reportedly cost the
country about US$241 million;

ef))EEvxcensiv

link between eligibility and an

IMF track record is too

rigid,
especially given that IMF/World
Bank
structural
adjustment
programmes have failed over
last two decades to improve

the

continue to rest

on

neo-classical economists. Further-

adjustment
assessment

to

seem

orthodox

basis for the
policy track

as the
of the

record of eligible

on

countries does not

take account of the

admission from the World Bank, as

represented by its Chief Economist,
that the key assumptions that
underpinned the programme design
flawed

are

need

and

to

be

discarded'’.

Finally, insistence on
abstract notions of “good" or
“sound" macroeconomic policies
ignores the necessity for economic
policies, and the instruments
associated

with

them,

ability to safeguard their
development priorities and needs.

sustainability to net
(i.e., exports minus i
necessary imports) as opposed to :
simply looking at gross export
receipts;
;

to

In effect, all the Initiative seeks to
do is to make the poorest countries
in the world “good" debtors even

if it

g) There is something contradictory in
the insistence that
must

follow

a

Moreover, it is doubtful that the

sustainability levels that are being
employed would enable the
eligible countries to escape future

poverty reduction. Not only has

structural

adjustment

imple- |

need for debt relief;

mentation been associated with

patterns

of

growing

differentiation that work

social

against the ; i) Some of the most powerful Group
of Seven (G7) members who were

poor, efforts at alleviating the |
adverse social effects of adjustment i

opposed to the Initiative from the
outset

such economic/financial indicators

to
Bank
delay
implementation and minimize the
level of debt relief that is provided
to eligible countries;

There is

now no

longer

doubt that many
developing countries
are bearing a heavy
any

j) Although it is one of the cosponsors of the Initiative, the IMF

debt burden that is

militating against their

and
development

recovery

55

through a variety of social
safety net programmes have simply ■
failed to yield positive results. ;
,

aid

resources

j

receipts in the

intended for social

determination of debt

sustainability.

many poor debtor countries have,
in recent years, been increasingly

|
|

diverted to service the multilateral

I

is that too little
emphasis is placed on social and
human development indicators
The consequence

such

as

education, health and

poverty reduction. Furthermore,
excessive

focus

on

the

narrow

economic/financial indicators of
debt

sustainability appears designed

to serve
more

the interests of creditors

those of the debtor countries;

within the context of the
strong emphasis placed on the
exports
of
the
potential
beneficiaries of the HIPC Initiative,
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development in

commitment

of

;

interested in its

more

institutional objectives,

own

namely, making the Facility, which
was initially introduced as a
temporary

instrument,

more

permanent and. in so doing,
maintaining a strong foothold in
the domestic

poorest

policy terrain of the
developing countries. This
being the case, it is perhaps easy

partly aimed at
helping the poor in the target
was meant to

the

narrow

that the Initiative is

be taken

seriously, its authors ought, at the
very least, to have linked debt
sustainability to expenditures on
social development;

to

been far

debt of these countries. If the claim

countries

acceptable

a

level

problem of
developing countries: it initially
refused to commit any of its own
resources to the programme and
then finally decided that its support
would come through a “restructured" ESAF. In using ESAF
as the vehicle through which to
channel its support for the
Initiative, the Fund appears to have

prospects for economic

Furthermore,

less than

has shown

reduction of the debt

the level of export

as

on

World

measures

emphasis is placed on

have used their influence

the Boards of the IMF and the

be

considered in context;

that their debt service

means

obligations will continue to crowd
out expenditure in other areas.

eligible countries
rigorous IMF '

to

policy is price stability at a time
when increasingly vociferous
challenges are being mounted
against this assumption even among
this insi.stence

levels which undermine their

exports

the

programmes
the assumption

external debt at "sustainable”

to

economic reform programme and
at the same display a commitment i

that the crucial task of economic

more,

more sense

link debt

the

performance of African and other
developing country economies, i
Moreover,

it would have made

to

understand the .strong

link that

has been established between,
the

one

on

hand, eligibility for

participation in the Initiative and
i

the extension of debt relief and,

on

the other hand, adherence to

h) Countries that qualify for debt
relief after

reaching the completion

point will still find themselves
obliged to continue servicing their

structural

adjustment imple- •

mentation. For, the ESAF is the
IMF’s main structural adjustment

lending instrument;
37

SADC
k) Although the IMF agreed, after

the debts of the poorest
countries.

a

period of resistance, to include a
grant element in the re-structured
ESAF through which it offers its
support to the Initiative, its direct

There is

limited and

longer any doubt
developing countries are
bearing a heavy debt burden that is
militating against their prospects for
economic recovery and development:

consideration, it still falls far short of

contributions

this is

what is needed to tackle the debt

depends excessively on
by bilateral donors.
that bilaterals are being

The fact

asked to contribute

to

structured ESAF

the risk of

runs

the

now no

one

of the few issues

there is universal

world.

There

eroding diminishing
development co-operation budgets;
and

also

1) A lack of Hexibility in the handling

and

cases of poor countries that
recently emerged from war

faced with the task of

are

rehabilitating displaced persons as
well as reconstructing their
economies. It is precisely because
of this lack of flexibility that
Ethiopia, which was declared “offtrack” by the IMF in 1997, has
suffered delays in getting debt
relief.

Beyond the HIPC Intti.ative:
Debt C.vncellation as
THE Wav Forward
Without doubt, the criticisms which
have been made of the

design of the

HIPC Initiative and the record of its

implementation are cogent. From the
point of view of this briefing paper,
they point to two things: first, that the
Initiative is

likely to lead to a
significant improvement in the debt
profile of the countries participating in
it and second, and perhaps much more
importantly, that it does not increase
the productive capacities of the
economies of beneficiary countries
since it does free up the levels of
resources

not

that

accumulation

to

are

needed for local

be resumed. In order

for the

development prospects of the
poorest countries to be improved and
for these countries to be able to arrive
at a

position where their economic

foundations would be strong enough to
enable them meet their future

obligations,

a

much bigger magnitude

of debt reduction would

seem

to

be

inevitable. In this respect, schemes like
the HIPC Initiative, however well
intentioned they may be, amount,
ultimately, to a postponement of the
really necessary decision that needs to
be taken, namely, the cancellation of

of

which

consensus across

is

the

i

a

debtors and creditors and

have

on

was

growing
recognition that most of the previous
efforts at tackling the debt overhang
of developing countries have been built
less on burden-sharing between

re-

further

of the

marked the first time that

that many

financial commitment still remains
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Thus, for all the progress which the
adoption of the FllPC Initiative may
represent, especially given that it

developing

;

more

an

attempt

made to

bring the multilateral debt
developing countries into

problems of developing countries,
including the HIPCs. In addition to the
strong technical arguments that have
been marshaled to show its limitations,

there is

a sen.se

in which the Initiative

illustrates the
necessary

on

continuing lack of the
political will to tackle what,

protecting the interests of creditors, j in the face of the economic, social, and
including their bad commercial
moral case for debt cancellation, is
decisions, at the expense of the debtors.
now essentially a political problem. It
is at this level of political action that
Indeed, attention has been drawn in the
financial press to the moral hazard'^
developing countries must concentrate
their attention and the goal would have
which is entailed in a system of debt
to be the achievement of substantial
workout whereby creditors are
debt cancellation .so that they can have
implicitly encouraged to take reckless
a chance to achieve economic
commercial decisions and risks in the
growth,
settled knowledge that they would not
improvements in the .social conditions
of their peoples, and stability in their
suffer any serious consequences
because their actions would be covered
polities.
This point was amply recognized by
by the IMF and the treasuries of the
President Joaquim Chissano of
G 7 countries.
In the face of the growing
Mozambique, a country which, as was
noted earlier, has received all the
recognition that many developing
countries are saddled with debts that
possible debt relief that is on offer
under the HIPC Initiati\e but whose
they cannot pay and which they may
debt burden remains heavy. Speaking
never be able to repay, an international
during a visit to Kingston, Jamaica, in
campaign has intensified over the years
since the early 1980s to press for debt
September 1998. Chissano insisted that
it was clear that what was needed was
cancellation. This campaign is
not ”... debt reduction, but the total
strengthened by the fact that many
commercial creditors have, through the
scrapping of our debt". According to
him. “it is abundantly clear that there
loan loss reserves which they created
is no way we can repay our debt and
in the 198()s, written-off their
still
make our economies remain
developing country debts. Similarly, it
has been shown that most official debts
competitive and viable”. Chissano
underlined the point that there is a need
have already been discounted by
various aid and credit guarantee

for ”... creditors to be made

agencies and their non-repayment will
not in any way hamper the smooth
functioning of these organizations.

(cancellation) immediately and
matter

to

accept
as a

of

urgency" and for this
debtor solidarity would need

The existence of sound economic and

puipose,
to be built. Chissano's call has been

financial

backed

unanimously by all the
political parties
represented in the Mozambique
parliament. During a special session on
foreign debt which was held in
December 1998. the parliament noted
the severe shortcomings of the HIPC

grounds for considering debt
strengthened by
compelling evidence of the link
between the deepening economic and
social crises of many developing

members of the three

cancellation has been

countries and their debt service burden.
Out of this has also

emerged a strong
cancelling the debt, a
case which is buttressed by historical
precedent in Europe and North
America and which, if accepted, would
vastly improve the life chances of
millions of people across the
developing world.
moral

case

Initiative and called for the “total and

for

unconditional

'

cancellation

of

Mozambique’s foreign debt". It is to
this call that developing countries need
to respond, and in so doing let the world
Coiit.

on

page
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Obasanjo Insists Debt
Rescheduling Is Not a Solution
Staff Writter

President

Obasanjo; Nigeria has kept
responsibilities

US President Bill Clinton

faith with its international

a world unwilling to cancel Nigeria’s foreign
debts, Nigerian President, Olusegun Obasanjo recently took to tbe high academic pedestals of
Harvard University to insist that the debt rescheduling
option offered to Nigeria by creditors would not solve the

F

acing

country’s debt problem.
His address at the university’s Kennedy School of Government was titled “Democracy and Development in Africa: From Transition

to

Transformation.’’

His speech came barely two days after his meeting with
US President Bill Clinton, who said Nigeria is not eligible
for debt forgiveness because of its oil wealth.

Clinton said then that he would support a

robust re.scheduling of Nigeria’s external debt put at about 30 billion dollars.

Obasanjo argued at Harvard that it would be hypocritidemocracies in
Africa to persist in their efforts to sustain the democratic
culture without the advanced countries giving the neces¬
cal of advanced countries to expect young

S.APKM DKCK.MBKR IW9

sary

concessions that would make such

an

endeavour pos-

sible.

Explaining why debt rescheduling will not solve
Nigeria’s problem, the president pointed out that Nigeria
had done several debt re-scheduling in the past but the outcome was the expansion in the
country’s debt stock.
For instance, he said, Nigeria’s debt to the Paris Club of
official creditors in 1985 stood

at

about five billion dollars.

Today, Nigeria’s debt to the Club amounts to 21 billion dollars, even though the country has not taken any new loans
within this period, he said.
Saying that democracy is a global project, he said Nigeria needs debt forgiveness to be able to provide for the needs
of the people.
Without improving the living conditions of the people,
the president warned, democracy cannot be sustained in any
country since a frustrated citizenry would become a threat
to democracy.
"No significant measure of development is at all pos39

SADC
This

as long as we must continue to pay up these loans
strictly in accordance with agreed schedules.
“Rescheduling is a mere palliative. It does not address
the substantive problem of a huge and unwieldy debt expo-

sible for

The

"Ever

so

often,

we are

notorious

“But it is inconceivable that

Canada.

Japan and Europe are

on the .streets of Moscow, looking for whom to
give financial assistance to.” he observed.
But in today's world, he said, the interests of nations
have become so interwoven that every problem in one has
the potential to threaten the stability of the entire world.
“Let us all work together to build a fairer, more .stable
world in the 21st century. Let the strong sustain the weak.
And let the weak be given a chance to pull themselves up
by their own exertions.”

.^8
James Wolfensohn. the President

examining the experiences of
Uganda, Mozambique and
Faso

Burkina

en now.

with

of the World Bank, to describe the
Initiative when it

the

’

Em) Notes

Instruments and Broader

million into the Trust Fund while

Moving Toward the PostWashington Consensus, WIDER
Annual Lectures 2, January 1998.

11

Denmark, Greece, Indonesia,

required to service
their
obligations to these
institutions before meeting ser\'ice
are

payments to other creditors.
commentators

Luxembourg,

Mr.

the

Netherlands, Norway. Sweden,
Switzerland, and the United

’

During the course of 1998,

negotiate their arrears. Under the
Naples Terms, only debt taken on
by a debtor country before its first

state

of

anarchy

of the multilateral in.stitutions

by suggesting that that there is no
evidence that if they acknowledge
their bad debts and take

^

a

factions
backing the
the other

president and
supporting the amiy chief of staff
whom the president had tried to
dismiss, fought for control of the
country. At the time this briefing
note was being written, order was
yet to be fully restored in the
country,
although
peace
negotiations are continuing.
These were the words used by

to the Paris Club will
considered for possible reduction.
Until recently, the argument on the
moral
hazard
was
applied

visit

as two

of the army, one

have, however,

This refers to the date when debtor

countries first met with the
members of the Paris Club to re-

-

Guinea Bissau de.scended into

challenged the preferred creditor

Stiglitz is the Chief Economist

of the World Bank.

a
million in bilateral contributions.
^

Goals:

had either made or
total of US$170

Kingdom
pledged

Several

appropriate
action, their credit rating will
necessarily suffer.
This paper is to be followed by a
more specific and detailed study

Belgium,

countries

Japan,

also for this reason that debtor

Joseph E. Stiglitz, More

See

Bank had transferred USS75()

Initiative, it was an article of faith
of the multilateral institutions, led

impair their credit ratings. It is

launched in

As of the end of 1997, the World

Until the announcement of the

by the IMF and the World Bank,
not to countenance any debt relief
to developing countries in order not

was

19%.

implementation of the Initiative.

-

Russia is today.
United States,
constantly falling all over

themselves

we respectfully ask:
legitimately anticipate in

necessity for
meaningful action to be tak

status

Nigeria, for instance, could

be any more unstable or coiTupt. than
“Yet banks and companies from the

therefore,

understand the urgent

countries

Nigeria is their

instability, and their pervasive corruption.

ever

difficulties?”

to

told that the major deterrent to

active financial intervention in countries like

deliberately courting internal hardship and possible soupheaval, as we meticulously continue to discharge our
international responsibilities in world affairs, without a visible and reciprocal concern by the rest of the world for our

'

domestic responsi-

world.

so

('ont, from page

such relief would leave it

Obasanjo, who would be the fourth African leader to
a forum organised by Harvard University’s Centre
for International Development, also took issue with the
policy of selective intervention adopted by the industrialised

cial

own

president also pointed out that when Nigeria asked

address

position, the president

happens around us.
reasons,

Nigeria’s crucial

millions of dollars in efforts

with greater resources to carry out its
bilities and international obligations.

faith with its international responsiits people make additional sacrifices
for the country to be able to participate actively in regional
and global affairs.
“Very few of our citizens are ever likely to accept that
fulfilling our international obligations justifies the inevitable
deprivations they must suffer...." he said.
He added, however, that apart from the internal upheaval
that this situation poses, there is “even more tangible danger in these circumstances, if we should choose to look to
the internal well-being of Nigerians, with scant concern for
What is the dividend that we can

apparent reference to

for debt relief, it did so because

said, Nigeria has kept
bilities, preferring that

“And for these

an

to restore peace.

enough to continue to play its role in the promotion of intemational peace and stability.

what

in

Leone where the country spent

sure.” he stressed.
He added that developed democracies have to grant debt
remission for Nigeria because the country needs to be strong

Even with its present unsavoury

was

leading role in the settling of conflicts in Liberia and Sierra

*

to
developing
against suggestions
they should be offered debt

exclusively

countries and
that

selective or
cancellation.
*

wholesale

debt

Adebayo Olukoshi is based at the
Nigerian Institute of International
Affairs, Lagos.
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Mozambique

Whither

Mozambique’s
Economic Reforms?
Godfrey Chikowore

I

n

January 1987 the Mozambican

government adopted a three year

this programme was adopted in circumstances where peaee and the strong

Rehabilitation

upperhand of the state in the rehabili-

Programme - PRE. Giving priority to
agriculture PRE was designed to arrest
the decline in economic activity and re-

tation and redirection of the economy

production levels, Gavin
Maa.sdoi'p (1994); Guy Mhone (1992).

in 1987; 1988;

Economic

store

The above aims would be achieved

through improved economic efficiency, reduced internal and external
deficits
by means of priees
liberalisation, metical devaluation,

budget deficit reduction through lowering of government subsides, raising
of tax-rates, linking of wage increases
to production increases, placement of
stringent laws on money supply growth
and putting in place export promotion
and import replacement programmes.
Whilst the Economic Rehabitation

Programme was initially a success as
growth hardly fell below

economic

4,5% between 1987-90, the
was

short lived

as

success

the Mozambican

economy began to falter in 1990 due
to a continued civil war, drought and a

global recession. With continued adherence of the Mozambican government to PRE in the hope that it would

benefits to the
in the aftermath of a civil
war, the government announced in
1992 a further three year plan to
sharply curtail government spending
through facilitation of privatisation of
state-owned enterprises (Smith Morris,
bring

enormous

economy

were

visibly absent.
change

As such real

were

1989'’

per

capita (%)

1990 and 1991

respectively 2,3; 2,2; 2,2; -2,1 and

-2,2. As if to confirm the above

con-

tention

disputing economic performance during the PRE - era, per capita
stagnated in 1988 and 1989 and systematically declined in 1990 and 1991.
According to the Economist Intelligence Unit, Country Profile 1993/4
and the World Development Report
(1994) the Trade Terms of the
Mozambican government
be grossly negative from

continued to
1988; 1989;
1990; 1991 and 1992 registering respectively (m/n US$) -633; -703; -751;
situation
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war

front would

rationally invested in the productive sector and chiefly the
more

revitalisation of the national economy.

I, notwithstanding the Mozambican

national economic structure whose

high natural resources and human resourees potential Mozambique has en-

massive external debt burden stood at
5

4(K)US$ m/n in 1991.
At the

same

Oct 22 (1990) in an

article entitled
of the Poor - Least Developed
countries (LDCs) 1990, Mozambique
occupied the 20th position out the then
29 identified Lea.st Developed CounPoorest

tries

on

As indicated

by the figures in fig.

tered the first half of the 90s with

time in Africa News 5

the African Continent and 27th

negotiation between the Government

on

be

externally dependent

an

October 1992 in the form of

illusory

prevalence of peace resources

hitherto directed to the

was

eral if not

ephemthe premise that

With the

indicative of

a

controversial and thus dubbed

time the

opened the way
free elections under UN control.

Such

so-called benefits from PRE have been

same

to

-737 and -751.

position of the then 42 Least Developed Countries the world over.
Of all developments during this
period, the most crucial was the signing of a Peace Agreement in Rome in

(1993;585). But at the

and RENAMO which

a

direct

a

very

discordant economic

performance
record being coined one of the highest
recipients of aid in Africa and ranked
the poorest country in the world by the
World Bank.

Economic revival from

the

fig. 1 scenario demands a decisive
by the Mozambican government
in which a comprehensive National
Development Concept has to be chartered out, with the national priorities,
goals, etc., defined within the context
of the currently existing opportunities
in a world characterized by regional
and globalization trends.
stand
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Mozambique
Fig.1 Mozambique: Crucial Development Indicators
Growth

Parameters

of

Mozambican state in 1995

-

the

2000

Item

1987

1988

1992

1993

1995

160

210

80

80

90

Inflation %

25,8

28,1

36,6

37,6

42,3

GDP:

Production %

-9,8

-9,0

-0,7

-0,1

1,0

agriculture %

-16,5

-15,9

1,3

1,6

1,4

industry %

-13,9

-13,3

-4,1

-3,6

-4,4

-360

-360

-235

-245

-317

4,718

4,700

4,668

While Socio-economic

growth for the
1995-2000 period has a positivistic
outward look as depicted by fig. 2,
both positive and negative trends coemerged with the later gaining supremacy.
While

significant GDP annual
growth rates of 8,6 (1998) and 11,3
(1999) were experienced this positive
trend was still coupled by a significant decline in population, see fig 2.
basically due to grossly unsound National Health Policies, the effects of
the Aids pandemic, limited investments

in health which

literally stag-

GDP per

capita US$

Balance of payment
reserves m/n US$
Total External

Debt m/n US$

nated at 4,4% of GDP,

high infant
mortality rates of 123-135/1000 live
births; high maternal mortality rates
of 1 500 -1100/100 000 mothers gi ving birth.
However, notwithstanding the
achievements secured

over

the 1995-

2000

period much still remains to be
done to improve the quality of life of
the population whose average life expectancy comprizes 45 years, and an
under 5 years mortality rate ranging
from 214-223 per every 1000 live
births whereas in other countries

USA this has

come

as

the

down to almost

10 in every

1000 live births; in Japan
5, Sweden 6, Hong Kong 8, Singapore
9 etc. Africa News Act 22 (1990).

Average annual rates of labour
growth comprising 3,3% - 2,3%
in 1998
1999 were hardly catered
for as the economy hardly evolved at
an equal rate at the industrial sector
and enterprize levels as confirmed by
low per capita levels.
The economic significance of education was greatly under played as inve.stments in education stagnated with
limited and very low entries for secondary education as well as tertiary
education. In otherwords, one major
factor the absence of specialized
force

-

cardes, which added to the economic

plight of Mozambique after
independance has not as yet been accorded the attention it deserves, fig 2.
Whilst value added constituted the
core

of Economic Growth and had

an

ascending character the industrial
structure

is not well diversified and

Source:
World Development Reports 1987:1988:1992:1993 and 1995.
Compiled: G. Chikowore IDS -UZ 1999, Nov4

While the

sources.

sence

As shown in

Fig 1, the participatory role of the private sector is positive but the liberalisation of the

could see other players submerging the newly emerging domestic industrialists if protectionists policies are not mapped out, accordingly.
economy

In Global trade

2000

over

the 1995-

period the import - export ratios

for the 1988-1999 and 1999

periods respectively

-

2000

1:3,5 and
1:3,8 (overally 1;4). Such a precari-

ous

were

situation of Mozambican state

on

the

global scale has seen the external
debt of its global links for the 1998 1999 and 1999 2000 years swelling
up to the tune of 5.842 m/n US$ and
5.991 m/n US$ re.spectively, see Fig
-

2. Of the official aid the Mozambican

government received from abroad

ev-

ery Mozambican citizen irrespective
of age owed the external sources 51

US$ and 58 US$ for the 1998
1999

-

99 and

2000

periods respectively.
While the global links external
debt comprized 59,8% and 29,5% of
GDP in 1998 and 1999 respectively
the degree of economic dependency
-

of the Mozambican government on
sources remains one of the

consequently both the domestic and
foreign markets and networks are still
very narrow.

gent attention.

major problems necessitating

an ur-

gaining of independence was

fundamental achievement, the socioeconomic development path continued
riddled by developments which in esa

Mozambican government on external

external
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Ex ALUATION OF THE
Mo/.ambican development and
GROWTH SCENARIO SINCE 1975

Through-out the whole of 1995as shown in. Fig
4 has continued to have a negative
character thus further increasing the
gravity of dependency of the
2000 Trade Balance

militated the materialization of

the

Mozambique sovereignty. Such
developments were the undeclared
civil war by REN AMO; the uncompromising alien socialist development path
adopted by the government which in
fact

sooner

frustrated the initiative at

home and abroad of the

potential indevelopments agents.
Considering the fact that in 1983 the
external debt of the Mozambique govemment comprised 1.300 US$ m/n and
has now expanded to 5 991 US$ m/n
one could
obviously visualize a very
unfavourable destiny of Mozambique
and

vestors

as a

state as this constitutes

the

frying

which

a

pan into fire
viable solution

a

real “from

situation” to
can only be

found if those within the national political vanguard think not only tribal,

regional, national but universal with in
their full control nationally drafted
strategies to benefit from the opportunities afforded by regional and globalization trends.
*

Godfrey Chikowore is a Research Fellow
University of Zimbabwe's Institute of
Development Studies.
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Anti-Corruption
Efforts In The SADC
John Makumhe

Practically all countries in the SADC region are currently experiencing
problems with corruption, particularly among public officials
at both the political and the administrative levels. Corruption is generally
defined as the abuse of public office for personal benefit. It occurs
when public officials solicit bribes and kickbacks for performing the
very services that they are employed to perform.

serious

I

t

also

and

occurs

when

business

private citizens
offer

persons

inducements to

public officials for
favours of one
in violation of
laid down procedures, laws and/or
regulations. Corruption is therefore an
obstacle to good governance. At the
political level, corruption can take
the purpose of receiving
kind or another, usually

various forms such

as

electoral fraud,

the

rigging of results, vote buying and
other forms of electoral malpractices.
To the extend that corruption generally
seeks to defeat such cardinal elements

of

good governance as transparency,
accountability, fair-play, justice and
equal opportunities for all citizens, we
generally refer to it as a “conspiracy
against the people”.
Corruption is not Just a moral
problem. It impacts on public
administration in ways that debilitate
its capacity to efficiently provide
services to the public. It distorts
decision-making and choices, where
contracts go those who offer the most
attractive bribe rather than to the

suppliers of the best products. It
come to

can

undermine, in the end, the very

legitimacy of the government.
Corruption is therefore among the
greatest of the problems confronting
SADC countries today, along with
environmental degradation and chronic
under-development (both of which are
often deepened by corruption). It is
also self-evident that it is necessary to
SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

develop strategies and best practices
that diminish the

area

behaviour. There is

a

for illicit

need for the

forging of effective strategic alliances
for the purpose of fighting corruption
Transparency International (TI) is
a
global coalition and nongovernmental organisation which has
its headquarters in Berlin, Germany. It
has national chapters formed or in
formation in

punishing those that

Thk Will

than seventy
countries worldwide. Its mission is to

Southern Africa is

build coalitions

that

more

against corruption in
all sectors of society, which embrace
governments, the private sector and
NGO sector. TI’s approach is nonconfrontational, apolitical and systems

is

and

the

■Several SADC countries have

chapters of TI which work closely with
civil society and their governments in
combating corruption in all sectors of
the economy. Tanzania, Malawi,

convicted of

to

Chanc;e

beginning to accept
corruption is on the increase in the
region. The negative effects of
corruption are becoming visible and
there is a growing realisation of the
need to curb corruption. Political will

oriented. TI does not attack individuals

organisations. Rather it works in
partnership with civil society, the
private sector and interested
governments to assist them in evolving
and implementing their own national
integrity systems.

are

unethical conduct.

on

the rise and

more states

region

more

are progressing
concerted effort

within

towards
to

a

stop

corruption. Governments

are starting
progressive steps to counter
corruption. Conferences within the
region are placing the problem of
corruption high on the agenda. The
to

make

media has

targeted corruption as a
major issue and as a result, the

communities

are

mobilising for

change.

Zambia, South Africa and Zimbabwe
all have

Contextual Background

operational TI chapters, while

Botswana has

an

effective state bureau

appropriately called the Directorate on
Corruption and Economic Crime
(DCEC). Almost all the countries in the

region also have legislation aimed at
curbing corrupt practices and

The

problematic for SADC is how to
corruption problem. The
approach ought to be multi-pronged
and focusing on:solve the

•

Prevention;
45

SADC

•

Investigation;

context in the

•

Prosecution; and,

The

•

Civic

fight against corruption.
complex nature of apartheid left
much room for corruption to settle in.

awareness.

The South African Constitution of

The

1996 entrenched

of

supporting constitutional democracy.

region is faced with the major task
ensuring that all these elements of
the strategy are utilised in combating
corruption. The failure to draw up a
well-constructed programme for the
region resulted because of the
procrastination of the states.
Corruption has developed faster than
the systems of democracy, which
promote transparency, accountability
and integrity. The problem is that
corruption is so advanced and the
systems to detect and curb it are
lagging too far behind. The task is
overwhelming and intimidating but for
the sake of the region, it is a task that
cannot go unchallenged.

General

recognised as
independent institutions subject only to

the

highlighted the
global coalition targeted at

institution

of transparency,

accountability and integrity.
reinforced

the

need

for

It
the

development of formal regulatory

of state. The need for
independence and impartiality was
emphasised. Transparency, accountability and integrity are emphasised
and the anti-corruption campaign has
political support. South Africa has an
alarming crime rate, which the
Mandela and Mbeki governments have
been highly concerned about.
Transparency International - South
person or organ

Zambia’s Cabinet
disallowed a corruption
survey sponsored by the
World Bank. This

suggests that the political
will for

change is
lacking.

frameworks. Some SADC states have
made efforts to

ensure

were

the law and constitution and not to any

The Lima Declaration
a

institutions

The Public Protector and Auditor

Thk Lim.a Decl.vr.xtion:
Progress Si.nce Lim.a
need for

state

that the Lima

Declaration is adhered to.

for greater

integrity. The concept of
is being eroded;
transparency, accountability and
integrity need to be promoted among
the public officials. Greater public interest in the operations of government

good

governance

has shown the need for transparency.
Zambia’s Cabinet disallowed a

corruption

survey sponsored by
World Bank. This suggests that

the
the
political will for change is lacking. The
Cabinet decision

was

unilateral and

totally disregarded Parliament. The

public has been forced into servile

resignation, accepting corruption as a
way of life. The activities of government have persuaded the people of
Zambia that transparency, account-

ability and integrity are elusive
concepts, unattainable and abnormal.
There is an urgent need in Zambia to
begin open and sincere debates on
corruption.
Zambia established the Anti-

Corruption Commission (ACC), but
the

Commission

has

not

been

adequately visible in the fight against
corruption. The Commission has
generally been inhibited by political
interference. The Commission is

not

independent and this has meant that it
has remained ineffective. TI -Zambia

is

becoming increasingly visible and
largely attributed to
the fact that the playing field is just
beginning to level out. The country has
responded to the Consultative Group
meeting and has attempted to introduce
legal and institutional changes. The
working do- cument of this is called
“Governance: National Capacity
Building for Good Governance in
Zambia.” The paper postulates
methods
of enhancing
public
transparency, accountability and
integrity in the pursuit of good
governance. “The Integrity Round
effective. This is

Malawi
Since the institution of

democracy in

this beautiful country, democratic
institutions have been set up which

include

Anti-Corruption Bureau and
the Ombudsman. The Anti-Corruption
Bureau is now fully established with a
statutory responsibility to undertake
civic education, corruption prevention,
investigation of suspected or reported
corruption and prosecution of
offenders under the Corrupt Practices
an

Africa (TI -SA) is of the
the

new

opinion that

government needs to be more

vigorous in countering corruption. TI
SA would like a more comprehensive
and decisive approach in dealing with
corruption. Of concern is the
infiltration of big international firms

-

that remain unaccountable to South

Africa. The firms do not
detect

always pursue
practices and it is difficult to
this form of corruption.

The

Constitution

ethical

Act.

Transparency International Malawi
rejuvenated with the election

has been

of

a

new

Executive Board and the

appointment of a full time co-ordinator.

Zambia

Table Conference

of

Zambia

Amendment

1996
is
a
Act,
manifestation of political intolerance

and intimidation of citizens. The need

SoiiTH Africa
The

post-Lima South Africa is newly

democratic and it is faced with the

pervasive corruption it inherited from
the apartheid era. The racial and
political dynamics of South Africa
have had to be analysed and put into
46

for

glaringly
corruption increased
rapidly. The economic climate is
extremely harsh and this has
contributed to the high levels of
corruption. In virtually every sector of
the Zambian society, there is a demand
good

governance was

obvious and

on

the State of

Corruption in Zambia” was a
fundamental step towards institutionalising transparency, accountability and integrity systems.
TI

-

Zambia, since Lima, has

attended both formal and informal

meetings organised by the government,
and civil society.
TI
Zambia is currently carrying out
outreach programmes aimed at raising
public awareness against corruption.
the donor community
-

SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

SADC

T1

-

Zambia’s “National

Integrity

System Development Programme” is
3-year plan which seeks to curb
corruption and institutionalise
a

accountability and

transparency,

integrity.

emphasis on research and civic awareness if corruption is to be effectively

with the government, civic organisations and the private sector. TIZ has

holistic

organised various seminars, workshops and conferences. The aim of

combated.

Boiswana
Crime Act of 1994 created the DCEC
mentioned above. The Directorate has

resounding governmental support.
capacity in terms of
resources and manpower to tackle
corruption. The government has

There is suffieient

indicated the necessary
to curb corruption and
about

be formed.
The

Corruption and Economic

political will
it is serious

corruption and wants to

ensure

that it is eradicated. The DCEC has the

investigate allegations of
eorruption in any public body or
power to

individual. The DCEC has the power

a

approach to fighting corruption.
NGO’s and other civic groups are helpful in this regard and a coalition needs
to

Botswana’s

There must be

independence of the DCEC is

however, hanging on a

precarious
dependent only on the
goodwill of the government in power.
The DCEC is a statutory body and
remains a publie office governed by the
Public Service Act. The employees
balance and

remain civil servants and accountable

This may

to the Publie

Service.

undermine the

independenee of the

Directorate. Of

concern,

that the Directorate is not

however, is

prosecuting
body.
It refers matters it has
investigated to the office of the
Attorney General.
a

investigate any suspicion of
contravention of any provisions of the
fiscal and revenue laws of the country.
to

The Directorate is also

charged with
duty of educating the public on
matters of corruption.

the

The Directorate networks with

various

organisations to form a
coalition against corruption. It is
imperative that it does so in order to
ensure a broader understanding of the
matters pertaining to corruption. The
1994 Act is progressive in that it
stipulates what may be interpreted as
a corrupt practice.
The list is
sufficiently comprehensive but not
exhaustive. In time it may be extended
to include the failure of a public official
to

It is

becoming difficult
for people to survive on
their meager salaries.
People are resorting to
small initiatives, which
often involve corrupt
practices.
55

record

high of plus 68% in September

1999.

The salaries have not been in-

solution.

creased

are

sufficient

resources

anti-corruption body.
However, the Directorate is perhaps
too focused on investigative work.
There is

a

clear need for, increased

SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

an

eagerness to

improve the integrity systems. The
private sector is particularly concerned
about the high levels of corruption.
The publie still needs education on
corruption but is helpful in that the
detrimental effeets of eorruption are
becoming all too obvious.
Zimbabwe is eurrently in the
process of writing a new constitution.
The need for an improvement in
transparency, accountability and
integrity is most apparent. TIZ wants
to see a constitutionally recognised
independent Anti-Corruption Commission which fulfils international

expectations of transparency,
accountability and integrity. The
emphasis is on the independence of the
Commission. TIZ is working closely
with the Zimbabwe Republic Police
(ZRP), a state institution supporting
the fight against corruption.
SADC

common

The inflation rate in Zimbabwe hit

available to the

demonstrate

six years. This is indicative
dissatisfaction with the

Zimbabwe

exemplary for the other
SADC region. It is an
encouraging example and a workable

and that there

to

reforms have been the trend in the last

has become

quite evident from the
Botswana experience that governments
in Southern Africa prefer an anticorruption body which remains a
governmental organ. The rationale is
that the government retains control of
the body. This is positive in a sense
because it ensures that there is political
support for the Directorate’s actions

that the Zimbabwean

integrity system is one of
openness, fairness, transparency and
accountability.
TIZ is increasingly visible and
vocal on corruption issues. The
pursuit of transparency, accountability
and integrity is becoming a collective
effort. The government is beginning

quite evident from looking at the
SADC region that major constitutional

states in the

is

ensure

national

It is

declare his assets. The Directorate

It

TIZ is to

sufficiently to

cope

a

with the

of living. There are numerous
labour disputes because of the general
dissatisfaction. It is becoming difficult
for people to survive on their meager

cost

salaries.

People are resorting to small
initiatives, which often involve corrupt

practices. The perception of many is
that corruption is a means to an end.
Civil servants are particularly
underpaid. Economically, women and
children

are

the worst hit. Women

are

of

a

legal

and constitutional frameworks. All but
Zambia have embarked
reform

progressive
campaigns. The shift is towards
on

greater independence, democracy,
transparency, accountability and

integrity. The opportunity for change
is golden and the region must enhance
it. The shift towards transparency is
particularly good for the anticorruption campaign. The option of
independent commissions is becoming
more and more viable. The emphasis
on their independence canot be over
stressed.

affected

by the ‘glass ceiling’
phenomenon.Transparency International Zimbabwe (TIZ) has been

frantically trying to form coalitions

*

John Makumhe is the Chairperson

of Transparency International (Zinihahwe Chapter)
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Economic Indicators

Economic Indicators

for

Mozambique

Kkv Indicators

Unit

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

Population

m

14.4

14.8

15.6

16.6

17.4

18.0

15.7

Gross National Product

US $ bn

1.50

1.70

2.05

2.05

GDP Per

US$

99.4

86.9

94.2

88.0

103.0

122.4

151.8

N $m

1.513.7

1.501.6

1,791.4

1.886.4

1.969.3

2.095.4

%

4.9

-0.8

19.3

4.4

1.4

6.4

Inflation

%

35.2

54.5

43.7

70.0

54.2

24.3

E.xports Fob

Rbn

162

139

132

149.5

170

226

234

Merchandise exports

%

11.3

10.8

9.0

10.2

11.5

13.0

12.1

$m

899

855

955

1.019

1.090

802

855

%

56.4

62.1

58.6

62.7

43.0

40.5

36.1

-659

-823

-869

-699

-576

-738

-739

-825

-870

-680

-665

-711

%

-4.3

-5.0

-3.6

-7.5

-4.0

-5.1

-5.7

%

288.7

352.6

318.2

339.3

362.6

327.3

291.8

%

0.2

1.4

7.2

1.7

25.0

9.2

31.6

%

48.5

53.4

59.7

60.4

62.2

58.4

45.2

%

33.0

43.0

43.0

69.7

57.7

32.0

12.9

%

-23.9

7.3

-6.6

26.3

-6.6

13.2

16.6

-3.0

2.0

7.0

-13.0

-30.0

-45.0

-116.0

355.0

328.0

209.0

261.0

231.0

311.0

444.0

1,434

2.517

3.874

6.039

9.024

11,294

11.544

Capita

GDP at constant
1990

constant

7.9

II

prices

295

% of GDP

Imports Fob
Merchandise
as

16.1

Prices

Growth in GDP at

as

1998

imports

965

% of GDP

Balance of trade

US $m

Current Account Balance U$m

Budget deficit

as

-778

% of GDP
Total External Debt

as

% of GDP

Gross domestic
as

savings

% of GDP

Gross investment
as

% of GDP

Central bank discount
rate

(end of year)

Growth rate of
M2 money

supply

Domestic credit

to

government
Domestic credit to

private sector

Exchange Rate

av;

(

MT; $)

11.853

SOURCE: SAPES Trust Data Base
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Currency Checklist
Rates

10 November 1999

on

Parallel

Official

Selected Countries
£

(FFr)

$

67.32

(12.69)

80.00

9.0m

6.0m

$

(FFr)

£

Algeria dinar

(10.68)

Angola re-adjusted kwanza

8.8m

5.4ni

pula

7.48

4.60

Burundi franc

(97.53)

614.44

(185.71)

1,170.00

7.30

4.50

9.20

15.00

(100.00)

630.03

(27.30)

172.00

Egypt pound

5.58

3.44

Ethiopia birr

12.95

7.98

Gambia dalasi

19.23

11.84

5,009.76

3,085.00

Kenya shilling

121.30

74.70

Liberia dollar

1.62

1.00

Lybia dinar

0.77

0.48

5.31

3.30

(987.14)

6.219.00

Malawi kwacha

73.88

45.50

Mauritius rupee

41.12

25.32

Moroco dirham

(1.57)

9.90

21353.50

13,149.50

154.92

95.40

8.59

5.29

3,086.70

1.900.80

Botswana

Congo

-

K franc

Cote d'Ivoire CFA franc

Djibouti franc

Ghana cedi

Madagascar franc

Mozambique metical

Nigeria naira
Seychelles

rupee

Sierra Leone leone
Somalia

164.00

101.00

4,200.00

2.600.00

shilling

1,100.00

South Africa rand

9.91

6.10

415.72

256.00

n/a

n/a

1.289.38

794.00

1,299.24

802.00

(0.19)

1.20

Uganda shilling

2,439.91

1,502.50

Zambia kwacha

4,092.24

2.520.00

62.11

38.25

Sudan dinar
Tanzania

shilling

Tunisia dinar

Zimbabwe dollar
n/a not availiabic
—

no

French franc rales appear

The

SAFES DATABANK

parallel niarkel

euro

has

a

in brackets.

fixed value of FFr6.5 and therefore also has

S.VPEM DhX EMHEK I99<»

a

fixed value of CFA653.y
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SADC EXPORT
DIRECTORY

Key Business Contacts
Mozambique

Mozambique (+2581)

FACT FILE

BMC
President

Joaquim Alberto Chissano

MOZAMBIQUE

Av. 25 de

Population
16.5 Million

Imprensa

7th Floor Suites 704-708

C.P. 4350, Maputo
Tel; 42 6514/6

Marketing and Public
Relations Manager

sq.km

Rua da

33 Andares

N. Holms

Land Area
799.380

BANCO

-

COMMERICIAL DE

Head of State

Ministry of Planning
and Finance

Fax: 42 1541

Setembro, 1800

E-mail:juma@utre,uem.mz

Head Office

(1997)

Urbanisation

Maputo

INSTITUTE FOR THE

Tel: 30 7495

PROMOTION OF EXPORTS

Fax; 30 7569

(IPEX)

IMPAR

Tel:

23%

Caixa Postal 4487,

Capital City

-

COMPANHIA

DE SEGUROS

Maputo

875.100 (1989

DE

Maputo
(2581)42 4352/42 4366

Fax: (2581)42 4368

MOZAMBIQUE

Dra C. Vilela

INVESTMENT

Languages

Marketing Manager

PROMOTION CENTRE (CPI)

Official language:

Av. Karl Marx, 303/313

Caixa Postal 4635,

Portuguese Tsonga, Sena-Nyanja and

(BCM Head Office)
18th Floor, Maputo

Tel:(2581)42 2530/42 2525
Fax: (2581)42 2604

Makua-Lomwe

are

the National

Tel: 43 0570/80

Languages.

Fax: 43 0640

URTE, TECHNICAL UNIT FOR
ENTERPRISE

Time:
GMT

Maputo

+

2 hrs

8.30am

-

2.00pm

-

RESTRUCTURING

Dra. E.S. Pedro

(Office for Restructuring of Large
Enterprises - MPF)
Rua da Imprensa No 256
7th Floor, Suites 704-708

Marketing Manager
Rua da Imprensa

Banking Hours
11.30am

Some banks also open

ERNST & YOUNG

33 Andares, 5th Floor,

from

d.OOptn

Maputo

Tel: 42 4043

P.O. Box 4350,

Fax: 42 1984

Tel:

EXI

E-mail:

Business Hours

Monday to Friday
8.00am

-

12.30pni and

2.00pm

-

5.00pm

Many shops

open upto

juma@utre.uem.mz

E COMERCIALIZACAO

utre(® teledata.cprm.net

DE SISTEMAS

Website:

or

http://www.utre.com

IMFORMATICOS

6.30pm and

Saturday mornings.
Public

ENGENHARIA

-

Maputo

(2581) 42 6514-6
Fax: (2581)42 1541

Holidays

on

Eng. J.A.P. Murta
Managing Direetor

GREICT

Rua do Kassuende

(Office for Restructuring of
Industrial, Commercial and Tourism

118

Enterprises

-

8th Floor,

Maputo

-

MICTUR)

1

January (new Year’s Day)

Tel: 49 3382/3

Av. 25 de Setembro No. 1179

3

February (Heroess Day)

Fax: 49 0480

2

April (Good Friday)

5

April (Easter Monday)

UTRE

3rd Floor, Maputo
Tel:(2581)42 4343
Tel/Fax: (2581)42 8580

1

April (Women’s Day)

TECNICA PARA

1

May (Workers’ Day)

25 June
1

September (Victory Day)

25

50

UNIDADE

REESTRUTURACAO

(Independence Day) (1975)

September (Armed Forces Day)

25 December (Christmas

-

Day)

DE EMPRESAS
Dr. M. Juma

GREAP

(Office for Restructuring of Agrarian
Fishing Enterprises - MAP

and

Managing Director

Av. 25 de Setembro No. 1509

Technical Unit for

6th Floor, Suite 10,

Enterprise Restructuring

Tel/Fax: (2581)42 6012

Maputo
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appraisal of TlCADll
Njunjia Mulikita

GENDER

55

Japart Conferencey
Diplomacy and
African Development:
An Appraisal

of TICADII

Njunga Mulikita
his think

piece seeks to evalu
diplomatic impact of the
Second Tokyo International
Conference on African Development

PEACE AND SECURITY

T

ate

the

(hereafter referred
Small arms, regional security
and economic development

58

which
ment

Norman Mlambo

of

to as

TICADII)

co-hosted

by the GovernJapan, the United Nations

was

(UN) and the Global Coalition for Africa (GCA), in October, 1998 in the

Japanese capital of Tokyo.
This paper argues that apart from
the symbolic importance of focusing
AFRICA REVIEW OF BOOKS

the attention of the international

com-

munity to forge a new partnership with
Africa in order to support ‘Africa’s
Development Renaissance’ in the 21st
Century, TICADII neither yielded any
Strategies in teaching
and

61

dramatic increases in Official Devel-

opment Assistance (ODA) to African
nor did it result in practical

learning

countries,

Fred G.W. Msiska

measures to

deal with the

burden which
can

Comprehending and
Mastering African conflicts
Llyod M. Sachikonye

63

most

Japan was able to display, both
the domestic front and to the inter-

national
community generally,
Tokyo’s willingness and ability to play
a
major role as an external actor in
Africa’s international relations.

Al-

though the Japanese government as
hesitant to admit it publicly, TICADII
also contributed to the creation of
favourable climate for

Tokyo’s

a

cam-

paign to secure a permanent seat on the
UN Security Council. TICADII has
indeed strengthened the image of a
major industrialised power making a
constructive contribution to global
governance.
TICADII has

At the

same

time,

given Japan the opportunity to secure the diplomatic backing of the Organisation of African
Unity (OAU) which translates into
fifty-two votes in the UN General Assembly -.

(SSA) countries have to bear.

On the contrary,
countries scored no

while African
major tangible
gains from TICADII, the Japanese
government was able to obtain some
‘considerable and direct
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crushing debt

Sub-Saharan Afri-

suits’’
on

diplomatic

re-

Japan’s ‘Diplomacy

of

Development Cooperation’:
An Overview

According to Ichiro Inukai,
sor

a Profesin the Graduate School of Interna-

51

Japan
tional Relations (GSIR) of the International University of Japan (lUJ), the
official

explanation for Japan’s Devel-

United States and the former Soviet

to

Union in the turbulent 1989-1992 period. With increa.sed competing de-

continue

opnient Cooperation policy can be

mands for

summed up in five points:
i. Japan’s status as an economic su-

from the

iii.

Japan’s position as the world’s
leading creditor nation
Japan’s high external dependence
on

iv.

V.

natural

new

resources

Japan’s consistent position in
favour of global peace and stability and
Japan’s unique status as the sole

Conference

was

reaffirm the

It must

They redefine
problems by casting
them in global contexts
and foundations.

opment) concepf.
Whilst the noble motivations cited

of Japa-

governments regarding Tokyo’s
rationale for disbursing ODA must be
applauded, caution must be exercised
nese

war era.

agenda in the post cold

The conference

temational
focus

was

also to

to

was

reaffirm the ‘commitment of

the international

community to take
as one of the
themes of the international agenda in
the post cold war era’
The Japanese government in asAfrican

development

sociation with the UN and the GCA
were

rate

careful not to set up an

elabo-

Conference secretariat. The

ma-

jor motivation here was to keep costs
to the minimum. Additionally, enlisting the involvement of the GCA and
the UN, Japan’s diplomats wi.shed to
demonstrate that Tokyo's TICAD
that it

was not a

unilateral act, but

essentially consistent with
the priorities of the entire UN .systern of organisations".
was

community, with a special

the

might in fact be the real strategic imperatives behind Tokyo’s new
assertive foreign policy vis-a-vis Sub-

OF

countries, 13 major donors, 10 inter-

Within these overall

national organisations and more than
45 countries and Non Governmental

objectives,

cific endeavors of TICADl
1

Saharan Africa.

To raise international

spe-

were:

awareness

of the

The Roi'te to TICADl:
An Overview

TICADl

2

000

velopment efforts, despite inglobal competition for

ii.

limited aid

iii.

community

nearly 1

participants from 48 African

Organisations (NGOs)
tions

resources.

held from the 5th to the

as

observers.

The conference focused its delibera-

necessity to continue to assist African countries in their de-

To enable the donor

was

6th of October. 1993 with

i.

creased

I

TICADI’s Agenda
Action: An 0\ erview

new needs and
requirearising from the process of economic and political reforms taking
place simultaneously in Africa*.
on

ments

and, what

52

general deliberative conference

a

focussing on general themes related
to the development of Africa. Indeed
the overall designation of TICADl I

a forum for a direct dialogue
between African countries and the in-

TICAD process by bearing in mind,
both the officially stated motivations

The TICAD process traces its origins
the end of the cold war between the

a

provide

therefore seeks to understand the

Sapem imposed

of the central themes of the

international

grips with
glossy veneer of
diplomatic speeches. Great Powers in
the international system tend to invest
in high visibility diplomatic overtures
which ultimately enhance the pursuit
of their strategic intere.sts. This paper
come to

the facts beneath the

to

stressed that TICAD would not be

initiative
as one

African countries and

community.
be pointed out that from the
the Japanese Government

pledging conference. TICADl was
essentially envisaged to play the role

cies, and new
modalities of action.

African Devel-

Development on
partnership be-

new

the Donor
outset,

conferences bring about
new norms, new poli-

rily on humanitarian considerations,
particularly concerns about poverty
and hunger. It is against this basic conceptual background that Japan’s
Africa’s diplomacy must be understood. It is also this background that
provided the impetus for the emergence of the TICAD (Tokyo Interna-

seeks to

tween the

com-

Indeed international

abut the welfare of de-

veloping countries. It stresses that aid
Sub-Saharan Africa is based prima-

one

the basis of a

of

to

when

4

commu-

ii

North-South relations and humanitar-

in the official pronouncements

to

nity to consider African Development

on recognition of glointerdependence in the context of

on

development efforts.
understanding on the

necessity of their efforts for self
help, including Good Governance
and policy orientation towards
political and economic reforms'*.
To create a consensus among African countries and major Donors
on the considerations and
priori-

TICAD

mitment of the international

(ODA) is based

tional Conference

of

to

coun-

part of African countries of the

According to the Japanese Government, the overall objective of the

Group of Seven industrialised
(G7)\
According to this explanation, Japan’s
Official Development Assistance

concerns

To promote

assist African

ties for African

countries

ian

to

tries in their
3

and Central

The Ob,ikctive,s

non-Western member of the elite

bal

resources
democracies of East-

Europe, the international community’s interest in African issues steeply declined.
At the
same time African countries going
through deep economic crises felt
ignored and relegated to the outer
margins of the international system’’.
em

per power

ii.

development

reaffirm its determination

on six
priority areas, namely
political and economic reforms
economic development through
activities of the private sector
regional cooperation and integra-

tion
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Japan
iv. emergency relief and development
V. the Asian
experience and its relevance

for African

development

and
vi. international

portunity to mobilise
sources

energy and reof African

cause

Development. It is perhaps the greatest development challenge facing the
world

cooperation

behind the

today’’’.

The overall

The

Tokyo Declaration on African
Development, adopted at the conclusion of TICADI; ‘represented a framework for a new partnership with
shared responsibilities, in order to
achieve sustainable development in
Africa’”. The declaration
the

on

was

based

principle of self reliance of

national

ensure

Government of

Japan announced that

it would host a second 'TICAD', to
be called TICADIl in 1998. TICADIl
would not

only assess the implemenTokyo Declaration but
would .seek to chart strategic directions for African Development into
the 21 St Century. Thus, as one scholar
observes, apart from enunciating symbolic principles and ideals, TICADI
did not lead to any noticeable increase
tation of the

in international attention to the grave
social and economic crisis on the Af-

rican continent.

TICADI did

In other words

lead to

significant remarginalisation in
securing Official Developnot

versal of Africa’s
terms
ment

of

Assistance

(ODA)’’’.

TICADII’s ‘Tokyo Agenda
OF Action’: An Overview
TICADIl held from the 19th to the
21 St of October 1998 attracted about

400

delegates including leaders from

Sub-Saharan Africa.

Other leaders

from the

rapidly developing
countries of South-East Asia. Major
donors were likewise represented at
a
fairly high level. The UN system of
organisations was effectively represented as were Civil Society and Non
Governmental
Organisations.
TICADIl resulted in the proclamation
of the Tokyo Agenda of Action.
Speaking just after the formal
adoption of the Agenda, UN Secretary-General, Kofi Annan correctly
came

therefore be

TB, Polio and others. Another
mendable

At the end of the TICADI, the

must

in this

light and credit must therefore be given to the Japanese government and the UN for having organised
seen

bring about new norms,
new policies, and new modalities of
action. They redefine problems by
casting them in global contexts and

African countries and the commitment

port their efforts.

unleash’’. TICADIl

goal of the Agenda of
and integrate Africa into the global economy
through accelerated economic growth
and sustainable development. The
Agenda also aims at reducing the incidence of infectious and parasitic diseases, including HIV/AIDS, Malaria,
Action is to reduce poverty

of the international

community to sup-

sentially hinges on the intensity of the
energies that they can mobilise and

com-

objective of TICADIl is to
by 2005, at least 80% of
Africa's children can complete primary education and that by 2015 Universal Primary Education is achieved
on the continent"’. Though the
Agenda received widespread praise
among the African delegates, there
was an all pervading air of skepticism
that

in the ornate Conference Chamber of
the

‘Hotel New

Otani',

one

of

Tokyo's architectural show pieces.

the conference.

foundations. The ultimate aim of UN
Conferences is
human

to

cyrstallise

consensus to

concerns

tackle

an

inter-

pressing

which transcend the

political sovereignty of the Nation
state.

However, notwithstanding the encouraging speeches predicting an ‘ African Renaissance in the 21 st century,
African countries appeared to come
TICADIl rather

out

disappointed.

One issue that African countries

wished to press was in regard of the
continent’s unsustainable debt burden.
matter

Li

Indeed international

conferences

to

TICADII’s statement

on

this

only drew attention to the need

‘achieve durable solutions to

Africa’s external debt

To what extent is

Africa perceived as a
major priority in
Tokyo’s global
diplomacy? The evidence sadly indicates
that Japan tends to view
Africa as a distant continent which really is of
no major strategic significance to Tokyo,
African Ambassadors

privately comAgenda contained
nothing substantively new. The
‘Achilles heel’ of the Agenda lay in
determining where the enormous resources to implement its laudable objectives would come from.
mented that the

problems ineluding cancellation and debt service
relief where

appropriate’’”.
language in this
may probably have been

The rather bland
statement

prompted by

a

reluctance

on

the part

of the

Japanese government to offend
the governments of the United States
and United Kingdom both of whom
have for a long time strongly opposed
the option of debt write-offs.
Japan on the other hand gained
handsomely. Apait from the extensive and favourable media coverage,
TICADIl enabled

Japan’s leaders the
opportunity to court African support
for Tokyo’s bid to secure a permanent
UN Security Council seat. Japanese
diplomats were quietly delighted with
the show of unanimity among the
TICADIl delegates, which was eloquently summed up Dr Frene
Ginwalla, Speaker of South Africa’s
National Assembly and concurrently
a co-Chairperson of the Global Coalition for Africa (GCA). In what was
the final statement at TICADIl, she

observed that; ‘at this moment in
world affairs
a moment of both

The TICAD Process:
Appraisal and Forward Look

promise and peril-Africa’s needs are
in jeopardy of being overshadowed.
But we have in Tokyo a unique op¬

There is broad agreement that the usefulness of global conferences under

‘despite its geographiJapan has
emerged as a principle partner and
most effective supporter of African

the

development’’'’.

-
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auspices of the United Nations es¬

declared that,

cal distance from Africa,

53

Japan
foreseeable future, then

Already, the diplomatic benefits
Japan arising out of TICADII are
manifesting themselves. The recent
election of Tokyo’s Ambassador to

Tokyo
might well discreetly ‘jettison’ the
TICAD initiative by pleading do-

France, Koichiro Maatsura

the in-

conveniently transfer operational

coming Director-General of the Paris

responsibility to a multilateral diplo-

housed UN Educational Scientific

macy.

for

Cultural

and

(UNESCO)
made

was

in

as

Organisation
no

small

measure

possible by the support of Sub-

Saharan African countries who de-

serted their

brotherly and sisterly

‘Third world’ candidates in favor of

Japanese diplomat’”.
The question that one needs to ask
at this point is; to what extent is Africa perceived as a major priority in
Tokyo’s global diplomacy? Theevidence sadly indicates that Japan tends
the

to view

Africa

as a

distant continent

General

lish

mestic economic constraints and

writing this article
a Visiting UNU
Scholar (October - December 1999)
in the

United

was

and

Peace

Governance

the

visit Sub-Saharan Africa,

no

Prime minister has set foot

Japanese

on

the

due to take up a

OSCAL, 1996)
12

International Conference

Japanese diplomats reiterated and reaffirmed their affinity for Africa’s
prosperity and stability, there was absoiutely no hint as to when a Japanese
on

the continent,

despite a flood of
generously extended by

African Heads of State’'.

4

Conclusion

Finally, will there be a TICADIII?
The answer to this question is to be
determined by the extent to which
Japan’s diplomacy perceives the prospects of securing a permanent UN Security Council seat in the near future.

can
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reasonable time frame, it i
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(UN-NADAF) And The Tokyo

the UN

con-

Partners

implementation of the United

Nations New

After his tour at the UN, Dr Mulikita

position with
Development Program
(UNDP)’s Capacity Building
Project at the Organisation of African Unity, (OAU) in Addis Ababa,
Ehiopia.

Nations.

Progress; Africa and the International Community : Assessment of

Programme of the United Nations
University (UNU) in Tokyo, Japan.

US President has had occassion to

un-

spective of UN-NADAF: See

*At the time of

1

‘framework of consensus and

TICAD initiative must thus be

which

really is of no major strategic
significance to Tokyo. Japan continues to regard its strategic alliance with
the US as the major fulcrum of its diplomacy. It is rather instructive in this
regard to note that whereas a sitting

a

partnership between Africa and the
International Community'. The
derstood within the broader per-

the author

was

Assembly in December,
sought to estab-

1991. UN-NADAF

Priority,” The Japan Times, Friday
p.l

Op. cit.. 263
for the

October 22. 1999

Agenda

Development of Africa (UNNADAF) was adopted by the UN

21

See Mulikita, "The TICAD Pro-

cess," oP. CIT. P.275
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Gemder

International Day

Elimination

T

of

Violence Against Women

he United Nations, alarmed by
a dramatic rise in gender vio

Rape had devastated women, girls
and families in recent conflicts in

lence around the world, has des-

Rwanda, Cambodia, Liberia, Peru,
Somalia, Uganda and the former Yu-

UN-designated International Human
Rights Day.
UNIFEM, in partnership with severa! UN agencies, governments and

goslavia, the agency declared. Depending on the country, between 25

thousands of media and NGOs, has
led a series of campaigns against gen-

percent and 75 percent of women

der violence in Africa, Asia and the

ignated November 25 as "International
Day for the Elimination of Violence
Against Women”.
The UN's Social, Humanitarian and

Cultural Committee

adopted the resolution by consensus and was concerned
that endemic violence against women
was impeding their opportunity to
achieve “legal, social, political and
economic equality in society”.
The resolution, which will be for-

mally adopted soon by the 188- member General Assembly, invited governments, UN agencies and non- governmental organisations NGOs “to raise
public awareness on the problem of
violence against women”.
The resolution also said that

some

including indigenous women, refugee women, migrant women and destitute women were “especially vulnerable to viogroups

of

women

-

lence”. The decision to focus

on

gen-

der violence followed

ports of rape

widespread reand female genital muti-

regularly received beatings at home,

Pacific, and Latin America and the

while

Caribbean.

than 120 million

more

women

had

undergone genital mutilation.
‘No more, and never
again',” said UNIFEM Executive Director Noeleen Heyzer of Singapore.
“We need to say:

“If

we

commit ourselves to

creat-

world free of violence against
women and girls, our children will say
we stopped the most universal and unpunished crime of all time again.st half
the people of the earth."
At a global video conference on
gender violence last March, Heyzer
proposed designating November 25 as
International Day for the Elimination
of Violence Against Women. The
proposal subsequently was introduced
as a UN resolution by the Dominican
Republic, with the support of more
ing

a

than 60 governments.

lation world-wide.
The New York-based UN Devel-

opment Fund for Women UNIFEM,
spearheading the campaign to end violence, says that one-quarter of all
women world-wide were subjected to
rape

for the

during their life time.

According to UNIFEM,

women
activists had observed November 25
as a

day against violence since 1981

and, for the pa.st decade had held 16

days of activism against gender violence right through December 10, the

In

Brazil, according to UNIFEM,

about 1,200 NGOs and local governments signed a community pact
against violence, and the federal government

had allocated 10 million dol-

lars to create shelters for

women.

In
cal

Senegal, both women and loreligious leaders had successfully

lobbied their government to pass a
law against female genital mutilation.
And in Jordan, the government

is
tradi-

planning to discuss revising

a

tional law that still allowed

men

kill

to

.suspected of adultery.
Addressing the Social, Humaniwomen

tarian and Cultural Committee. Kofi
Asomani of the Office of the UN

High Commissioner for Refugees
UNHCR, said rape increasingly was
used as a weapon in armed conflicts.
“The systematic violation of women
and the killing of children had become

told

deliberate tactics of war,” he

delegates.

Tunisia
Women Making Head Way

V

oting results show that
women

have made

vances

in Tunisian Parlia-

ment as a result

some

ad

of the October 24th

election. Women will hold

a

total of

in

Legislative Elections

the total number of seats

as com-

pared with

a little over 7%
last Chamber of Deputies.

in the
In the
last legislative election, which took
place on October 24, 1999, there

21 seats out of the 182 seats of the

were

Chamber of

resenting several political parties.
Twenty out of the 21 winning

This

Deputies.
represents about 11.5% of

SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

117

women

candidates rep-

in

Tunisia

candidates represent

the governing Democratic Constitutional
Rally, while one victorious woman
women

candidate represents the Unionist
Democratic Union, an opposition

party. 34 of 182 seats in the next
Chamber of

Deputies are to be held
by opposition party representatives.
55

Gender

The law

Kenya
problems facing
being addressed
much more often albeit slowly.
Some of these are gender equality, economic empowerment, an end to geni-

I

n

Kenya,

many

women are now

tal mutilation and domestic violence,
inclusion of women in district and provincial

security committees, gender
equality in institutions of learning right
from primary education. It is also
hoped that many laws that discriminate
against women will be reviewed.
Recently, Elina Muthoni, a mother
of four

was

sentenced to

seven

years

in

prison for selling the family cow to
feed her children. Only the intervention of the International Federation of
Women

Lawyers (Fida) rescued her.

more

harsh than the

-

sexual harassment, emotional

and economic

deprivation, female
genital mutilation, inheritance laws
(both parental and matrimonial) wife
inheritance, and sexual slavery have
been acknowledged as a development
issue.
In Kenya, as in many other parts
the world, violence against women

of
is
seen as a private matter between individuals and not a public or human
rights issue and that is why it is not
taken seriously.

South

Africa

Women’s Day

South Africa

in

During the Women’s Day celebrations in South Africa in August,
President Thabo Mbeki called for

an

end to violence
South Africa
dence of rape

against women.
has the highest inciin the world with a fe¬

being raped on average every
(nearly 50,000 every
year). An additional 14,000 girls
under 18 are raped often by men who
believe having sex with a virgin will
25 seconds

cure

HIV infections.

W

Women have been beaten and
stoned to death in

this, women had relative freedom to
work, dress, drive or appear in public.

with

to

Since then, women have
forced to
a

mesh

been

burqua (a shroud with
the eyes that covers them

wear

over

from head to foot and

was

last

com-

pulsory in 1959 even though the Quran
only that women be veiled) and
live separate from men.
orders

56

excited
by recent developments in Parliament.
On May 12, Parliament passed a Motion urging the government to establish a gender equality commission to
promote respect for women and equality.
October 6 marked yet another
milestone for Kenyan women. A
Motion calling for urgent measures to
enhance the role of

development

a man

who

was

Homes where
must have

that

not her

a woman

their windows

relative.
is present

painted

so

are never seen - they live in
fear of their lives for the slightest

they

“misbehaviour”.
The ban

on

was

of many women

women

in national

passed to the delight
and male supporters

in

Kenya.
Kenyan women and sympathisers
are anxiously awaiting the recommendations of the task force that
tuted in 1993, the

was

insti-

May 12 and October
a hope

6 Motions in Parliament with
that in the

millennium,

new

women

might finally become equal partners in
the development of this nation.

Mr. Mbeki
eminent

lishment

abused
crease

promised that his govspeed up the estabof one-stop help centres for
would

women

and children and in-

Aids-related work to

improve

Women’s rights: The
Taleban’s reign of Terror

public. Two women
were recently stoned to death - one for
exposing her ami while driving and the
other, for trying to leave the country

power

anoma-

in Kenya are

women

support for Aids victims and orphans.

from the
Mujaheddin in Afghanistan
on September 27, 1996, women lost
their liberty and their livelihoods. Prior
over

lies that

male

Afghanistan
hen the Taleban militia took

one on

rapists or domestic violence offenders.
According to the Kenya National
Human Development Report, 1999,
violence against women takes many
forms and is now recognised as a major impediment to women’s full participation in society. Whatever form it
takes
wife battery, rape and defilement,

It is because of the above

concerning animal-related of-

fences is

women’s

employment

sorted to
ers

with PhDs. This has resulted in

alarming levels of depression
the

among

women.

Relief

workers say

that since

many of them cannot find proper
medication or treatment, suicide
rates are in thousands - the most
common

method is

taking caustic

soda, the most easily available poison but one of the slowest and most

has left them without incomes and

painful

those without male relatives have

to take

re¬

begging in the streets. They
university lectur-

include teachers and

ways to
action.

die. The UN is yet

SAPKM DFXEMBKR 1W9
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Master of Policy
Studies Degree

SAFES TRUST

Regional Institute for Policy Studies (SARIPS) is offering 40 students from Eastern and Southern Africa a
part-time Masters Degree Programme in Policy Studies, targeted at working persons involved in policy formulation,
analysis and implementation from government, private sector and non-governmental organisations.
The Southern African

two-year

Tiik Pr()(;ramme
■

unique and practical regional learning experience in Policy Studies which prepares candidates to face the challenges
confronting Eastern and Southern Africa in the 21century.
Is accredited by the universities of Fort Hare (South Africa), and Zimbabwe and Dar es Salaam.
Consists of 155 days residential period spread over 2 years. This comprises lectures, tutorials, examinations and policy
Offers

■
■

a

seminars in Hartu'e, Zimbabwe.
■

Entails

I

Starts in

reading assignments, and policy project work done out of residence.
September 2(){)() and ends in August 2002.

CoiiRSKS OfFKREI)
■
■

■
•
■

Analysis and Development.
Policy Making.
Governance and Policy Making.
Regional Integration and Co-operation.
Economic

Gender Issues and

Research Methods.

Effctivfs (select one)
■

Environmental

■

International Relations

I

Sectoral Economic

■

Social

Policy
Policy

Policy

Di.ssFRTvrioN/Poi.icY Rfsf.aroh Pro,ifct
■

Participants will be required to submit a 25 0(X) - word dissertation/research policy
months of obtaining 5 course credits.

project to be completed within six

Qiai.ifications

Applicants must have;
A good first degree

■
■

At least three years

■

A

St

of policy relevant work experience
working knowledge of English, as it is the language of in.struction.

HOI.ARSIIIPS

assist in seeking funding for the programme, it is the responsibility of the student to secure funding.
Programme costs for the entire two year period are: tuition and Fees (US$8 ()()()); Travel and Subsistence (US$8 000) and Policy
Project/Dissertation research costs range from (US$1000-US$4000).

Whilst the SARIPS may

Ai’I'I.K
■

ATION i.ftters

accompanied by copies of certified degree transcript and certificate, birth certificate, curriculum vitae and contact
two referees (Applications with incomplete documentation will not be processed).
be submitted before 30 January 20{X).

Must be

details of
■

Should

■

Application forms

■

Late

I

are

available

upon payment

of a

non

refundable fee of US$20.00

applications may be considered after payment of a non-refundable fee of US$30.00
Applications and any enquiries should be addressed to:

The Academic

Registrar: 6AR1PS
P 0 Box MP 111, Mount Pleasant

Harare, Zimbabwe
Tel;

2^ 04-736306/252962/252963/252965

Facsimile; 263-04"752735
E-mail:

fredi^sapes.primenet.co.zw
Opa^sapes.primenet.co.zw
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Peace

Security

and

Small Arms,

Regional
Security and Economic
Development
Norman Mlambo*

mall

the weapons of j
conflicts in !

This

the

in

Angola
Mozambique up to 1975, in
Southern Africa. While they may I Zimbabwe up to 1980, in Namibia up to
not be the only causes of violence, these
1992, and in South Africa up to 1994.
Most of this official procurement of arms
weapons are responsible for making

s

crime

arms

choice in

are

recent

violent and conflict

more

movements.

continued

more

lethal. The presence
small arms has

even

these countries

of vast numbers of
prolonged and
exacerbated regional conflict and has
frustrated attempts to secure peaceful

was

after the liberation of

the pretext that there
safeguard the newly-won
independence by ensuring efficient well
equipped defence forces. Also, in the
on

was

need to

resolutions to conflict. These weapons

case

of the former Front

have been

there

another

times

■

recycled from one conflict to
fueling violent conflict many

i

In the hands of

:

over.

combatants with

no

secure

livelihood, these small
fuelled crime,
violence. As

arms

ex

means

-

of

have also

case

and

-

Line

-

States,

need to

strengthen their
defences against possible military
was

invasions

and

activities of

Apartheid South Africa.

the

destabilization
ammunition.

On the other hand, there was the

associated

with

the

a

production and proliferation of small
arms in Southern Africa and the negative
effect that these have had on regional
security and the economic and social
development of the region.
Proi.ifkration
Arms

in

of

in

movements had liberated

those which

Small

Sources

of

launchers, and

'

States of America, the former West

Germany, France, the United Kingdom,
and Italy. A lot of arms also came from
Israel.

be added the RDX and other

Various

manufacturers gave

Western

their countries,

into power

military aid from the Soviet Union
consisting of MIG fighter aircraft,
combat helicopters, battle tanks, missile

minority white rule were supplied by
including the United

shoulder fired anti-tank and

came

of arms, 90% of them from the former
Soviet Union. Mozambique received

Western countries

anti-aircraft missiles. In addition to these

from

continued
import arms from their war-time
suppliers. For example, between 1987
and 1991, the MPLA government of
Angola Imported US $ 4.6 billion worth

Arms

Most of the arms that were procured by
South Africa and Zimbabwe during

arms

When these

to

Africa.

Southern Africa

Mozambique, received

these Eastern countries.

received a lot of support from
European governments and
organizations in the context of the cold
war and also from apartheid South

fairly
wide. It includes crew-portable direct
fire weapons of a calibre less than 50mm.
It also includes a secondary capability
to defeat light armour and helicopters.
covers

and ZIPRA in Zimbabwe and FRELIMO

groups
West

The definition of “small arms” is

This

Namibia, MK in South Africa, ZANLA

Zimbabwe. Most of these dissident

procurement,

Organisations like the
Angola, PLAN in

MPLA and UNITA in

culture of ; procurement of arms by the liberation
a result, the insecurity
movements in their wars against the
fuelled by the availability of these small
settler racist and oppressive regimes.
arms has trapped some Southern African
However, even after independence, some
societies in a cycle of violence,
of these former freedom fighters who did
instability and war which has strangled i not gain power, continued to procure
any attempts at sustainable regional j arms and continued to fight against the
economic development. This article i new African governments. Such was the
seeks to highlight the problems
case in Angola, Mozambique and
banditry and

Arms !

thousands of AK- 47

sub machine guns
same

time,

some

in the 1980s. At the

Western countries with

the

help of apartheid South Africa were
busy arming what they called anti communist insurgents like UNITA in
Angola, REN AMO in Mozambique, the
IFP in South Africa and

some

dissident

groups in Zimbabwe.
Another source of

arms supply in
clandestine military
Southern Africa is the illegal arms
region’s white minority
In Southern Africa, the procurement
governments even in defiance of a ; market. The most popular weapon in the
of arms of war has taken place on two i United Nations arms embargo against
region, the AK- 47 can be bought in
levels. On the one hand, there is the
Mozambique for a chicken or a small bag
apartheid South Africa.
official procurement by governments,
At the same time, former Warsaw | of maize, and most of the arms will have
most of whom were engaged in counterPact countries, China and Cuba supplied j been stolen from security forces. In 1994
the liberation movements with arms and i alone, 12 000 weapons were reported
insurgency wars against liberation
can

aid to the

explosives, petrol bombs and land mines.

,
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Southern Africa
stolen in

Mozambique. In Namibia, an
be purchased for R25 and
in South Africa it can be bought for
R5()0. In Angola, an AK - 47 can be
swapped for a pair of shoes. These
weapons can be easily smuggled across
the porous borders of Swaziland,
Namibia, Mozambique, South Africa,

company’s future plans, financial
standing and manpower disposition. It

Zimbabwe and Zambia.

Weapons are
smuggled in and out of these countries

(ZDI) has two

by air, road, rail and

runs

AK

-

47

can

foot. Jacklin
Cock has also cited cases of illegal
imports of arms especially from the USA
on

into Southern Africa.
In South Africa, another source of
the leaks from state armories

be inferred however, that the

can

have had a lot to do with
supplying the Namibian Defence Forces

company must
in

their

Allied

Democratic

operations in the

Republic of the Congo.
arms

manufacturing

various

military related production
projects scattered throughout Zimbabwe.
Items produced include small arms
ammunition, explosives, bombs, rifles,
mortars

and rocket launchers, mines,

National Defence Force (SANDF) are

rations.

weakly controlled and it has been easy
for individuals or organi.sed gangs to
remove
huge quantities of arms from

some

security force personnel. Weapons

state

armouries in most

cases

with the

help of corrupt members of the security
forces. Police stations have also been

raided

in broad

day light and amis
vigilante group
People Against Gangsters and Drugs
(PAGAD) is known to have huge
quantities of weapons captured from
police stations. Estimates indicate that
about 30 000 weapons stolen from
individual legal owners, and 8 500 kxst
or stolen from the police and defence
forces enter the criminal miu-ket annually
even

After 1995, the ZDI started

.selling
products to some regional
and international buyers. Sales of
military hardware have been to
Botswana, Angola, Namibia, Uganda
and most recently to the Democratic
Republic of the Congo.
of their

have been stolen. The

in South Africa.
It has also been

reported that South
African security personnel were
themselves involved in the illegal arms
trade. Theses include high ranking

The Prk.sent Sdrpi.us Arms Situation

factories in Domboshawa. The ZDI also

issued to members of the South African

and

during the years
leading to the genocide of 1994, and to
Uganda and Rwanda during the crisis in
the Democratic Republic of the Congo.
South Africa has even supplied arms to
the Balkan states during the crisis in
Yugoslavia.

The Zimbabwe Defence Industries

camouflaged combat clothing and
webbing, modifications of military
vehicles and the packaging of military

arms are

Rwanda and Burundi

The

most

popular

weapon in the region,
the AK-47 can be

bought in Mozambique
for a chicken or a small
bag of maize.

IN

documentation of

there is

no

half

million to six million. In

Angola
estimate the
number of weapons available in the
country. For example, of the 700 000
weapons distributed to civilians by
government officials after the outbreak
of war in 1992, only 34 425 were later
recovered during the United Nations
demobilisation component of UNAVEM
III. Also, the greater danger of antipersonnel mines remains. British army
engineers estimated that nearly 200
million landmines are covering one third
of the land mass of Angola and that they
are creating
the largest community of
limbless people in the world. Most of the
a

it is

impossible

mines

are

Louait.y Produced Arms

Although there was recent talk of
Portugal planning to establish small amis
manufacturing factories in Angola and
Mozambique, it is doubtful if the plans
could actually be translated into action
in the

near

future. In the

mean

time, the

attributed to UNITA and

the eradication of these mines became
of the

illegal

Southern Africa both before and after

circulating among the population. For
example, between January and March

apartheid. By 1985, South Africa’s arms
industry was ranked the tenth largest in
the world. The state production and
procurement organisation ARMSCOR
developed into one of the largest
industrial organisations in South Africa.
South Africa’s arms exports into
Africa and beyond have aroused a lot of
controversy especially during the
apartheid era when the country was under
United Nations

a

Africa sold

Ammunition

government under Agusto Pinochet, to
the Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, to Israel,
to Ian Smith’s government in Rhodesia,
to Taiwan, to Jonas Savimbi’s UNITA

manufactures

Namibia’s

basic

s.xPEM i)e;c'Emi!e:r iwi

.n

-to

Dki

highlights of the late Princess

by far the largest
producer of military hardware in

hardware remain Namibia, Zimbabwe
and South Africa. The Namib Arms and

requirements for defence. It is estimated
that the factory has a capacity of
producing 30 000 rounds of ammunition
per day. There is no information on the

they

In South Africa, the situation of
South Africa is

regional manufacturers of military

factory at Keetmanshoop

,

even to

originate from both Eastern and Western
arms manufacturers. The campaign for

Diana’s life.

the black market.

accurate measure of the

country during the civil war range from

one

on

management

number of surplus weapons circulating
in Southern Africa. In Mozambique alone
estimates of weapons imported into the

obtained

during apintheid South
Africa's cross border operations in
Namibia, Angola and Mozambique.
Also, some poorly-paid junior police
officers frequently sell their semi automatic rifles, shortguns and handguns

an arms

programme undertaken by South Africa
and Mozambique have concluded that

former SANDF officers who had
arms

Southern Akrica

Virginia Gamba and Martinho Chachiua
who
have
just completed the

-

Iraq

war,

arms

amis

embargo. South

to both

sides in the Iran

they sold

arms to

the Chilean

in Angola, and to RENAMO in
Mozambique. They also sold arms to

arms

is clouded by the large

number of licenced firearms that

are

than 50 000 firearm licences

1996

more

were

granted to individuals. In addition

to

the 4.1 million firearms licenced to

civilians in South Africa, e,stimates of

illegal weapons in circulation range
400 000 to eight million.

from

The other SADC countries with the

exception of the Democratic Republic of
the Congo do not currently hold too huge
illegal weapons. Zimbabwe had large
arms caches in the early 1980s when the
two ex
guerrilla movements ZANLA
and ZIPRA both concealed weapons in
anticipation of military confrontation
-

either with each other

or

with the former

Rhodesian

Security Forces. It was some
of these weapons that were used in the
infamous Matebeleland operations. More
59
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Table 1; OPERATIONAL RACHEL ARMS COLLECTED AND DESTROYED

Category

Rachel

Rachel II

Rachel III

Rachel IV

Anti-personal mines

96

577

518

5160

6 351

Landmines

3

4

4

77

88

66

336

451

1 260

54

153

217

424

Hand Grenades
Hand Grenade Detonators

407

Total

Detonators

230

602

58

890

Mortars

292

3 726

2 997

7 015

Launchers

43

59

79

82

263

Projectiles

202

51

2 340

5 545

8 138

Boosters

219

17

83

923

1 242

Cannons

6

5

13

9

33

Rounds of ammunition

23 182

136 631

3000 000

155 494

3 315 307

Magazines

344

577

3 674

1 317

5 912

Other accessories

1 008

694

301

876

2 879

flowed into the country from ages is to destroy the weapons. A good I disarmament clauses so that as the ex Mozambique during the RENAMO civil j example ofthis is the 1995-99joint South combatants are demobilised, their
war, but these have since stopped with i Africa
Mozambique seek and destroy weapons must be collected. This would
the end of that war. Although the war in I mission code named OPERATION reduce the risk of some dissatisfied groups
the DRC did not see too many weapons
RACHEL. In that operation. South Afri- re arming and resuming the fight, or that
flowing into Zimbabwe, the arrest in can and Mozambican police forces used some weapons might be used in banditry,
Harare of three American citizens with
various incentives and other persuasive crime or illicit arms trafficking. Recent
suitcases full of weapons from the DRC
methods with the civilian population to peace
agreements
in
Angola,
indicates that some weapons did illegally
pinpoint all known arms caches through- j Mozambique and the Democratic
out Mozambique. These were then defind their way to Zimbabwe. There is no
Republic of the Congo have been marred
stroyed. The total number of weapons by weak disarmament mandates and lack
way of estimating how many such
de.stroyed in this operation is given in | of a viable mechanism for the
weapons are actually in the country. The
table I.
same uncertainty about weapons from the
I enforcement of any such disarmaments.
The problem becomes more acute where
DRC is true for Zambia and Namibia.
Voi.i NTARY Arms
there is no clear military victor and the
weapons

-

-

CoNCI.l SIGNS

Coi.Ltx'TioN Programmes

AND

The Wav Forward
If Southern Africa is to have a real chance
of realising sustainable economic and

Arms collection programmes have been
followed in several countries. There have i
been amnesty for guns programmes, gun

social

buy-back programmes and gun exchange

development the proliferation of
be tackled

seriously. The
available small arms
already circulating outside official
controls suffice to keep illicit arms
trafficking going for decades without the
introduction of new weapons into
arms

must

volume of presently

Southern Africa. It is therefore not

enough to stop the procurement of such
arms into the region, but those arms that
are already in circulation must be
collected and destroyed. There have been
several suggestions as to what methods
can be used to tackle the problem
effectively. A few of these are highlighted
below.

Destruction

of

Sukpeus Weapons

Wherever possible, the governments of
Southern Africa should make sure that
any surplus weapons are destroyed. There
have been many examples of weapons
collected during some disarmament
programmes leaking back into civilian
society due to inadequate security controls. The best way to prevent such leak-
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ex

-

combatants retain their

arms

as

bargaining chips for possible post-conflict
reprisals from their adversaries,
Regionai, Coneidence
Biteding Programmes

programmes. In
Food Program”

El Salvador, a “Guns for
led to the collection of
rifles, 2 500 grenades, and 276

Although all states have the right and
responsibility to provide for their own
rocket launchers in addition to thousands defence, the compelling economic
of other weapons. The governments of development interests of Southern Africa
Southern Africa should try as many of requires that a minimum of resources be
diverted for military purposes. The need
these programmes as possible. It should
for large arms holdings can be reduced
be clear however, that for some of these
by regional confidence - building
programmes to succeed, there should be
measures whieh should include the
less emphasis on punishment. The emharmonization of policies against illicit
phasis must be on removing as many
arms trafficking. It is unfortunate that the
weapons as possible from the population.
United Nations Register of Conventional
However, while some citizens might be
Arms does not include small arms and
persuaded by various incentives to hand
locally produced arms, this makes it
over their weapons voluntarily, this is not
irrelevant to Southern Africa. However,
likely to be true with organisations that
regional
keep weapons for criminal purposes or and new registers of military equipment
procurement could be a good
for illicit trafficking. Governments must
confidence
building measure. The
therefore be able to track and confiscate
reliable marking of small arms could also
such weapons.
boost regional cooperation in tracking
2 600

-

Disarmament Clauses
IN

firearm related crimes.

Peace Agreements

At the end of

agreements

conflict, the peace
must include some i
a

*

Norman Mlamho is Research Assistant in
the SARIPS Peace and

Security Division.
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Books

Strategies in
Teaching and
Learning
Written

by Siyakwazi, Ben J. and Siyakwazi Peggy D.,

Harare, SAFES Books, 1999.

he book.

Strategies in Teaching and
Learning, is aimed at taking a fresh
look at the process of teaching and
learning. The authors contend that education
as a means of liberating the individual should
enable the learner to live a satisfactory and
productive life in which the potential of the
individual is brought to its fullest. Central
to attainment of this goal is use of appropriate
teaching
and
learning
strategies.
Accordingly, the authors recommend six
teaching and learning methods including the
question approach, lecture, role-play, group
work, individualized and discovery methods.
They argue that these teaching strategies
require imagination, creativity and
resourcefulness on the part of the teacher.

T

The book ends with

a

discussion of “slow

learners" and how

they should be handled in
the process of teaching and learning. From
this point of view, the book is .supposed to
be a very useful source of vital information
in the process of teacher education, and could
have constituted a handy reference for
student teachers and those in service.

Unfortunately, the authors fail to do a good
job of what they had intended to accomplish
by treating the selected topics and sub-topics
in a shallow, descriptive and casual manner.
Except for quoting heavily other people's
works, they do not care to discuss the
borrowed ideas to show their continued

validity and applicability in the present
situation. This style of writing deprives the
authors of the opportunity to make a
meaningful contribution to what is already
known, hence, reducing the book to a mere
collection of other people's ideas with which
every educationist is already familiar. 1 will
illustrate this weakness as I go along
discussing the book.
The book comprises thirteen chapters
including the introduction. Chapters 2
through 6 are devoted to the concept of
education,

the

role

of

a

teacher,

the

importance of pedagogical studies, the
curriculum, and strategic teaching and
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learning, respectively. This arrangement is
justified by the need to provide a conceptual
framework of the process of education so that
the reader is able to appreciate the rationale
behind the recommended teaching and
learning strategies. Notwithstanding this. I
am persuaded to think that for the benefit of
any reader, the introductory chapter could
have done a much better job if it provided a
background to the need for such a book. As
it stands, the introduction is nothing more
than

a

statement

of the aim and structure of

the book.

Bearing in mind that so many
people have written on the .same subject of
teaching and learning as is confirmed by the
too many quotations in this book, an equally
good introduction should have presented the
reader with the current teaching and learning
practices in Zimbabwe and Southern African
region as a whole so that the reader is able
to see the need for taking a fresh look at the
process of teaching and learning. Such an
introduction would certainly have justified
the need for this book. As the book stands
now, any reviewer would be justified to
criticise it that there was no need for the

authors to repeat

the obvious and pretend that
they have made any contribution to the
endeavour to improve on the process of
education.
Authored by two experienced and senior
educationists, the book leaves one wondering

why the authors shy away from critically
discussing the ideas borrowed from so many
renowned educationists and philosophers of
education. The authors simply refer to and
quote other people's works without any
attempt to discuss the ideas by way of putting
them into context

continued

or

better still to show their

validity or otherwise. The table 1
underscores this point.
Given that the book is presented on AS
size paper, the too many references and
quotations leave the authors with virtually
no room to discuss or react to the presented
ideas. As a matter of fact, every time the
authors refer to or quote other people's

works, either
mark

or

they make a vague passing redo not comment on it at all. This

leaves the reader

wondering whether

the authors subscribe to the idea

or

or not

view. This

problem could have been avoided if the
publisher had a rigorous review and editorial
policy. The reviewers could have detected
this and asked the authors to attend to it.
Otherwise, the

publisher risks encouraging
reproducing other people's works and
publish them as if they were their original
works. For readers, especially those trained
authors

in the field of education,

this

writing leaves them with
frustration in the

a

manner

of

sense

of

that

they keep on
from the authors
(authorial intrusion) which they cannot find.
sense

looking for something

new

The above

problem begins to manifest
chapter two. In this chapter, the
authors are trying to give a historical/
philosophical evolution of the educational
thought in their search for a definition of
education. They begin with Plato's and JeanJacques Rous.seau's ideas of education. What
the authors have done is to simply extract
quotations from these two with the hope of
depicting Plato's and Rousseau's views on
itself in

the State and the individual. The authors do
discuss these ideas to

provide the reader
background for
appreciating the link between the State and
not

with

the

individual
individual

necessary

on one

hand, and education and

the other

as perceived by Plato
Consequently, their
presentation becomes somewhat incomplete,
vague and misleading. For example, there is
very little controversy that in his book, “The
Republic”, Plato’s main preoccupation is
about discovery of an “ideal state" through
the leadership of the Philosopher King. For

and

on

Rousseau.

the authors to have done

justice to both
writings and their need to establish a
relationship to good-practice education, they
ought to have discussed Plato a bit more
Plato's
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Table 1: Niimber

ok

References Per Chapter

Number of

Chapter

No. of

Pages

to close the

chapter with this idea is not appropriate. Worst still, the supposed-to-be
conclusion ends with a quotation without a
commentary on it. It is standard practice to
react to or comment on a quotation, but the
authors do not do this, not only for this
section but almost everywhere else they have
quoted other people’s works. In this case,
i the reader is left wondering as to what is the
purpose of this quotation.
I
Chapter 3 is about the role of a teacher.
What you have here are brief notes on the
roles of a teacher as a subject expert; strategic
planner and selector of learning experiences;
socializing agent; classroom manager;
facilitator; evaluator; and parent. Apart from
the explanatory notes on each role being very
brief, there is no attempt at rationalizing
these roles. It is very important in a book of
I this nature to try and Justify why the teacher
should perform these and not other roles.
Presented as they are, no reader would
appreciate why the teacher should play these
roles. The aim behind writing books is to help
' others understand.
My immediate reaction
when I finished reading this chapter was that
I
at best what is presented are more of lecture

References/Quotes

1

3

2

2

6

23

'

3

7

20

4

12

54

5

9

14

6

7

21

7

7

18

8

5

14

9

5

14

10

7

10

II

5

16

12

4

17

13

6

25

notes to

!

talk

which the teacher

or

lecturer would

provide rationale and promote
understanding. As if this were not enough,
the authors close this chapter by simply
listing, in point form, the sub-roles of a
teacher (see p.l6). Does this mean that the
so as to

authors

unable to

expand on them or
assumed that these are obvious,
perhaps they should Just have left them out
are

what? If they

what is worthwhile (values) and the method
rigorously. 1 know that Plato’s Republic is
more a recipe for dictatorship to the extent
must allow the learner to understand what is
that he places people’s fate and destiny in
being taught". This is in no way a definition
the wisdom and leadership of the Philosopher
of education. At best it is an imagination of
what it may be. Definitely, one does not
King. The use of the allegory of the cave in
“The Republic” confirms this fear. It is
expect such statements from experienced
important to remember that when Plato talks I educationists who have decided to make a
of education in the “Republic”, it is mainly
contribution to the debate by writing a book.

in relation to

use

Similarly, when it

conies to

point.

definition

of education, the authors

simply repeat the
of
B.
Milton and R.S. Peters. In the light of the so
many philosophical descriptions of education
offered by so many commentators, it is
imperative that a book written today on
education must attempt to provide a
usual vague philosophical descriptions
education as offered by John Dewey,

synthesized definition which reflects the
current educational

philosophy and practice.
Better still, if it is not possible to provide a
compressed definition, at least an attempt
should be made

to

offer

rigorous and
ought
to be. The starting point of such a discussion
could be provision of a distinction between
education and .schooling. This done, then the
authors could have moved

On aims of education, the authors fall

into the
I

on

to

discuss what

Wa.shington. Worst
they present them in three different
categories as if there is any substantial

a
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to

synthesize them into what they
would call aims of education. This way, they
would give the reader the impression that
they are clear of the subject matter they are !
writing on and that they are out to guide the
The last section of this

chapter is labeled
are

:

443). who

terrible which

contend that

abstract

as

some

methods

courses are so

to have no contact

with

reality;

what passes for theory
and generalities. The
over
one

such

a

is a mass of platitudes
authors simply gloss
.serious criticism by saying, in

statement, that Dr Conant’s criticisms

i

lack supportive evidence. Every serious

j

educationist would agree that such an attack
methods courses needed a discussion to

j

introducing a new idea to do with curriculum
reform. Nowhere in this chapter have the
authors talked of curriculum reform, hence.

(1979

courses as

tend to be both intellectually barren and
professionally useless. Dr Conant goes on

and then

conclusion when in fact the authors

and
and

describes methods

identified similarities in the three sets of aims
i

providing such education. On page 6, the
authors write that “education may be viewed
process. It must have both a content
method. The content is the knowledge

in Charles E. Silberman

difference. A well written book should have

reader.

as a

the

Under the section

still,

type of education schooling provides and
good-practice approach to

what would be

on

importance of methixls courses on page 24.
“Importance of Methods
Courses”, the book quotes Dr Conant, cited

trap of simply listing aims of
according to O’Connor. James A.

same

education

Johnson and Booker T.
i

a

critical discussion of what education

authors to discuss the various views

importance of pedagogical studies, for once
It is very easy for a reader to get the
the chapter presents a very clear case for
impression that may be the authors | pedagogical .studies. All the same, the .section
themselves are not clear of what they are
dealing with "understanding the teacher's
writing on. 1 know that they know what
role” on page 23 disrupts the How of the
education is all about, only that they
chapter and it is an unnecessary repetition
approached their writing a bit casually,
of the content of the preceding chapter.
hence, conveying the unfortunate wrong
Similarly, the authors should have resolved
impression.
the apparent converse view on the

and not methods. The

authors needed to have .solved this

completely.
Chapter 4 discus.ses the importance of
pedagogical studies in teacher education and
the teaching and learning process. Apart from
having the greatest number of references and
quotations which make it difficult for the

show Dr Conant's

1

own

causal

Cont.

appreciation
on

page 64
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Comprehending and
Mastering African Conflicts:
The Search

for Sustainable Peace and Good Governance
Edited

by Adehayo Adedeji, 1999, London: Zed Books in
Africa Centre for Development and Strategic
Studies (ACDESS) pp 337, Reviewed by Lloyd M. Sachikonye

association with the

I

n

his book. The

Age of Extremes. Eric

Hobsbawn (1994) observed that the 2()th

century has witnessed wars

scale than

on a vaster

anything previously experienced

before. There had been

no

small part in the
these conflicts.
a

“world wars” in

previous centuries, and the .scale of killings
and destruction during this century have been
unprecedented. The First World War in 1914
opened the age of massacre. The century
closes with the recent killings in Europe (in
Kosovo and Chechnya), in the Middle East
(in Iraq) and Asia (in Indonesia) to mention
just a few.
Sadly, Africa has not been spared armed
contlicts and their grim consequences. 11 out
of 25 civil wars that were being fought in
the world in 1998 were being waged in
Africa. Arms exports to Sub-Saharan Africa
(SSA) nearly doubled over the past year as
different armies fought not only over territory

that

real terms.
How

can

the

causes

of conflicts in Africa

be understood better, and

strategies to resolve
expertly? These are the
daunting question addressed in this timely
and valuable book. Comprehending and
Mastering African Conflicts: The Search
for Sustainable Peace and Good
Governance edited by Abebayo Adedeji, the
former ECA Secretary. The book consists of
usefully illuminating case-studies of civil
conflicts in Angola, Burundi, Liberia,
them crafted

more

Rwanda. Sierra Leone and Somalia amongst
The case-studies have been

others.

researched

by leading scholars in each of
these countries. A multi-disciplinary country
research
undertake

team

was

commissioned

to

national

case-study of the roots,
patterns and consequences of conflict in a
particular country under the auspices of the
African Centre for Development and
a

Strategic Studies (ACDESS) which is
currently headed by Adedeji. The results are
comprehensive and insightful case-studies
which show the complex historical, political
and economic roots of conflicts in Africa,
and which argue that colonialism did not play
SAPEM DECEMBER 1999

some

of

Adedeji begins by reminding the reader
more than 2 million
people have been

killed in Africa’s civil wars, and that 10
million have been victims of forced

migration and starvation. What is required
is “to master contlicts

so as

to be able to

transcend them”. However, this cannot be
achieved unless and until there is

a

full

understanding of the underlying causes and
histories of conflict. Understanding the
origins of conflict requires developing a
framework for
•

•

comprehending:

how the various

causes

of conflicts fit

together and interact;
which among them are the dominant
forces

•

particular point of time;
policies and strategies should

at a

and what

be crafted to address these

but also for valuable mineral and other
natural resources. Military expenditure in the
region totalled an estimated US$11 billion
in 1998. representing a 12 per cent increase
over the
previous year. This was at a time
when the region’s aggregate economic
growth rate rose by less than I per cent in

exacerbation of

in the

Rwanda. Liberia and Sierra Leone

are com-

petcntly handled. Super-power intervention in
Angola was a contributory factor to the deepening of the conflict; the political stalemate
between MPLAand UNITA continues despite
latter’s significant reverses on the military
front. So far, the United Nations has proved
ineffective in brokering a permanent solution
to the conflict. The chapter on Burundi explores the historical roots of the ethnic condiets observing that the colonial state instigated ethnic bitterness through elevating the
Tutsi over the Hutu. Currently, Burundi teeters on the verge for a full-blown civil war.
The chapter argues that there is a compelling
need for a power-sharing system in which
power is not perceived as a source of prestige
and wealth, but as a provider of security for
all. Furthennore, there is a need to put in place

short, medium and long-term.

government which will take into account
all ethnic components without fragmenting

Competition for resources typically lies

devoted

causes

a

the Burundi

Society. The late Julius Nyerere

for the

intensity of the .struggle for political
in African countries. Adedeji
therefore argues that peace-making,

great deal of energies in mediating
the conflict in Burundi; it remains to be seen
whether these efforts will be sustained and

power

vindicated. The

mediation, conciliation and arbitration have

climax in the

at

the heart of conflict, and this accounts

far received

disproportionate attention,
but they cannot substitute for empirical and
dispassionate search for a fuller
so

understanding and mastering of conflicts
in Africa.
In his

chapter. Amadou Toure observes

that conflict control consists of three

essential elements. First,

although third
big role in conflict
resolution, the burden of preventing a
conflict lies primarily with the contending
parites

can

play

a

adversaries.

Second, finding a way which is
comprehensive, integrated and geared
towards resolving issues is most essential
in conflict management; while urgent
interventions sometimes bring about a
transient peace or delay conflicts from
exploding, ultimately they may not lead to
a permanent resolution of conflict. Third,
the fundamental

causes

of conflicts must

be tackled in order to master them and

prevent antagonistic situations.
The case-studies of the

genesis, scope
(both domestic and
external) of conflicts in Angola, Burundi,
and consequences

the

a

chapter on Rwanda analyses
of the conflict which reached a

causes

genocide of 1994. The authors
chapter observe that a major
consequence of the genocide is that the social
fabric of the country has been destroyed.
Since the genocide, there exists deep ethnic
polarisation within Rwandan society.
Compounding continued internal conflicts
has been Rwanda’s military intervention in
the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC)
of the

on

the side of the anti-Kabila forces.

Rwanda’s
sustain

resource

base is too weak to

long-term intervention, and already
reports of food shortages leading to
starvation have come to light. Finally, the
chapters on conflicts on Liberia and Sierra
a

Leone, the

two small West

African countries

show how historical factors,

especially social

inequities and authoritarianism, eventually
led to

deva.stating conflicts which engulfed
sparing women and

societies without
children.
The

book

generally succeeds in
diagnosis of Africa’s myriad of
conflicts. Finding solutions to them is, of
course, the harder part. First, it is noted that
African have paid a heavy price in trying to
providing

a

build their nation-.states. However, unfortu-
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nately, traditional methods of mediation,
have
been neglected. Second, few would deny

conciliation and consensus-building
that lack of

failure to

to economic resources,

access

ensure

widespread sharing in the

benefits of economic growth are often at
the heart of conflicts. Third, attempts to
resolve bitter conflicts often
What

come

might have been done at

too

an

late.

early

violence and achieve

state to avert mass

a

just outcome is often delayed or neglected,
or at best done halfheartedly. Fourth, there
is a dearth of political integrity, commitment

and

resources

for the resolution of

African conflicts

by the international community as epotimised by the UN's premature disengagement in Somalia and
Rwanda. Finally, the long-term solution
to conflict prevention is good governance.

Cont. from page
of methods

62
To

say that Dr
Conant's attacks lack evidence is as gtxxi
as

courses.

simply

saying that the authors cannot defend
position on methods courses. Finally,
is my view that what the authors call

their
it

questions for further research on page 28
are nothing more than issues which they
have decided to

gloss

for whatever
reasons. A similar ca.se is found in chapter
12 on page 86 footnote 17. to cite but just
two examples. Each of the three questions
posed can be answered on the basis of what
we already know about the theory and practice of education. May be what the authors
wanted to say is that there is always room
for improvement, which is perfectly acceptable and they should have said so.
Turning to chapters 5 and 6,1 feel that
the title for chapter 5 should have been
“The Relationship of Curriculum to
Teaching and Learning” .so as to bring into
focus the thrust of the book. To just label
over

The foundations of

democracy, especially

the rule of law and harmonous

co-

existance between

majority and minority
populations are pre-requisites for peace
and security and conflict prevention. The
book also discusses what

needed and

new

research is

proposals for mastering

con-

flict in future. These range over a

wide
diversity of measures, including, for example, a moratarium of arms imports,
trans-border frontiers projects, political
reform that creates real space for effective
participation by different social groups and
social

consensus.

As Africa enters the

new

century, it

needs to double its efforts at conflict prevention and management. There are some

notes to

student teachers and those in

service.

Common

of fact, the chapter is about
relationship of the curriculum to
teaching and learning. Chapter 6 deals
with .strategic teaching and learning. The
authors begin by trying to offer a
definition of teaching which turns out to
be so bookish that they fail to provide a
.stipulative definition of what teaching is.

wrapping up the di.scussions as the case is
in chapters 8,9 and 11.
The book ends with chapter 13 which
discusses teaching “slow learners”. Except
for its briefness, the chapter somehow does
a good job of providing a distinction between “slow learners” and “mentally retarded learners”. The importance of this
distinction is that it immediately indicates
to the reader that the two require different
teaching and learning techniques. As a

This is

as a

reliance

on

result of the authors

other

over-

people's understanding
of the concept and apparent failure to react
to other people's view points.
Chapters 7 through 12 are an
explanation of six different teaching and
learning strategies. The authors could have
done a much better job if they collapsed
these six brief chapters into one and
entitled it “Teaching Strategies” or
something like that. What are now
separate chapters w'ould have been sections
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permanent

and societies. Growth and

stability are
only possible in conditions of peace and
security. This book is a timely reminder
of these awesome challenges facing the
continent; leaders, policy-makers, academies and those interested in peace and
security studies would benefit immensely
from reading it.

Instruction”,

same chapter. Otherwise, making each
teaching strategy a stand-alone chapter
raises the reader’s expectations of the depth
of coverage and rigour of critical discussion.
Indeed, since the book is about strategies in
teaching and learning, the six teaching
strategies presented needed a more elaborate
and rigorous discussion. In their present
state, they are more a mockery of the title
of the book than anything close to useful

cases

a matter

a

conflict which has
drawn too many players in the Central and
Southern African regions. Africa cannot
afford armed conflicts. They have had
devastating consequences on economies
agreement to end that

of the

of which the authors have not addressed.
As

should be consolidated into

Lloyd M. Sachikonye is an Associate Editor
ofSAPEM.

expectations about the curriculum, most

the

resolved. The cease-fire in the DRC

important lessons and precedents that may
be built upon. The conllicts in Mozam¬

problems to these six chapters
authors
inability to provide a clear explanation of
what each of the six teaching techniques
entails except for chapters 9 and 12; authors’
shyness to delve into a critical discussion
of the pros and cons of each teaching
technique; inability to state what technique
to use with what age group; inability to
resolve contradictory statements (for
example the comment on the quotation in
the conclusion on page 80) and the tendency
to conclude with quotations which in most

it “The Curriculum” raises too many

bique, Liberia and Sierra Leone have been

include shallowness of the coverage;

matter

introduce

new

ideas instead of

so as

to intrixluce the idea

of

individualizing instructions, or it should
have followed after chapter 6 in an attempt
the reader to the fact that teaching
learning techniques have to consider

to alert

and

learners' individual needs.
CONCLUSION

By far the greatest weakness of this book
inability to react to the

is the authors

ideas borrowed

various

from other

published works. This makes the book
sound more like a compilation of ideas than
a
discussion aimed at making a
contribution to the frontiers of knowledge.
This a problem could have been controlled
for if the publisher pursued a rigorous
review and editorial policy. It is my
proposal to the publisher to ensure that
manuscripts are reviewed by at least two
competent people and edited by a
speciali.st. It is the quality of output which
will detemiine our share of the readership
market. To the authors. I reeommend that
the btrok be revised
lines 1 have

immediately along the
suggested if possible. During

revision, the authors should consider
a list of references, preferably
end of the book. Footnotes are never

providing
at the

substitutes for referenees. All the

commend the authors for
there is

a

need to take

a

same.

1

realising that

fresh look

at

the

of teaching and learning given the
changes we have experienced in class size
process

and

technological advances, some of which
have rendered the traditional teacher's roles
obsolete.

of fact, while slow learners can be

“normal" learners and
appropriate teaching
and learning methods, the mentally retarded pupils require different and special
put together with

benefit from

use

of

methods and schools because their learn-

ing problems are peculiar. All the same, this
chapter is in the wrong place. It should either
have preceded chapter 11. “Individualized

Dr Fred G. H Msiska is
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a

Senior Lecturer

in Educational Foundations,

University of
currently with SARIPS of
SAPES Trust as Academic Registrar
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What Zimbabwe Express Airlines will
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you
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It

if there’s

enough of it.
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run out of it. So, to help you make
the most of your time, our schedules are
designed to give you more time where
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seems as

And
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never
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-

With

Boeing 727 jet flights connecting
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There
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small business

This

good

for

news

owners.

special

offer is

Due to

limited, and

capacity,

we are

Business

Package to

will fall away

new

when the
allocation of

a

recent massive increase in our

offering the S.O.H.O. Small

subscribers at

a

a

limited number of

special offer price of

$15,000. This special offer package gives
you:

accounts is
18 month

•

reached.
Contact

access

to Internet and E-mail

fast 56K modem valued at $5,200

•

A super

•

User

•

A business

us

as soon as

meeting folder,

pen

and note-

pad valued at $300.

you can.

275 page

•

Tel: 702202

Training valued at $1,000

valued at

book "Internet for Busy People"
$1,000.

792058/9
Fax: 702203

e-mail:

sales@africaonline.co.zw

If you

want a basic Web Site (which we will

Nordiska afrikainstitutet
Small nusiiicss
1 Cl.Wl.vw*.

be

only $30,000.

I

—

to the
ce

will

